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(ABSTRACT)

ln this work, nondispersive wavepacket solutions to linear partial differential equations are

investigated. These solutions are characterized by infinite energy content; otherwise they are con-

tinuous, nonsingular and propagate in free space without spreading out. Examples of such solutions

_ are Berry and Balazs’ Airy packet, MacKinnon’s wave packet and Brittingham’s Focus Wave Mode

(FWM). It is demonstrated in this thesis that the infmite energy content is not a basic problem

per se and that it can be dealt with in two distinct ways. First these wave packets can be used as

Y
1; Y

bases to construct highly localized, slowly decaying, tirne-limited pulsed solutions. In the case of the

lt FWMs, this path leads to the formulation of the bidirectional representation, a technique that

provides the most natural basis for synthesizing Brittingharn·like solutions. This representation is

used to derive new exact solutions to the 3-D scalar wave equation. It is also applied to problems

involving boundaries, in particular to the propagation of a localized pulse in an infinite acoustic

waveguide and to the launchability of such a pulse from the opening of a serni-infinite waveguide.

The second approach in dealing with the infrnite energy content utilizes the bump-like structure of

nondispersive solutions. With an appropriate choice of parameters, these bump fields have very

large amplitudes around the centers, in comparison to their tails. In particular, the FWM solutions

are used to model massless particles and are capable of providing an interesting interpretation to the

results of Young’s two slit experiment and to the wave·paricle duality of light. The bidirectional

representation provides, also, a systematic way of deriving packet solutions to the K1ein·Gordon,

the Schrodinger and the Dirac equations. Nondispersive solutions of the former two equations are

compared to previously derived ones, e.g., the Airy packet and MacKinnon's wave packet.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

A few years ago, Bxittingham [1] proposed a search for packet-like solutions to the homoge-

neous Maxwell’s equations with the properties that (I) they are continuous and non~singular, (2)

they have a three-dimensional pulse structure, (3) they are nondispersive for all time, (4) they move

at the velocity of light in straight lines, and (5) they carry finite electromagnetic energy. Such sol-

utions have been termed focus wave modes (FWM).

Brittingham was successful in proving that the FWMs satisfy the homogeneous Maxwell’s

equations together with the first four of the aforementioned properties. The original FWM integrals

were found to be of infmite energy. To remedy that shortcoming, Brittingham introduced two in-

finitely extended surfaces of discontinuities that travel along the direction of propagation of the

FWMs and divide space into three regions. The fields in the central region between these two sur-

faces were chosen to be equal to the original FWM integrals, while the fields outside were identically

set equal to zero.

The search for solutions of this kind goes back to the beginning of the century, ever since

Einstein hypothesized that light beams are comprised of wave packets or light corpuscles, each

having an energy proportional to the frequency. The mental picture associated with a corpuscle is

that of a ball-like object travelling in free space without spreading out. Experimental evidence sup-

ports this point of view; a click in a photodetector or a dot on a photographie plate is a manifes-
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tation of the localization of light particles. A more recent experiment that establishes the

localization of photons has been carried out by Hong and Mandel [2].

It is well known that light is govemed by Maxwell’s equations or, in situations where

polarization effects are unimportant, by the scalar wave equation. Nevertheless, exact,

nondispersive, localized, finite energy solutions to these equations had not been reported prior to

Brittingham’s proposal. Part of the reason for this difliculty is due to the fact that a boost solution

of the form
‘}’(x,

y, 2 — ct) reduces the scalar wave equation [V2 — c‘2 öf] ‘l·'(x, y, 2 — ct) = 0 into a

Laplace equation V2 ‘l’(x, y, z — ct) = 0 , for which ‘Y(x, y, 2 — ct) is a harmonic function with no

maxima or minirna. This prevents the wave function from having a localized compact support.

Other types of exact deterministic solutions were found inadequate to explain the corpuscular aspect

of light. The only successful treatment is based on the second quantization of the electromagnetic

field. Such a quantization follows in the spirit of the Copenhagen interpretation of the quantum

theory [3] which abandons completely the notions of particle localization, causality and objective

reality.

Difficulties arose immediately with Brittingham’s FWMs, especially with respect to their en-

ergy content. Wu and King [4] showed that Maxwell’s equations cannot be satisfied across the

discontinuities introduced by Brittingharn. Consequently, it was established that the FWMs are

characterized by infinite total energy content. That assertion was corroborated by the work of

Sezginer [5], followed by that of Wu and Lehman [6] who proved that any fmite energy solution

will involve the spreading of energy.

The work by Belanger [7,8], Sezginer [5] and Ziolkowski [9] showed that the original FWMs

can be related to exact solutions of the three-dimensional scalar wave equation. Such solutions,

which are expressed as products of a plane wave moving in the negative z—direction with velocity c

and an envelope function depending on x, y and z·ct, will be terrned the scalar FWMs in the sequel.

All three authors indicated that the envelope function itself obeys exactly a complex parabolic

Schrodinger-like equation and demonstrated the intimate relation of the FWMs to the solutions

arising from the paraxial approximation to the wave equation. Belanger [7] and Sezginer [5] showed

that the FWMs can easily be written in terms of Gaussian-Laguerre and Gaussian-Hermite
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packet-like solutions. Later, Belanger [8] demonstrated that a Gaussian monochromatic beam can

be observed as a Gaussian packet-like beam when the observer’s inertial frame is moving at the

same speed as the wave. Meanwhile, Ziolkowski [9] made the significant observation that the scalar

FWMs describe fields that originate from moving complex sources. This observation linked the

FWMs with earlier work by Descharnps [10] and Felsen [ll] describing Gaussian bearns as fields

equivalent paraxially to spherical waves with centers at stationary complex locations.

At this stage, the main objection to the FWMs was their infinite energy content as established

by Wu and Lehman [6]. It implied that any attempt to construct finite energy solutions would lead

to pulses that would eventually spread out at infinity. The rate by which such pulses would disperse

would differ from one case to another. It was pointed out by Ziolkowski [9] that plane waves share

with the FWMs their infinite energy property, and it was demonstrated that a superposition of these

modes can produce finite energy solutions. Ziolkowski pointed out, also, that since the central

portions of these modes are localized in space, a superposition of the FWMs might have an ad-

vantage over plane waves when it comes to describing the transfer of directed pulses in free space.

Such pulses, characterized by high directionality and slow energy decay, were called electromagnetic

directed energy pulse trains (EDEPTs), and it was argued by Ziolkowski [16] that they could be

launched from a finite size antenna array.

Ziolkowski’s EDEPTs share their high directionality and slow energy decay properties with

the electromagnetic rnissile solutions introduced by Wu [17], who argued that the electromagnetic

energy density transmitted by a finite aperture under transient excitation does not have to decrease

as R" when R -> oo. The energy reaching the receiver has to decay eventually to zero. Wu dem-

onstrated that one can make the product of the missile’s cross·sectional area and the average energy

per unit area approach zero as slowly as one wishes by choosing suitable frequency components

of the exciting current. Wu deduced his results using the total received electromagnetic energy. Lee

[18], on the other hand, used the Mellin transform to derive asymptotic expressions for the

E and fi field components of an instantaneously excited missile field. Later, Lee [19] rederived the

field components for a source with a finite excitation time. An interesting account of the

launchability of electromagnetic missiles from a point source embedded in a spherical dielectric lens
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was given by Wu ez al. [20]. They found that such electromagnetic missiles can be classified into

strong and weak ones according to the corresponding critical points of differentiable maps in two

dimensions. A more recent study of the launchability of electromagnetic missiles deals with a line

source within a cylindrical dielectric lens [21].

The unusual finite energy pulse solutions introduced by Wu [17] and Ziolkowski [9,16] seem

to have been predicted on the basis of theoretical investigations that differ substantially from each

other. In both cases, however, the directionality aspects of the solutions depend greatly on the ap-

propriate choice of their spectral components. An experiment investigating the feasibility of

launching an acoustical directed energy pulse train (ADEPT) was performed by Ziolkowski et al.

[22]. They established that an ADEPT pulse launched from a linear synthetic array holds itself and

does not spread out to twice the Rayleigh length. They also demonstrated that an ADEPT field

generated by a rectangular array spreads out at a slower rate than a more conventional field gener-

ated by a Gaussian-driven array. Preliminary experimental studies of the launchability of

electromagnetic missiles were reported by Shen [23].

Ideas similar to those underlying the work on E(A)DEPTs and electromagnetic missiles were

contemplated by Dumin [24] when he introduced the diffraction-free "Bessel beams" and he was

able to demonstrate that such beams have a larger depth compared to Gaussian beams, even if their

central spots have the same radii. The increase in the depth of the beam was achieved, however,

at the expense of the power utilized [25]. This behavior, which has been verified experimentally by

Dumin et al. [26], can be attributed mainly to differences ir1 the energy distribution over identical

apertures. Durnin’s monochromatic beams are composed of different spatial spectral components.

The depth of the monochromatic Bessel beams can be controlled by varying only their spatial

spectral content or changing their energy distribution over the aperture. On the other hand, both

temporal and spatial spectral components are required in synthesizing highly directional time-

limited pulses, e.g., EDEPTs and electromagnetic missiles.

Another development along these lines is the use of Brittingham’s modes by Hillion [12,13]

to provide solutions to the homogeneous spinor wave equation and the massless Dirac equation.

These solutions are called spinor focus wave modes. A weighted superposition of such modes re-
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sults lll finite energy pulses. Hillion studied ir1 detail the particular case of Bessel weight functions.

Hillion [14] was also able to find new solutions to the wave equation with boundary conditions on

the hyperplane z — ct= 0. He made use of a Laplace transformation that relates solutions of the

Laplace equation to those of the Schrodinger equation. Using such a method, he was able to derive

several Brittingham-like solutions from known solutions of Laplace’s equation. We mention, also,

that a sirnilarity reduction technique utilizing the Lorentz invariance of the scalar wave equation

has been used by Sockell [15] to generate novel classes of Brittingham-like modes and to provide a

group-theoretic explanation for the existence of the scalar FWMs.

It is clear that the various attempts to study and synthesize highly directional pulses and

bearns aim at the same goal. This leads one to wonder whether there is a deeper underlying reality.

It is our aim in this work to unifonnize some of these attempts and to address some of the unan-

swered questions concerning the physical realizability of such wave solutions. One major concern

is the limited understanding of the energy decay patterns of pulses. This is highly reflected in the

current literature which is mainly concerned with the propagation of monochromatic signals, or

modulated CW signals. Such wave solutions, with a very narrow bandwidth, tend to obscure some

of the physical properties of the propagation of pulses with frnite time durations. Unlike narrow

bandwidth signals, such pulses have infrnite bandwidths which make a concept like the 'far field

region" totally ambiguous. This situation led Ziolkowski [9] to suggest that a superposition of

B1ittingham’s FWMs is more appropriate for the synthesis of highly directional pulses, and that the

nonlocality of plane waves contradicts the spirit of composing highly localized wave solutions.

The Brittingham-Ziolkowski forrnalism has been a more radical approach than any other,

mainly because it calls upon a superposition method that diifers significantly from a regular super-

position of sinusoidal pla.ne waves. This might prove to be very hard to handle mathematically, but

at the same time it provides a fresh procedure with which new ideas might be introduced into the

problem of propagation of nonsinusoidal pulses, and can point out some physical irnplications that

may be concealed by formal procedures, e.g., the Fourier synthesis. Moreover, EDEPTs contain

certain parameters that can be adjusted to increase their slow energy decaying range. lf these pa-

rarneters could be related to physically meaningful quantities, a systematic procedure could be es-
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tablished to synthesize highly directional pulses that propagate in free space with very little

spreading. In the spirit of this discussion, it seems worthwhile to pursue a better understanding of

the Brittingharn-Ziolkowski forrnalism and to study the physical realizability of highly directional

wave solutions.

Another interesting prospect is related to the nondispersive character of the FWMs. This

property can be quite valuable if the FWMs are used to represent light particles or photons. Even

though a FWM has an infinite energy content, it is a bump·like field of relatively very large am-

plitude around the center. This central portion of very large energy density can be used to represent

a light particle which is incorporated in an extended wave structure, thus combining the wave and

the particle aspects of light in a single framework. This conjecture is motivated primarily by the fact

that in Young’s two slit interference experiment, a FWM pulse interferes with itself in such a way

that it always imparts its energy onto one of the light fringes. It is well known that Young’s ex-

periment was the first to demonstrate the wave nature of light. According to the concept of wave-

particle duality, a photon can behave both as a particle and a wave. The wave nature of light reveals

itself in interference experirnents, while its corpuscular nature manifests itself in the photoelectric

and Compton effects. Bohr’s complementarity principle regards these aspects of light as two man-

ifestations of reality that cannot exist simultaneously, but can only reveal themselves in different

situations. This is in sharp contrast with de Broglie's conception of the wave-particle duality,

whereby the wave and the particle aspects of light exist simultaneously.

In a typical setting for a two slit interference experiment, light is shone on a screen containing

two narrow slits and is observed on a photographie plate placed behind the screen. The wave nature

of light is directly observed since waves going through either slit will interfere constructively or

destructively upon reaching the photographie plate, thus forrning interference fringes. The localized

and compact nature of particles, on the other hand, makes it more difficult to explain the existence

of the interference pattem. One way to circumvent such a difficulty is to assume that a large number

of light particles or "photons" interact with each other, so that most of them end up on the light

fringes. This was proved to be incoxrect when very low intensity beams of light were used. In such

a case, single photons go through the screen one at a time and always end up on one of the light
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fiinges. A single photon with transverse dimensions much less than the width of the slits, thus, in-

terferes with itself. This raises the crucial question: how can a compact light particle, passing

through one of the slits, feel the existence of the other one and interfere with itself? Several inter-

pretations of the quantum theory attempted to answer this question. The most eminent among

these is the probabilistic Copenhagen interpretation [3]. Other interesting, but less accepted, inter-

pretations were introduced, including Bohm’s causal interpretation [27,28], which makes use of the

notion of a ”quantum potentia1", the atemporal transactional interpretation [29] due to Cramer, and

de Broglie’s "double solution" theory [30]. These theories make use of a pilot or an advanced wave

that guides the particle through the slits onto one of the light fringes of the interference pattern.

The FWM pulse, with an appropriate choice of parameters, is a localized bump field with a large

amplitude around the center buried in an extended nonlocal field of very low amplitude at the tails.

Its precursor field fans out to cover relatively larger distances in the transverse direction as we go

away from the center. lt is this property that allows the field of the FWM to feel the two slits in

Young’s experiment, even though the central bump field is fairly localized. For such a field one can

associate the corpuscular aspects of light with its central portion of large amplitude, while the wave

character of light is an outcome of the nonlocal nature of the pulse’s tails. Thus, extraneous notions

like a "pi1ot wave” or a ”quantum potential" of the aforementioned interpretations are replaced by

the indigenous precursor field of the FWM pulse which guides the particle through the screen. In

the same vein, it is of interest to investigate the possibility of deriving analogous solutions to partia.1

differential equations representing massive particles; e.g., the Klein-Gordon, Dirac and Schrodinger

equations.

It is our aim in this work to examine in detail these two prospects; namely, the synthesis of

finite-energy, slowly decaying Bxittingham-like solutions and the modelling of light and massive

particles by bump-like fields that can accomodate simultaneously the corpuscular and wave aspects.

Our work is based on a novel approach to the synthesis of wave signals. This method was intro-

duced by Besieris and Shaarawi [31] in order to understand the salient features of the Brittingham-

Ziolkowski formalism. Its scope is broader, however, and encompasses classes of problems

altogether different from wave propagation in vacuo . Within the framework of this new approach,
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exact solutions of the scalar wave equation are decomposed into bidirectional, backward and for-

ward, plane waves travelling along a preferred direction z, viz., exp( —ia(z— ct)) exp(iß(z+ ct)).

These bilinear expressions can be elementary solutions to the Fourier-transforrned (with respect to

x and y ) three-dimensional wave equation provided that a constraint relationship involving a, ß

and the Fourier variables dual to x and y is satisfied. Such elementary blocks constitute a natural

basis for synthesizing Brittingham-like solutions, such as Ziolkowski’s EDEPTS and splash pulses,

Hillion’s spinor modes and the Ziolkowski-Belanger—Sezginer scalar FWMs.

In Chapter 2, we shall provide a short introduction to the aforementioned new decompos-

ition, together with a comparison to the well established Fourier method. For the sake of simplicity,

the discussion will be restricted to the case of the three-dimensional scalar wave equation. It will

be demonstrated, next, that all the known Brittingham-like solutions can be reproduced by choos-

ing fairly simple spectra for this novel synthesis, in contradistinction to the more complicated

spectra that would have to be utilized in the case of a Fourier synthesis. Other choices of spectra

can result in other types of solutions that can be of some value. The necessary and sufiicient con-

ditions irnposed on the spectra to ensure square integrability will be derived and the possibility of

extending this analysis to other equations will be investigated.

In Chapter 3, a specific demonstration will be given in connection with an infinitely long

circular cylinder excited by a localized initial pulse whose size is related directly to parameters sim-

ilar to those arising in the EDEPT solutions. The case of a semi-infinite waveguide excited by the

same initial pulse will be considered next. The radiation field from the open end of the waveguide

is computed using Kirchhof?s integral formula with a tirne-retarded Green’s function. An approx-

irnate evaluation of Kirchhoffs integral gives solutions that are causal, have finite energy and exhibit

an unusual decay behavior. Like the EDEPTs, these approximate solutions contain certain pa-

rameters that can be adjusted in order to control the shape of the pulses as they propagate in free

space. These parameters are related to meaningful physical quantities, e.g., the shape of the initial

pulse, the cross sectional area of the waveguide and its cutoff frequencies. These aspects will be

discussed in detail, together with the range of validity of the approximate solutions.
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The possibility of using the FWM pulses as light particles or "photons' will be studied in

Chapter 4. It will be demonstrated that, in a two slit interference experiment, a single FWM pulse

can interfere with itself. It will also be shown that this behavior cannot be achieved for other lo-

calized pulses, e.g., a transverse Gaussian pulse. The energy and momentum of the central bump

of the FWM pulse will be derived in connection to its possible interactions with other particles.

The energy content can be related to the conventional photon energy relationship E, = hv.

The bidirectional representation will be used in Chapter Sto derive nondispersive wavepacket

solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation and the Dirac equation, Such wave packets have centers

that move with velocities o less than the speed of light c. The possibility of using such solutions as

de Broglie wave packets representing massive particles will be investigated.

In Chapter 6, wave packet solutions will be derived for the nonrelativistic Schrodinger

equation. The centers of such solutions move with uniform velocities ul which are equal to the

velocities obtained through the action of a momentum operator on the phase of the wave function.

These wave packets are compared to accelerating packet solutions and the latter will be used to

derive a new class of solutions to the scalar wave equation. Finally, a summary and conclusion of

this work will be provided in Chapter 7.
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2.0 THE BIDIRECTIONAL

REPRESENTATION

In this chapter, a new decomposition of exact solutions to the scalar wave equation into

bidirectional, forward and backward, travelling plane wave solutions will be described. The resulting

representation is a natural basis for synthesizing pulse solutions that can be tailored to give directed

energy transfer in space. The derivation of this representation from a general operator embedding

scheme will be given. The connection between this decomposition and various localized, slowly

decaying pulses will be made explicit. Such pulse solutions include the focus wave modes, the

electromagnetic directed energy pulse trains, the spinor splash pulses, and the Bessel beams. The

eflicacy of this representation in deriving new exact Brittingharn-like solutions will be demonstrated.

Finally, the new representation will be extended to other classes of equations, e.g., the Klein-

Gordon and the dissipative scalar wave equations that model wave propagation in dispersive a.nd

dissipative media, respectively.
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2.1 MOTIVA TION AND PREVIOUS WORK

As mentioned in the introduction, the possibility of solutions of the wave equation that de-

scribe localized, slowly decaying transmission of energy in space-tirne has been suggested by several

groups. These include efforts on "Focus Wave Modes" [l,5,7~9], "EDEPTs' [9,16,32], "Splash

Modes" [9,12],
”EM

Missiles” [17·20,23,33], "Bessel Beams' [24-26], "EM bullets" [34,35] and

"Transient Beams” [36-39]. Much of this work was actually motivated by the pioneering work of

Brittingham [1]. It has been recently discovered that the original "Focus Wave Modes" represent

Gaussian beams that translate through space with only local deformations and are the fundamental

modes of a class of solutions that describe fields that originate from moving complex sources [9].

In particular, the scalar wave equation in real space, viz.,

[6262 — V2 ] —1¤(?, z) = 0, (2.1.1)

has as an exact solution, the moving, modified Gaussian pulse

-· l —ßp2/(a +lC) Iß(z+c1)‘Y
, = —·—·—·+· 1 . 2.1.2ßlr I)

4r:(a] +1C)
c e ( )

The complex variance yields the bearn spread A = a, + C2/al, the phase front curvature

R = C + af/C, and beam waist w = (A//3)*/2 . Here, C = z- ct and p denotes the radial cylindrical

coordinate. The fundamental pulse (2.1.2) describes a Gaussian bearn that translates through

space-tirne with only local variations. lt represents a generalization of earlier work by Deschamps

[10] and Felsen [1 1] describing Gaussian beams as fields radiated from stationary complex source

points. From equation (2.1.2) it can be easily seen the the FWM solution has a magnitude

~ l/(4rra,) around the center of the pulse, where z< ct and p < (al/ß)‘/2 . Outside this portion of

the field, the arnplitude falls off as 1/(z — ct) along the direction of propagation. At the same time
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the Gaussian pulse envelope stretches out in the transverse direction with a waist (z- ct)/(ßa,)‘/*

that increases as one moves away from the central part of the field.

It has been established [32] that the fundamental Gaussian pulse has either a plane wave or

a particle-like character depending on whether ß is small or large. Moreover, for all ß it shares with

the plane wave the property of having infinite energy. However, as with the plane waves, this is

not to be considered as a drawback per se. The above solution procedure has introduced an added

degree of freedom into the solution through the variable ß that can be exploited. It has been shown

by Ziolkowski [9,16] that fundamental Gaussian pulse fields, corresponding to different values of

ß, can be used as basis functions to represent new transient solutions of equation (2.1.1). In par-

ticular, the general EDEPT (electromagrretic directed energy pulse train) solution

.. ·><> ..‘Y(f„ ¢) dß ‘l’p(f„ f) F(ß)
0 (2.1.3)

-
___l___i °° —ß:<p.z„ 0· 4..;.., + pp- pr); l, dß ml e ·

where

P2
J(p, l(Z +Cl)is

an exact source-free solution of the wave equation. This representation, in contrast to a plane

wave decomposition, utilizes basis functions that are more localized in space and hence, by their

very nature, are better suited to describe the directed transfer of electromagnetic energy in space.

The resulting pulses have finite energy if the spectrum F(ß) is square integrable [16].

It has been shown [9] that the superposition (2.1.3), with the "complex travelling center wave'

basis functions, has an inverse. The functions

2wp. c. pi = 8 J?
e""^""*’

wp. c. ·r> . (2.1.5)
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with 1; = z + ct, are orthogonal to the W, . This means these basis functions satisfy the completeness

relation

+00 +00 00
dp p ¢’p(p»C- *1) ‘1’p·(p»C„ >1)=Ö(ß —ß')» (24-6)

-00 -00 O

where 45}, is the complex conjugate of <I>„. Hence, an inversion of the superposition (2.1.3) exists.

Clearly, different spectra F(ß) in equation (2.1.3) lead to different wave equation solutions,

and hence, to different solutions of Maxwe11’s equations. Many interesting solutions of the wave

equation can be created by simply referring to a Laplace transforrn table. One·particular1y interest-

ing spectrum selection, recognized by Ziolkowski [40], is the "Modified Power Spectrum' (MPS)

P - - - bF(ß)=?— (pß—b)° *1 M °’“=1.
ß> ;.(q)

b
(2.1.7)

= Ü , -5 > ß 2 O .

It is so named because it is derived from the power spectrum F(ß) =
ßvl

exp( — ßa,) by a scaling

and a truncation. This choice of spectrum leads to the "Modified Power Spectrum' (MPS) pulse

r' I =
———-·-— ————— . . .(2 1 81’

4717 (a + iC) i
q1 1% + p 1

Solutions to Maxwel1’s equations follow naturally from these scalar wave equation solutions using

a Hertz potential formulation.

The behavior of the MPS pulse is determined primarily by the choice of the parameters a,,

a,, p and q. This can be easily characterized along the direction of propagation. In particular, for

p > > 1 and q = l, it was pointed out [32] that
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wp = 0, Z = ct) = K¤¤S(2bz/p) — (ZZ/M1) ¤i¤(2bz/p)]
4¤ [1 + (22/M12] ¤1¤z

for
andcos(2bz/p)paz

i l

~ for
z<sin2bz

~ — for z>%- .

As long as z < < p/2b and z< pa,/2 the amplitude of the center of the MPS pulse stays constant.

For the intermediate range p/2b < z< pa,/2, the center of the pulse oscillates with an oscillation

length equal to np/b . Finally, when z > pa,/2 the MPS pulse amplitude decreases as 1/z. Along the

transverse direction the pulse is essentially Gaussian with

wp, Z = cz) = p‘*’P2”"'¤ ‘l·’(p = 0, z = cz) . (2.1.10)

The MPS pulse can be optimized so that it is localized near the direction of propagation and

its original amplitude can be recovered out to extremely large distances from its initial location. For

the specific choice of parameters a, = 10** m, a, = 1.0 m, q = 1.0 , p = 6.0 >< 10** and

b= 10** m·*, the amplitude of the pulse’s center remains constant until z~p/2b= 3 x 10* m ,

where it begins to oscillate recovering its initial amplitude every AZ=1|.'p/Ö= 1.88 x l0‘m for

z< pa,/2 = 3 x 10** m . Beyond this point the center of the pulse decays as 1 /2. Around the center

of the pulse and for z < 3 x 10** m, the transverse extent of the pulse equals

p = (pa,/b)*/* = 2.45 m . This example definitively shows the localization of the field near the di-

rection of propagation over very large distances.

lt was recognized by Besieris and Shaarawi [31] that the representation (2.1.3) and its inverse

has a generalization that can be exploited to explain the structure of localized, slowly decaying

solutions ir1 a single framework. This new representation is the main purpose of this chapter and

will be introduced in the next section.
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2.2 BIDIRECTIONAL PLANE WA VE

DECOMPOSITION

The Cauchy problem

[c"’6§+Ö(-«v)]U(?,«)=0, ?€1z’,¢>0; (2.2.1.1)

UG, 0) = UOG) , U,G, 0) = U, G) , (2.2.16)

where u is a real scalar-valued function and Ö is a positive, self-adjoint, possibly pseudodifferential

operator, can be used as a mathematical model for a large number of physical situations.

A Fourier synthesis of the solution to the Cauchy problem (2.2.1) can be effected as follows

[41]:

UG, z) = 2 Re ( WG, :)} ; (2.2.2a)

¤1¤G, z) = dz? F(1E‘)e‘“ "‘ ? ‘
°”2"

"
F') ; (2.2.2b)(2v) R3

— 2 - ~ E
F(k u0(k ) —i (2.2.2C)

6 :1*/“( — k )
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The complex valued signal
‘P

is generated via a linear superposition of plane waves propagating in

the I; direction with phase speeds c
0*/“( — l;)/ I Ii:. I . These plane waves are characterized by wave

vectors I; and they are weighted by the Fourier spectrum F(I;).

Equation (2.2.2) constitutes a mathematical solution to the Cauchy problem (2.2.1). How-

ever, for purposes of later comparison, the superposition (2.2.2b) can be recast in a more general

form as foHows:

~1¤(?·‘, I) dw ?(1Y, w) 6[ Ä- - n( - 1Y)] . (2.2.3)
(Zn) RICThe

spectra entering into equations (2.2.2b) and (2.2.3) are linked through the relationship

FU?) = . (2.2.4)
41: In"2(— k)I

Conditions can also be specified under which
‘~P

is square-integrable, or, even further, under

which the solution u(?, I) of (2.2.1) is a finite energy signal. There is, however, a basic drawback

associated with the Fourier method; narnely, that in most cases the integral for W can be computed

only approximately by a variety of asymptotic approaches, such as the method of stationary

phase/saddle point [42,43], ray-theoretic techniques [44,45} and phase space methods [46], or can

be canied out numerically. Very few exact analytical solutions to (2.2.2b) are available, even for the

simple, single mode dispersion relationship w E c 9*/*( — I;) = c (kz + ;B)‘/3 corresponding to the

Klein-Gordon equation.

The Cauchy problem (2.2.1) will be used in the sequel as a vehicle for presenting a new

principle of superposition that provides more freedom and flexibility when dealing with certain

classes of solutions, e.g., the EDEPT solutions to the scalar wave equation.
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Different types of superpositions are obtained by dividing the operator

L = [6** Ö} + Ö( — N)] into parts, each having its own eigenfunctions. A general solution can be

constructed from the product of such eigenfunctions, together with a constraint relationship be-

tween their eigenvalues. The manner in which the operator L is partitioned determines the form

of the final superposition. For example, the Fourier decomposition follows from partitioning L into

two parts: L, = 6** Ö} and L, = Ö( —· N). The superposition (2.2.3) contains the constraint

(w/6) = 9*/*( — Ä:.) relating the eigenvalues of L, and L, corresponding to the eigenfunctions

exp (iwt) and exp (-1/;-F),respectively.

In general, the operator L can be partitioned in many different ways. Consider, for example,

the preliminary splitting of the operator Ö( — iV) as follows:

— 1 = — 1 +
— 1 — — 161 *v) Ä< *6) 1ö< *v) Ä< *6)]

A
Z

A
Z (2.2.5)

EA(—iÖ,)+B(—iV,-,—iöz).

The operator Ä( — i Ö,), which may or may not be a natural part of Ö( — iV), is assumed to be

positive, self adjoint and the choice of the preferred variable z is arbitrary. Taking the Fourier

transform with respect to the transverse components, the complex wave function ‘1’(F, 1) can be

expressed as

1) 6***;, (2.2.6)
(21:) R2

with JGS, 2, 1) govemed by the equation

[6*Z6§+Ä(-16,) + 1/ä(—T<‘,—iÖz)] $(212, 1)-0. (2.2.7)

The operator L E 6** af + Ö( — E, — IÖ,) can now be partitioned as follows:

-2 2 ^ .L, = c Ö, + A( -1Öz) , (2.2.8a)
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IQ =
1/ä( — Ä, — iöz) . (2.2.8b)

The most natural eigenfunctions of the operator L, are given by

$„(Z, z) =
e"“‘

Zw", (2.2.9)

where C and 11 are defined as follows:

( = Z - cz 1gn(a) 1;* A‘1’(a) , (2.2.10a)

„ = Z + cz .¤g„(ß) ß" Al/2(ß) . (2.2.106)

The corresponding eigenvalues, denoted by ).(a, ß), are given explicitly as follows:

·1(¤„ ß) = A(ß — ¤) — [ A(¤¤) + A(ß) + 2 (22-11)

The elementary functions (2.2.9) consist of products of two plane waves travelling in opposite di-

rections, with wavenumber-dependent phase speeds equal to sgn(a) a" A‘/'(a) and

.rgn(ß) ß" A‘/*(ß) , respectively.

The bilinear functions (2.2.9) are also eigenfunctions of L, , with corresponding eigenvalues

equal to B( — E, ß - 61). As a consequence, a linear superposition of the bidirectional elementary

solutions aß, results in a solution to equation (2.2.7), viz.,

$(1 Z, c(1 a, ß) 6[ 1(a, ß) + B( - 1 ß — (1)] , (2.2.12)
R R
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where the eonstraint l(a, ß) + B( ·— ä, ß — 11) = 0 is included in the integration. A general solution

to equation (2.2.1) can be obtained by resorting to a transverse Fourier inversion [cf. equation

(2.2.6)]; specifically,

‘1/(ä,
z) dä el'?

Bj.
daf dß C(ä, 11, ß)

e”l°‘C ew"
(21*) 12* 12* 12* (2.2.13)

><ö[ „1(1z,ß)+B(—ä,ß-a)]-

This representation constitutes a generalization of the three-dirnensional Fourier synthesis [cf.

equation (2.2.3)]; in the latter, the operator Ä( — iöz) was chosen to be a constant given by the re-

lations

1g11(11) .4.*/*(11) + 1g11(ß) A* /’(ß) = % (2.2. 1411)

and

11 — ß = kz . (2.2.14b)

The main advantage of this decomposiuon is the introduction of the embedded operator

Ä( — iö,). This provides a fresh approach for addressing different classes of problems. At the same ‘

time the flexibility that one can enjoy through a clever choice of Ä( — iö,) may open the way to

approach some of the more impenetrable problems.

To clarify these ideas, consider speciiically the case of the 3-D scalar wave equation for which

Ö(— N) =
—V’.

The operator L, in this case, assumes the form L= c**ö§—V’ and equation

(2.2.la) simplifies to

(2.2.15)

In cylindrical coordinates, the Laplacian V2 can be written as followsz
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v2:6§+6§,+p" 6,,+;*6;.

ln the usual Fourier decomposition, the operator L is divided into two parts:

L, (2.2.16a)

L, = c"2 6} . (2.2.16b)

The eigenfunctions of L, are ./,,(xp)e=*"'¢e¢'*¤‘ and N,,(xp)e¢·*'¢e¢'*=* , where J,,(xp) and N,,(xp)

are Bessel functions of the frrst and second kind, respectively, and the eigenvalues equal x' + k}.

The operator L, has eigenfunctions
e¢'“‘

with eigenvalues — 66*/c'. An elementary solution to the

scalar wave equation (2.2.15) can be written as

~1¤,,(?·°, r) : [,4,, 1,,(„p) + 6,, 1v,,(„p)] 6*"'¢ 6""‘·’*‘°’)
, (2.2.17a)

with the constraint

2
x2+k§ -%:0. (2.2.176)

C

Neglecting the terms N,,(xp) because of their infrnite values at p = 0, one obtains a special case of

the superposition (2.2.3), that gives the general Fourier synthesis solution to the scalar wave

cquation:

__
1 °° oo +00 +00 im¢

‘I’(r, t) = -—T
I

dx
I

dw
Il.

dkz A„(w, kl, x) x J,,(xp)e
Q") ~=<> ° ‘°° ‘°° (2.2.18)

—lk tw:
wz 2 2

><c Je 6[-T—(x +kl)].
c

Consider next, the choice Ä( — iö,) = - öf , which reduces equations (2.2.10) to
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C=z—cz and r)=z+ct. (2.2.19)

The operator L can be written , in this case, as

_ _ 2 2 -1 -2 2L- 6,,],

and it can be partitioned as followsz

L, = — [ aj, +
,,*‘

ap + ,,*2 aj] , (2.2.20a)

L2 = — 4 ögn . (2.2.20b)

The eigenfunctions of L, are given now by .I„(xp)e¢"*‘ and N,,(xp)e*"'* , and its eigenvalues

equal + x2. The operator lq has eigenfunctions e*"¢ e'”*
with eigenvalues — 4aß . An elementary

solution to the scalar wave equation (2.2.15) can be written as

Cr rl) = [cn •]n(KP) + Dn Nn(Kp)] eibw 6-iaC ew',

1withthe constraint

K2
aß = . (2.2.2lb)

This constraint limits the values of a and ß either to be both negative or both positive. A general

solution to the scalar wave equation can be written in the nonconventional form

1
°o 00 00 OO

‘Y(p, K, #1) ]- dx lß, K) K !„(Kp)
(Z") l=¤,—¤ ¤=<> ° ° ° (2.2.22)

_ 2
X eilnqb e-ua;ellßryTHE
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The two representations [cf. equations (2.2.18) and (2.2.22)] may appear to be very different.

There exists, however, a one to one correspondence between these two superpositions through the

change of variables

kz=a—ß , %=a+ß. (2.2.23)

Using these relationships, the new representation (2.2.22) can be transformed into the the Fourier

synthesis given in equation (2.2.18), with the following connection between their spectra

A(wk x)=ÄC[—L(l+k) i(ß’--k)„] (2224)
Il * 2* C H 2 C Z ¤

2 C Z * _*
‘

'

lt should be noted that this transformation requires a careful handling of the limits of integration.

A complete discussion of this point will be given later when dealing with specific examples.

The representation (2.2.22) provides a fresh path through which exact solutions to the scalar

wave equation can be obtained. Although such a representation is not a familiar one, solutions

obtained using (2.2.22) can still be easily transforrned into the more popular Fourier superposition,

and one can link the bidirectional results to the more conventional Fourier interpretation. To em-

phasize these ideas, one can remove the constraint in (2.2.18) by integrating over w, hence reducing

(2.2.18) to a form similar to (2.2.2), with

°° +¤o . /
1)

foodxjl
dk, [A,,[ c,/x2 + kg

“)
( 7T) ,.1:0 0 —•X

(2.2.25)

+ Ant _c /„2 + kg g kz,k2c,
/ x2 + kg

This is a special case of the superposition (2.2.2). A common problem that arises when dealing with

such integrals is associated with the branch-cut type singularities. These can pose significant diffi-
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culties even when the integrals are solved either asymptotically or computed numerically. On the

other hand, when the constraint is integrated out of equation (2.2.22), one obtains

°° so eo 2
‘l’(p, C, #1) Ef

dg"- dß
ß,(21:),:0 0 o ß

2 U 2 (2.2.26)

1,,Sirr1ilarto the Fourier synthesis where one can choose either the positive or negative w-branch, we

can choose to work with either the positive or the negative branch of cz and ß. In what follows, for

convenience only, we choose the positive branch. Notice that, unlike equation (2.2.25), the terms

in the above integral consist of products of two plane waves travelling in opposite directions. An

important characteristic of the representation (2.2.26) is that the branch-cut singularities in equation

(2.2.25) have been converted into algebraic singularities. This provides a novel approach to finding

solutions to the scalar wave equation. New exact solutions can be obtained by choosing appropriate

spectra C, , for which the corresponding Fourier spectra A, might be very complicated and could

not have been guessed. Moreover, because of the nature of the branch-cut singularities in the

Fourier synthesis, problems arise because of their multi-valuedness and because large oscillations

accompany any attempt to evaluate them either numerically or asymptotically. We have found that

one can circumvent such problems by dealing with the bidirectional synthesis and its tame algebraic

singularities.

In summary, the procedure described in this section provides an altemate way of synthesizing

solutions to different partial differential equations. Such representations are characterized by differ-

ent types of singularities that may facilitate their asymptotic or numerical evaluation. This is a

flexible procedure that changes with the types of equations considered. Moreover, solutions to the

same equation may have different representations depending on how the operator L is partitioned.
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2.3 MA THEMA TICAL CONSIDERA TIONS

A number of important mathematical issues dealing with the new bidirectional synthesis will

be considered at this point. These will include the completeness of the expansions (2.2.22) and

(2.2.26), the inversion properties for C,,(a, ß, x) and the sufficient and neccessary conditions that

must be imposed on the spectrum in order to ensure square integrability. The feasibility of solving

Cauchy-initial value problems on the basis of the new representation will be addressed in Chapter

3.

Completeness follows directly from the fact that the superimposed functions are either expo-

nential or Bessel functions, which are both orthogonal functions ar1d form their own complete sets.

However, the inversion of C„(a, ß, x) is not obvious. A generalization of Zio1k0wski’s formula

(2.1.6), has to be used. Using the positive ß branch in (2.2.26), ‘P(p, C, vy) can be constructed as

follows:

(P 1 °°d °°dß 1 C
x2

ß J ) mas —l(xz/4ß)C zßn 231)(p.C, )=———·
I

rc], — (—-, ,x)x (xpe e e .(..,1
(2102 n=—oo O 0 ß

n 4ß n

The inversion forrnula corresponding to this superposition is given by

2 +1r +oo 2 2 +oo oo
1 - ( /l6ßC(L·.ß„ )=—··'l- d¢_l däé _|~ dnl dppJ(•<p)‘Y(p.C„>1)"‘

4ß K
4./T -„ -.„ -.„ o "' (2.3.2)

X e-fm¢ €i<»<°l4ß)C e-Fßw _

Note the appearancc of the Gaussian measure over C. A similar measure occured in Zi0lkowski’s

inversion (2.1.5). However, in the more general inversion (2.3.2) the additional parameter a, has

disappeared. The validity of the inversion will be demonstrated in Section 2.4 in connection to

specific examples.
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To investigate the possible restrictions on the spectrum C„ which would ensure square

integrability of the solution, one can consider the integral over ß in equation (2.3.1), namely,

2
$(2, :)=

fcodß l Co (2.3.3)
0 ß 4ß

Rearranging the variables in the exponentials, one obtains

$(2 t)=Vodß —+- C li ß K exp -iz(l°i-ß) exp ic!(£3—+ß)”
0 ß ° 4ß °

” 4ß 4ß '

Ol'

wi K2 i„„2ß„][„„eß„]
,= d —C ——,, ———-——— ————-—- . 2.3.4$(23) L ßß o(4ß ßx) exp[ 2 < K 2ß) exp 2 ( K izß) ( )

Using the Laurent expansion of the Bessel generating function, viz.,

+00

exp [ §(¢—%) ] = E J„(x) ·". (2-3-5)
n=—oo

the exponentials in (2.3.4) can be rewritten as

+0o‘ Zß Zß
”

“Pl%(T·%)l= Z <2"'~<·‘Z>lT] »
Il=-oo
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KC4 rzß ‘“°° 2ß '^

2Usingthese expansions, equation (2.3.4) can be rcwxittcn as

+oo +o·o

„p(z, 4) (2.3.644)
n=—o·o m=—0o

where

_ «· 2ß "‘+" .„.+„ ..2C,,,,, - dß T 4 Co —-, ß, 14 . (2.3.6b)
o Zß

A necessary condition for the convergence of (2.3.6a) is that C,,„,< oo for all values of

m and n ranging from - oo to + oo. Considering the integral (2.3.6b), it is then obvious that

C„(
%

, ß, 46) should obey the conditions

lirnlC—iß1<<oo (237a)
ß-*0 ßr 0 1 7 7 • •

ljrn ß'Cl°iß4<<oo (237b)() 1 1 1 • „

for arbitrary ß , and r = m + rz, for any integer values of m and n . A good candidate is a spectrum

of the form

x2 r 2Co gl;1ß1 •< =ß °XPl:"ißa1+('< /4ß) dgl] - (13-8)
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This is similar to the one used for the splash pulses and EDEPT solutions, as will be demonstrated

in Section 2.4, where the bidirectional representation (2.2.22) will be used as a natural superposition

for the synthesis of Brittingham-like solutions, e.g., focus wave modes, splash pulses, Bessel beams

and EDEPT solutions. This will enable us to gain a better understanding of these unusual solutions,

and by using the transformation (2.2.23), to obtain more information about their Fourier spectral

content.

We would like to derive, next, the sufticient condition that should be imposed on the spectra

chosen, in order to ensure the square integrability of the resulting wave function. The condition for

square integrability can be expressed as followsz

OO OO 2f= Z1:]. dz dpp I‘I’(p,C, >y)1 < oo, (2.3.9)
0 0

where ‘Y(p, C, 11) is given in equation (2.3.1). With no loss of generality, we will treat only the case

n = 0. Substituting equation (2.3.1) into the condition (2.3.9), we get

— 1 00 OO 00
I

OO I K Kr 2 * ,2 I I IJ —·—·; dK dß dx dß ·—·, Co(K /4ß- ß. K) Co(K /4/3 „ß „K)
(21:) 0 0 0 0 ßß

. 1 . ,1 ,
x _L°°dP P

(ß + K /4ß HC: (2-3-10)

X <ß— ·«’1¤ß>1z _

Using the orthogonality relation of the Bessel function, viz.,

°° 1
f

dt tJ„(xt) J„(yt) = Y 6(x —y) , (2.3.11)
0

we can manipulate equation (2.3.10) and bring it into the form
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1 00 OO 2 * 2
'dx dß dß —r C0(x /‘1ß„ß„»<)C0(»< /4ß'„ß„v<)

(21:) 0 0 0 ßß

E E +°° 2 (2.3.12)
X e{(p+x /4ß)-'X

Using the relationship

EL g ß') , (2.3.13)
" -¤¤ (1+ •< /4ßß’)

we arrive at the suiiicient condition

_L °° °° x 2 2J- E dß dx IC0(x /4ß,ß,x)I < oo (2.3.14)
1: 0 0 (x + 4ß )

that ensures the square integrability of the solution ‘Y(?°, t) corresponding to the spectrum

C1(x°/4ß, ß, x) ·

2.4 THE BIDIRECTIONAL DECOMPOSITION OF

KNOWN SOL UTIONS

It was demonstrated in the previous section that the main achievement of the embedding

technique is to introduce a tirne-symmetric bidirectional representation. For the scalar wave

equation, such a representation is given in equation (2.2.22). It tums out that such a superposition

provides the most natural approach for synthesizing Brittingham-like solutions. This section is de-
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voted, mainly, to substantiating this claim. Starting with the scalar analog of Brittingham's FWMs,

it will be shown that by choosing very simple spectra C,,(a, ß, E) , mostly of the type given in

equation (2.3.8), all known Brittingham·like solutions can be synthesized. Because of the simple

transformation (2.2.23), it will be easy to transform such solutions to their Fourier picture, from

which a basic understanding of their spectral content can be achieved. These examples can also

provide a vehicle through which the inversion fonnula can be checked. The following discussion

will be restricted to the zeroth order mode (n = 0 ).This is a matter of convenience and does not

aifect the generality of the procedure.

2.4.1 FOCUS WAVE MODES
(

The FWMs were originally stimulated by the work of Brittingham [1] who derived their vec-

tor form in connection with Maxwell’s equations. Their scalar form was derived by Belanger [7],

Sezginer [5] and Ziolkowski [9]. These modes, the zeroth order of which is given in equation (2.1.2),

are characterized by an infmite total energy content. Motivated by the bidirectional character of the

solution (2.1.2), it will be shown below that the representation (2.2.22) can be used to synthesize

the FWMs associated with the scalar wave equation.

Consider the spectrum

C0(a, ß, x) = -\l;L 6 e' °2(ß—ß')2 e'°‘“‘
. (2.4.1)

Substituting it into equation (2.2.22) results in the expression

C· *7) = '-Li_Vod"(Z")

° ° ° (2.4.2)
x öläaß —-

·
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An integration over a reduces equation (2.4.2) to

<><> ,
xy(p, C,

fcodx jl
dß 8- 81,611 _

81: 0 o

Using equation (6.631.4) in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [47], viz.,

[wax x“+‘ e‘“‘2
J„(ax) =

°‘2/°“
, (2.4.3)

0 (2a)°

the integration over 1c can be carried out explicitly, yielding
l

<>¤ 1 , 1 1
xy _, d

—ßP /(¤1+*C) */111 _

To carry out the final integration over ß, equation (3.4621.1) in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [47] is used,

viz.,

f°°dx x,-1 8-,1: 8-11,,* = V0) ,,,*/8;: D
<

1
)o (2ß)”/2 ./2ß

to give the solution

2 ,2 _
2

l e" " ß A - **1 - 26 ß'‘P,,=———e————- D_——l—,2.4.4a(P C *1) 4,,,,,, + ,8) ,-2,, ¢ 1 ,/56 ( )

where D_, is the parabolic cylinder function of order — 1 and

P2
A = ———·%· .

(al + IC)
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The solution (2.4.4a) is a generalization of the scalar PWMs; the latter can be recovered by

taking the limit 6 —» oo, for which the spectrum in (2.4.1) reduces to

Co(¤» ß» K) = *7% 6(ß — ß')
¢”°‘“‘

-

In what follows, we shall use to denote the part of the spectrum in (2.4.1) that reduces to

the Dirac delta function as 6 -» oo. This will yield less cumbersome expressions and will make our

discussion more transparent. As for the solution in (2.4.4a) it is more convenient to compute the

limit 6 —• oo after rewriting the parabolic cylinder function in an alternate form using the identity

(9.254.1) in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [47]; namely,

/%

[1-where@(2) is the probability integral defined as followsz

2@(2) = —L e' ’2dz.
J; O

Rewriting the wave function (2.4.4a) in terms of the probability integral, viz,

-ß’<A-ln) . 1 1 A .. 5
- ..¢‘;_. (A-M) /4v _ ._.’L _

·‘1’(p»C„>1)— ¢ [1 ‘1>(
ZG ¤ß)]„

facilitates taking the limit 6 —» oo since @( — oo) = -1 . Hence, as 6 goes to oo, the above expression

reduces to the scalar PWM solution

= ..4... -ß'<A—1»1> 4
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Heyman and Felsen [36] have established the acausal nature of the FWMs, in the limit where
ß’a,

> > 1 , using their approximate STT theory. The causality issue can be handled in a more

direct way by transforming (2.4.2) into the Fourier picture using the relationships

_ l 60 k l 60ß—3·(·;— Z) » ¤==3·(7+/<,)— (14-5)

If ‘~I'(p, C, rg) in equation (2.4.2) is rewritten as

\Y(prCr'1)= dx K •]()(xP) ;(x» Cv Ü)•2
(Zn) 0 2

with

~
oo oo 2

(b(r•:,C,1y)=
L

aß aa % 6 (ß - ß·) 6**4 6*44 äß" 6 a ß - lt; , (2.4.6b)

one can use equation (2.4.5) to express ¤Z(x, z, t) as followsz

~ oo oo - k Ldw 2* ((w/€)+k,)
0 ck,

X 6 ii
_ li __ Ä. e··(('<„ Z··<¤¤)

462 4 4
(2.4.7)0 °° „· k,)+ Lwdkz

Lckzdw 4c 6 ß e 2

X _i 2-«k,z—«»·>
4c2 4

4Anintegration over w simpliiies (2.4.7) to
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$(K, Z, = TL- +
K2 _

kz
_ €_%[\f

ki +
K2 2* ät)

0 „/kg + x2

oo A al 1 2 _ (2.4.8)
+f dkz-/9]0

„ / kg + x2

where E = c,/k} + 1c* . Referring to Figures 2.1 and 2.2, it is clear that the first integral in (2.4.8)

vanishes for ß' < 1:/2 while the second one vanishes for ß' > 1c/2. As a result, ‘~Y(?, I) can be divided

into two parts, one travelling in the positive z-direction and the other in the negative z-direction,

viz.,

¤x¤(?, 1) =~1¤*(?, 1)
+W‘(?, 1),

where

‘Y+(7,
t) =Ä-

wdx
1: J0(1cp)

oodkz
F(kz, 11) e"(k*z' an , (2.4.9a)2(211) 2p· 0

_. 2ß' ß' —‘I·'
”(r' , I) = -2-

J- dx 1c .]0(1<p) J- dk, F( - kz, x) el(k‘ 2+ wo , (2.4.9b)
(211) 0 0

and

mz, 11) = —l1— 31. /11} + 11* — 11, - za] J W *3+ *2 +*·] “¤/’
. (2.4.10)

„ / kg + 1< l

If the parameter a, is large, the spectrum F(k,, 1c) in (2.4.10) has a very narrow bandwidth,

while F( — k,, 1c) can maintain a balance between ,/ki + 16 and k, in the exponential and, conse-
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quently, can have a much larger bandwidth bounded by the upper limits of integration over

x and k, in (2.4.9b). In this case, the predominant contribution to ‘I'(?, 1) comes from ‘I"(?, 1) .

This contribution is prirnarily a nonlocalized plane wave moving in the negative z-direction. If, on

the other hand a, is very small, both F(k,, x) and F( — k,, ac) have large bandwidths and because of

the limited range of integration in the expression for ‘I'°(F, 1) compared to the infxnite range for

‘I'*(F, 1) , one expects that ‘¥*(?, 1) becomes much larger than ‘IV(?, 1) . In this case, the solution

‘I’(?, 1) behaves like a localized pulse moving ir1 the positive z-direction.

In closing this subsection, we shall check the validity of the inversion given in equation

(2.3.2). A substitution of (2.4.4b) into equation (2.3.2), leads to the expression

Z J; +00 3 +00 +00
l

lß'P1C;<.,,=..,|'d—c/16ß’]“ dfdj .

X e- ß·4·'/(4,

+10Integratingover ny and making use of equation (2.4.3) in order to carry out the integration over p,

it follows that

2 J? +=·<= = ß= 1 - = 4 ·C 1.,, =..f dg —C/lö 6 _·.. »<¤1/ß_ß K) 8 _°° ß ) ß
e

The relation

+,|- wa: 4‘°2"°ß2
= ./164 ß

yields, fmally, the result

c Ji ß (2412)
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which is identical to the spectrum given in equation (2.4.1) provided that u = x' / 4ß. The latter

follows from the constraint embodied in equation (2.2.2lb)

2.4.2 SPLASH MODES

The original 'Splash Mode" was introduced by Ziolkowski [9] as the first example of the class

of finite energy solutions constructed from superpositions of the original FWMs. Hillion [12,13]

has extended the PWM and the Splash Mode concepts to the realm of spinors. Zio1kowski’s splash

pulse can be derived within the framework of the bidirectional representation by choosing the

spectrum C„(a, ß, x) as follows:

c(,(.„, ß, „) = -*5- [6**** 6 (***1 +/***9 . (2.4.13)

lt should be noted that this choice is a specific example of the general class of spectra given in

equation (2.3.8). Substituting (2.4.13) into equation (2.2.22) yields

1 °° °° °° 7l q-1 -(¤¤ +ßa2)‘Y(p„C.>1)=——q dx dß da — ß Z
‘

¤<Jo(·<p)
(21:) 0 0 0 2

2 (2.4.14)
x4

The integration over a can be carried out explicitly, viz.,

OO OO li
_ _

'[ dx fo dß„1„(„p)ßq"e‘ 4ß
(‘*¤+")e ß"'= "*).

0

Equation (3.471.9) in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [47], viz.,
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°° -1 a a P/2
I dßßq exp[ -F-bß]=2[ ;] 1<q[2„/Z], (2.4.15)

o

facilitates the integration over ,8; specifically,

1 so (a + gg) (4-1)/2 _
·*1) dx xq ·/o(xP) 2 *C) (G2 ‘ **1) ]

-
(2-*16)

where Kq is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. To carry out the final integration over

ac, formula (6.576.3) in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [47] is used, viz.,

¤<> _ b" 1" — 11 1 2 l" — J. — l 2
I dxx .1 M + )/ )

0 2
«“‘ + m + 1)

(2.4.17)
v—Ä+u+l v—Ä—·ßl+l b2

x F —i—— , —————, l, — —— .
2 2 a2

This leads to the result

F 1 1 P2
I—(q) (al + gc) (4-1)/2 q, P P (G1 + ic) (G2 ‘ **1)

‘1’(p„C„*1)=··)? E » (ZA-lg)
2 *1 1<¤„+1c><¤2—»1>1

where F(q, 1, 1, - p) is the hypergeometric function. The latter has the property that

F(q1 171* -p)(1
+ 12)

Hence, (2.4.18) takes the form
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V(81) . P2 _q

which is identical to that for the splash pulse introduced by Ziolkowski [9].

It is interesting to note in connection with equation (2.4.16) that the transverse components

are separated from C and v). The portion of
‘I’(p,

C, r1) depending on C and 71 only, viz.,

„ · (q-1)/2
1//(K,C,>1)E tr *1) ] (2·4-20)

is a solution to the 1-D Klein-Gordon equation.

The scalar wave equation analog to Hi11i0n's "Splash Modes' [12] can easily be derived by

choosing the spectrum

C0(«, ß, K) = J„(ßb)e"°"'* . (2.4.21)

In this case,

00 00 2‘I’(p, c, K) dK
[maß

[ da 1*- J„(ßb)
e‘°"‘·

K (2.4.22)
(2K) 0 0 0 2

Of

_ ;_ °° °° L J J, -
~’<¤,

+¤c>/4ß (P4‘Y(P, C, #1) —
8 d¤< dß J0(KP) „(ß ) 8 8
" 0 0 ß

upon integrating over a. The integration over K can be canied out using equation (2.4.3). One finds
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_ 1 °° ·’„(ßb) -8,dß *-,,1,+,0 8 „

where

2

S = — in . (2.4.23)
(Gx + IC)

Using relation (6.611.1) in Gradshtcyn and Ryzhik [47], viz.,

—a] ~
e- „(ßx) = ————-—-——— , (2.4.24)

‘P(p, C, q) assumes, finally, the form

V

‘*Y 2. . 5

which is a solution to the 3-D scalar wave equation analogous to Hi1lion’s spinors. The Bessel

function ./,(/ib) entering into (2.4.21) forms a complete orthogonal set. This means that any spec-

trum expressed as

Co(¤•ß• K)

F(ß)with

00F(ß) =L db B(b) J„(ßb) 1
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ca.n result in the solution

‘Y
,, =————+-[ dbBb ————, 2.4.26

0

()whichis a generalization of Hillion’s result.

The Fourier spectral content of Ziolkowski’s splash pulse will be discussed in the next section

in conjunction with the "Modiiied Power Spectrum" (MPS) pulse. The Fourier picture corre-

sponding to Hillion’s solution can be obtained using the same procedure as in Section 2.4.1.

Starting with the function
4

~
oo oo 1I —aa -1o:C lßq

K2
¤ß(x, C, q) =L) dßj;) da -5 J„(ßb) e le e 6 aß -7 , (2.4.27)

the relationships given in equation (2.4.5) can be used to find the corresponding Fourier represen-

tation; specilically,

~
G

¢(x, z, t) = fwdkz
jmdm -1:- J„[ ((m/c) — kz)] (T- ((“’l°)+ kl)

0 Ck: 4c 2

X 6 ßi _ J;. __ ii €—l(l<„ Z—<¤¢)
4c? 4 4

O oo b i (2.4.28)
+ I dk,]. dw 6 2

«‘“l‘l+ '°·l
_°o _Ckz c 2

X 6
m24cZ 4 4 -

Integrating over m, it follows that
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~
OO

r/1(x, Z, I) =f dk, x2 —kz}il
0 2„/k, + x

( .4.29)
00+l0

kz + x

Xltis seen, then, that W(?, I) can be divided into two portions, W*(F, I) and W‘(F, I) , given by

+ — 1 °° °° —l(k, z- $1)
W (r' , I) = lT dx x .]0(xp) dk, F(kz, x)8 (2.4.30a)

(21:) 0 0

and

W ‘(?, 1) = —L °°aK K 1„(K„)
wdkz

F( - 1;,, K)e""= '+ E') , (2.4.301))
2(21:) 0 0

where

6

F(k,, K) -
—é‘——? 1,[ % { , /1;§ + K2 - 1;,}] e"?[~/ ":+"° +"·]. (2.4.31)
24 ( kz + x

Unlike the FWMs, the spectrum in this case is not singular. As in the case of the FWMs,

however, the W ‘(?, I) part will predominate for large values of the parameter a,. On the other hand,

the contributions from both parts of the spectrum are almost equal for small values of a,. This can

be seen from the ratio
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b / 2 2 ]J — k -
F(kZ* K) _ v[

2
{ 2 + K kl}

_,
e- alk:

F — k ,
_

'( ZK)As

indicated earlier,

F(kz, k) < < F( — kz, x)

for large values of a,. This is true for most of the frequency range contributing to the integrations

(2.4.30a) and (2.4.30b). On the other hand, for a, very small, 4

F(kz, x) 2 F( — kz, rc)

for the most signiiicant components of this spectrum.

2.4.3 EDEPTs

These solutions, which were first introduced by Ziolkowski [16,32], have finite energy, are

extremely localized and they are highly directive. Another important feature of these solutions is

that they contain certain parameters that can be ”tweaked up" so that a pulse is predominantly

propagating in one direction. An interesting example of the EDEPT solutions is the MPS pulse

which cari be synthesized in the context of the bidirectional representation using the shifted spec-

trum

tpß — b>"" e‘“““¤*°""">“=“. ß > 2 „mq) P 2 4 32b ( · - )
= 0 , *5 > ß 2 Ü .
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A substitution of this spectrum into (2.2.22) leads to the following solution:

00 00 OO

~p(p_ g' W) (pß _ b)4—¤ 8- [M1 +<Pß—b) az]
(2r:) 0 6/p 0 2F(‘1)

2 (2.4.33)

X

KIntegratingover a, it follows that

1 °° °° P (Pß Z(« +i{)/4/3 -(pp-b)« sp
‘P(,C,)=—.[d‘[dJ ————"‘ Z".P r1 8,) 0 K ¢_ ¢

The integration over rc can be perforrned by resorting to the change of variables ß' = ß —- b/p , and

making use of equation (2.4.3):

1
„ P4 ß»q—l

_ß,(s+ a €—b.r/p
, , =
i

jl

d
I il- p 2)

_°l?°
·(P ( 'P 4.. 0 P mq; P (a, + «c>

The integration over ß' can be carried out explicitly, resulting in the wave function

iv 2 4 34

which is identical to the MPS pulse introduced by Ziolkowski [16,32].

A detailed analysis of the behavior of the MPS has been presented elsewhere [16,32]. Our

main interest, at this point, is to transfer (2.4.33) into the corresponding Fourier representation in

order to study the contributions from the positive- and negative—going components of the solution.

A procedure identical to that introduced earlier yields, in this case,
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“ _ °° +°° ¤P P w "" -iL(—“-+19}dkz 4¢V(4) [2 2 G

(2.4.35a)

X4c2 4 4

for -§(%-k,)> -2, and

Z, I) = O (Z.4.35b)

for ä ( J;-L + k,) < The indicated ranges in the w, k, plane can be seen clearly by referring

to Figures 2.3 and 2.4. Carrying out the integration over w changes (2.4.35) to

„ + 4-1,8 -19}-6]
e"“¤

-00 Zrfq) 2

Xe-for

./kf + x' — k, > -%, and

for „/kf + xz — kg-?. Solving for k, and splitting z, t) into positive- and negative-going

parts, results, finally, in the components

0,, ELA _
dx „ .l0(xp)

je
"" " .119F(19, K}

e""‘·" ‘°'>
, (2.4.36a)

l (Zn) 2;. 0
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2b.. — <>¤ -‘P '(r, t) p dx K J0(Kp)f 2 dkz H
_ kz, K) €¥(k, 2+ wt)

(210 ¤ 2_;a
P 4b (2.4.36b)

-•

dx x K) el(l<, 2+
wl)(211:)Ä?. 0p

where

q—l

60:,, ,1)-%- [-%,/11} + K2 -11,} -6] :""=(P) (2.4.37)
X e- 4/k3+•cz (al + azp)/2 e- kK(al —a2p)/2

~
„

The strength of the MPS pulse arises from the introduced asymmetry in the positive· and

negative-going components. This can be easily demonstrated by examining the ratio

F(kz- K)
=

€(p¤2 - ¤;)k,
F( " kg: K)

for q = l. By an appropriate choice of the parameters p, a, and a,, the positive~going frequency

components can be made much larger than the negative-going ones. This can be achieved by using

large values of the product pa,. It is also straightforward to demonstrate that in the limit b —> 0 and

p —» 1 the MPS given in equation (2.4.34) is reduced to the splash pulse [cf. equation (2.4.19)].

Therefore, the Fourier spectral content of the splash pulse can be obtained directly from equation

(2.4.36) by setting b = 0 and p = l; specifically,

1/+ (?“,
1) = f°°:1„ „ .I0(xp) j°°d11, F(kz, „)6*""="

P') , (2.4.38a)
(21:) 0 0
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~1¤ ‘(?, r) = —l; .|.°°a„ k J0(xp) ].°°ak, F( - k,, k)e‘<'<· =+ E') , (2.4.38b)
(21:) 0 0

with

1 k
q“l _ 2 2 _ _

1=(k,, k) = % Y./k} + K2 - —g—
1 e ~/"= +" (“¤ +“=>/2 2

"·"‘¤ "¤>/2. (2.4.39)

To compare ‘l'*(F, t) to
‘Y

·(F, t) , consider the following ratio for q = 1:

ailka
F( " kzvK)It

is clear from this expression that one can have a predominantly positive component if a, is chosen

to be large and al very small. However, unlike the MPS pulse, the splash pulse is not localized in

the transverse directions. This is due to the absence of the parameters b and p that provide some

control over the transverse localization through the factor exp (- bs/p) in equation (2.4.34).

2.4.4 BESSEL BEAMS

The "Bessel Beams" were introduced by Durnin [24] and, like Brittinghanfs FWMs, they are

characterized by an iniinite energy content. It is of interest that such beams have been realized ex-

perirnentally [26], primarily because of the manner in which the behavior of an infmite energy bearn

can be realized approximately. It is possible to show that these beams can be represented by the

time-symmetric bidirectional superposition (2.2.22). One can choose, in this case,

— ’< +ß—& )' -
«’<

-4-0*c„(a, ß, k) = 4„ aa e "
°‘ 6 e

“
, (2.4.40)
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for which equation (2.2.22) specializes to

oo w

‘Y(1>.C. 4) =ä j°°d1« j dß
jlwda

41: 6 T8-
"2‘“+ß‘ %‘

>° p- *°‘“‘*"**2
(21:) 0 0 0

2 (2.4.41)
X 1. 1„(„,„) p"“‘

6**** ajaß —äj .

Integrating first over x, one has

¤¤ ¤¤ 2 fl 2 _ 2 _ _ 2 _wp. c. 11) =ä j) dß j) da :"' ‘“+"‘ = l : ‘ ‘“ ( ^> J0(2./Üp> : ‘“‘ :‘”" 42.4.42)

This integration is very hard to evaluate exactly; nevertheless, an asymptotic solution can be ob·

tained for large values of 6 1. Without any loss ofgenerality we can take 6 = 1 and equation (2.4.42)

can be rewritten as followsz

wp, C, ,1) =
262 j'°°dß j°°da e- 6*[(ä)*+ Az—2(1l+-¥)a—2(·%—A)ß+2az+2ß2]
" 0 0 (2.4.43)

>< J0(l/Üp) «:"“‘ p‘”" .

This is a double integral of the Laplace type and can be evaluated asymptotically for large 6*.

Following Bleistcin and Handelsman [48], the function

,6) = - [(ä )* + 1* - 2(1 + äa - 2(ä- 1)ß + 2p* + 2ß*j (2.4.44)

has critical points at
¢_

= ¢„ = 0, or at

((w lc) + 1) ((w IC) - 1)
do =-- ßo =ä- . (2.4.45)

2 2
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Since ¢>„ = ¢„ = — 4 and ¢>,, = 0 , it follows that

¢>„(¤0„ ßg) < 0 1 ¢ßß(¢o• ßo) < 0 P

¢>„(¤()»ßo) ¢pß(¤o» ßo) ‘ ¢>äp(¢o» ßo) = 16 > 0

and the critical point given by (2.4.45) is a maximum. Hence, the integration (2.4.43) can be ap-

proximated by

2
2 -2 6 ¢(6„, ß„)

2 2 _. _
‘V(P· CP *1) P) ¢ m°C eißm + 0(¢ 2)-

«/ ¢’6a(“o· ßo) ¢pp(a0· ßo) "‘ ¢P„p(<‘0» ßo)

Rearranging the terms and using equation (2.4.45), one gets

c. P) = 1.,],/ ( ää >2 — 12

P]whichin the limit 6 —> oo reduces to

¤r¤(P, eg, P,) = 10], /(i’§—’- )2 - ,12 P] (2.4.476)

Although the wave function given in (2.4.47a) was obtained from the asymptotic evaluation of the

double integration (2.4.43), it tums out to be an exact solution to the scalar wave equation. In fact,

it is same as Durnin’s Bessel beam, which can be obtained by substituting

C = 2 — ct , rg = 2 + ct

into equation (2.4.47a) and rewriting it as follows:

—1·(P. c. P) = 10],/ ( $2-2 >2 — 12 P] «""" ‘”··‘> . (Z4-47b)
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As in the case of Brittingharn’s FWMs, the spectrum associated with a Bessel beam is singular;

speciiically, the spectrum given in (2.4.40) reduces to a product of two Dirac delta functions as 6

goes to 66. On the other hand, the conversion to a Fourier picture is trivial in this case since

(2.4.47b) is totally travelling in the positive z-direction.

2.5 THE BIDIRECTIONAL SYNTHESIS OF NEW

SOLUTIONS

Up to this point we have mainly dealt with two types of unusual solutions to the 3-D scalar

wave equation. First, solutions that do not disperse at all as they propagate in free space, e.g.,

Brittingharn’s FWMs [1] and Du.min’s Bessel Beams [24]. As mentioned earlier, these solutions are

characterized by fmite energy densities but they have infinite total energies. We have also examined

solutions that hold together without spreading out for a particular distance, beyond which they start

decaying very quickly, e.g., Ziolkowski’s MPS pulse [16]. Such solutions can have finite total ener-

gies. In this section, we would like to utilize the full potential of the bidirectional superposition to

derive new solutions analogous to the ones given in Section 2.4.

Recall that for the FWM the spectrum

Co(¤=- ß- •<) = lr; ö(ß — ß')
¢_°‘“‘

does not depend on x. This property is shared by all other solutions given in the preceding section.

To generalize such a spectrum, one can introduce a x dependence into it. A possible choice is the

spectrum

l
C0(¤=- ß „ •<) = ö(ß — ß')

¢_°°°‘
l0(¤g=<)

-
(2-5-1)
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where 1,, is the zeroth order modified Bessel function of the first kind. Substituting the spectrum

(2.5.1) into equation (2.2.22) gives

1 OO 00 09 W _aa‘Y(p.C. 11) da j ö(ß —ß')¢ ‘1¤(¤z1<) 1<!o(•<1>)
(2+:) o o o

2 (2.5.2)

xTheintegration over ß and 11 reduces equation (2.5.2) to

*1*11. C. 0=¥ [°°d1« ä- low)/„<~1»>
·=‘”°‘“*+"""" ¢"""- 12-5-3)

(S") 0 ß

Using equation (6.633.4) in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [47], viz.,

]°° dxx
e““”

1.<ßx> 1.00 =
«°’” ‘ *””‘“1.1ß112«> . (2-54)

0

the integration over nc can be carried out to give

+10 2“¤ß'P iß'>1‘Y(p, C, 11) e ’ ‘ JO (al + ic) e . (2.5.5)

It should be noted that in the limit a, ——> 0 the above solution reduces to the scalar FWM. Thus, for

small arguments of J,,, i.e., for I2a,ß’p/(a, + iC)l < < 1 the solution given in equation (2.5.5) be-

haves, basically, as the scalar FWM. The only deviation occurs for large values of p, such that

I2a,ß'p/(a, + iC)I > > 1. In this case,
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J
2Gqß'P

~
/ (G1 + Ü)

cos
2G2ß’p

_L0 (G1 + Ü)
KG2ß”P (G1 + Ü) 4 °

and for large values of p the wave function ‘{'(p, C, 21) falls off as 1/(a, +
iC)‘/'

instead of 1/(a, + iC)

as in the case of the FWM.

Another possible spectrum, narnely,

Co(G• ß» K) Ö(ß — ß') (2-5-6)

can be used in the synthesis (2.2.22) to give the wavefunction·>¤

2 , .—v<p.c.»1>=-4 [ dw 4 Jo<«a·«>JO<«p>¢"
‘“·+""°” ·=‘” "„ <2-5·7>

(8**) 0 ß

where the integrations over a and ß has been carried out. Equation (6.633.2) in Gradshteyn and

Ryzhik [47], viz.,

Lw dx x er PIX] Jp(ax) Jp(ßx) = 6* (“° + /’°)/"P° Ip(aß/2p2) , (2.5.8)
P

can be used to carry out the integration in (2.5.7), the final result is

xy(p +iC) I (2 5 9)’ ’
4n·(a] + iC) ° (cz] + iC) ° °

Sirnilarly to the solution (2.5.5), this wave function reduces to the FWM pulse in the limit a, —> 0.

However, for large values of a,, such that l2a,ß’p/(a, + iC)I > > l, the solution (2.5.9) will have its
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maxima away from p = 0. To verify this claim, consider the large argument approximation of

MZ); namely.

Z
[ (Z ~ .0 )

,/21rz

This approximation reduces the wave function ‘l'(p, C, 4) given in equation (2.5.9) to

Wp. C. 4) = e"‘8'(’°”°2)z/<“‘ +2) e‘ß"'
. (2.5.10)

811- [ß az (a, +1C) p]

The argument of the exponential function has a minimum at p = az. This means that the peak value

of the amplitude of ‘P(p, C, 4) is situated at the circle p = a, centered around p = 0. As a, decreases,

the peak value of the amplitude shifts towards the origin.

Another possibility is to choose the spectrum

C0(<¤• ß» K) = J? Ö(ß — ß')
¢—”‘

·/0(¤2¤<2/4) 1 (2·5-11)

which leads to the following integration:

‘1’()0.C„v1)= f°°d« ä (0(«,»«214)(„(·«p> e"‘°‘“‘ +"”"" e"""- (2.5-12)
0

Using equation (6.651.6) in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [47], viz.,

2 2

0 , /,,2 + ß2 (2 + ß )

the wave function ‘P(p, C, 4) assumes the form
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,1) +1;)* + ,,gß·*]

4„[(a, + zc)2
2 51 ( . .14)

(F11 +iC) +FFgß'2

Similarly to the FWMs, the three solutions given in equations (2.5.5), (2.5.9) and (2.5.14)

have infinite energies. It is of interest to point out the possibility of integrating these solutions over

the parameter ß in analogy to Ziolkowski’s EDEPT superposition. Consider, for example, the wave

function given in equation (2.5.9). A superposition of the form

1
.1°° -1111 2¤2ß'P -11;

W , , = ———··:—· d 3 [ ————+ , 2.5.1(pc") 4¤(<=1+FC) 0
FP °<(¤1+¤C)

e ( 5)

with

2 2
- de + P .
= ·——+— — , 2.5.16‘ (ar +1:1 "'

‘ )

is an exact solution to the scalar wave equation. The relationship

°° - z _ ldz za ) I1k_112)(at)e x - (112-112111 , (2.5.17)

facilitates the integration over ß a.nd results in the wave function

2 2 2 2 2 -1[21 FF2 + P . 4P Fb‘Y
, , =—l·+ -**-+*-1- — -—·—·——* . 2.5.18(P C rl) 4¢¢(FF1 + FC) (ai + FC)

(as M)1
(al +
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It should be noted that as a, —» O, this solution reduces to the splash pulse given in equation

(2.4.19). It should be pointed out also that the wave function given in equation (2.5.18) can be

derived directly from the bidirectional superposition by making use of the spectrum

Co(a, ß, K) (2.5.19)

Other solutions can be obtained using similar spectra. These solutions are generalizations of

Brittingham’s FWMs and Ziolkowski’s EDEPTs. Another important feature is that these novel

solutions cannot be derived from Ziolkowski’s superposition (2.1.3).

In closing this section, we would like to point out that the spectrum

c,,(p, ß, K) p
J““¤ Jß“¤

J
"=/°‘

(2.5.20)

will give a solution which behaves like the MPS pulse. Substituting C„(a, ß, x) into equation

(2.2.22) and integrating over ß, we get

‘i’(p. c. K JO(Kp) J
‘“¤ +’9°‘

J J “¤/°‘ . (2.5.21)
o o

The use of equation (2.4.3) allows the integration over x to be carried out; we obtain as a result

wp ( .,):;-1„ (2.5.22)’ ’ 4¤(¤p — 91) 0

Performing, finally, the integration over a [ cf. equation (2.4.15) ], we obtain

wp. c. pi) = —T—l¢——-6- 1<2[2„/«¤.L<¤, + ic) +
p“1(«p — rp)1 ] . (2.5.23)

p 2¤[p +(¤1 +¤C) (@-91)]
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where K, is the second order modified Bessel function of the second kind.

Like the MPS pulse, the behavior of the wave function (2.5.23) is determined by the choice

of the parameters a,, a, and a,. One possibility is to choose a, < < 1 and a, > a, > > l, with

a,a, ~ 5. lt should be noted that a, acts as an amplification factor in the argument of the modified

Bessel function K,, while the condition a_,a, ~ 5 ensures that the large argument approximation

K,(z) ~ /% 6*3 (2.5.24)

can be used for all the values of p, C and 6;. The parameter a, determines the range within which

the pulse (2.5.23) does not undergo any spreading, while a, determines the amplitude of the pulse

at the center, where p = 0 and z = ct. If the center of the pulse is initially situated at z = cz = 0, then

the behavior of the wave function (2.5.23) is quite distinct in two regions; specifically, for z< a,/2

as
2 / 2‘Y(9»C= 0) asat

+92¤(p+ @1%)
(2 5 25 )2/4 1/4 · ·

¢

~

as G2 c—2,[a,a, + pza,/a,
,

while for 2 > a,/2,

as . 2‘V(,C=0)=l————K aa +1 a/22P ...,.2%.,., 3lPP 33 P 3 l
5/441:(p — IZGIZ)

The amplitude of the center of the pulse stays constar1t as long as z< a,/2 . When the pulse travels

beyond this point it disperses as l/2 a feature indicated clearly in equation (2.5.25b). In the trans-

verse direction, the pulse is exponentially localized with a radius equal to [„/a,a, + „/a,/a,] for

z< a,/2; this radius increases to [,/a,a, + „/22/a,] for z > a,/2. The shape of the pulse along the

direction of propagation can be detemiined by considering the amplitude at 2 — ct = 6 ; specifically,
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Kiwääl

~
agp 8-2 (2.5.26)

for z< a,/2. This shows that the center of the pulse has a constant amplitude in the region around

the center for which 6 < al . Farther away from the center, the pulse falls off exponentially as

exp[ — 2(a,6)‘/*]. lt is, thus, established that the wave function ‘Y(p, C, q) given in equation (2.5.23)

is a pulse confrned exponentially in the direction of propagation as well as in the transverse direc-

tion. Such a pulse holds together and does not undergo any dispersion for a distance equal to

a,/2. Beyond this point, the pulse will start spreading out and will eventually decay to zero at in-

finity.

2.6 EXTENSIONS OF THE BIDIRECTIONAL

SYNTHESIS

In this section, we shall extend the ideas discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 to other classes of

problems. The most natural extension is an application involving the 3-D Klein-Gordon equation

which describes the propagation of waves in a dispersive medium. Another one deals with the use

of the bidirectional representation in connection with dissipative problems modelled, for example,

by the 3-D dissipative scalar wave equation and the telegraph equation; in these cases the operator

Ö( — iV) is nonpositive. Using these two classes of problems, we shall show that solutions obtained

via the bidirectional representation will be as easy to evaluate analytically, asymptotically or nu-

merically as those for the 3-D wave equation. By the virtue of this observation, new exact solutions

can be obtained trivially using spectra similar to those in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.
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The spectral analysis in the preceding sections was carned out over the ß-dependent part of

the integral in equation (2.3.1). We were led to this procedure because the 3-D wave equation has

the same structure as the 1-D Klein-Gordon equation. In particular, a Fourier transformation with

respect to the transverse coordinates x andy reduces the 3-D wave equation into a 1-D Klein-

Gordon equation of the following form:

[6262-62+..2] Ü(Y<°,z,t)=0. (2.6.1)

It should be observed that the functions [I„(1cz)J,„(xt)] in the expression (2.3.6a) are not solutions

to the 1-D Klein-Gordon equation. Only their sums over integer values of rn and n constitute a

solution to (2.6.1) and a delicate balance between the coeflicients of [I„(xz) J,„(1ct)] must be main-

tained in order to give finite solutions.

A natural extension is the 3-D Klein-Gordon equation describing the evolution of a signal

propagating in dispersive media. For this case, the operator Ö( — iV) equals — V:
+ 112 and

equation (2.2.la) takes the form

[62 62 — V2 + ,12 ] u(?, z) = 0 . (2.6.2)

A general solution to this equation is analogous to that given by (2.2.18), narnely,

u(?, t) = 2 Re { ‘I/(F, t) } ,

where ‘·I·’(?, t) can be represented by the following bidirectional superposition:

1
OG OO 00 OO

‘Y(p. C. n) d»< lß. K) ·< J„(•<p)
(Z") l=l,—l n=o 0 O

°
(2_6_3)
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In this case, a partitioning of Ö( — FE, — iö,) was induced through the operators Ä( — iö,) = — Ö: ,

l8(x”, — iö,) = x' + #' , and the new constraint relation is given by

oz ß = %· (xl
+

#2) . (2.6.4)

Using the relationship (2.2.23), the representation (2.6.3) can be transformed into the conventional

Fourier picture; specifically,

__
°° 00 +00 +00

‘I’(r, t) = #-5- dx dw dkz A„(w,kz, x) x.l„(xp)eiI”¢
(Z1!) ,.,:0 O -oo -oo

2
. (2.6.5)Xc

The only difference between (2.6.5) and (2.2.18) is the more complicated constraint relationship.

For the problem under consideration, the constraint requires that

2—x—z—#. (2..6)
c

When the Klein-Gordon equation is used to model massive particles, with # = mc/h, the constraint

given in equation (2.6.6) recovers the well known energy relation E2 = pzcz + m‘c°. Recall that very

few exact solutions to the 3-D Klein-Gordon equation are available. In this sense, the represen-

tation (2.6.3) is very valuable because it is characterized by the same algebraic singularities as

(2.2.22). As a consequence, (2.6.3) allows the analytical computation of a rich class of novel exact

and approximate solutions with as much facility as shown in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 for the 3~D scalar

wave equation. For example, all the spectra used in preceding sections can be used trivially to re-

produce new solutions to the 3-D Klein—Gordon equation.

For physical situations requiring a nonpositive operator Ö( — iV), e.g., those modelled by the

dissipative scalar wave equation and the telegraph equation, one can still obtain novel, exact sol~
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utions using the bidirectional synthesis procedure. Along these lines, consider the 3-D dissipative

scalar wave equation

[C'z 6} - vz + ( C, + C2) C" 6,+ C, C2] ¤1»(?, 1) = 0, (2.6.7)

which describes a wave travelling in a dissipative medium. Although equation (2.6.7) has a different

structure than equation (2.2.1), an exponential transformation of the form

..„ 1 ^ ..•
‘l/(r , t) = exp —

Ü
(c, + c2) ct] ‘1/(r, t) (2.6.8)

reduces it to „

C‘z 6z - vz - ä (C, - 1) = 0 , (2.6.9)

which is a special case of equation (2.1) with Ö( — iV) = — V2 — (c, — c2)z / 2 . Notice that the

above equation is similar to the Klein-Gordon equation (2.6.2) with an imaginary 14 (i.e.,

p.z = — (c, — c2)z / 2). The bidirectional representation can be written directly as

A 1
oo 00 00 0

‘Y(p. C. n) = E I d»< 1 d(/90 I d(!ß) C..(!¤=. lß. •<) »< J„(•<.¤)
'=‘··‘ ”=°

° °
“°°

2 (2.6.10)
X 8+11:6 e—u¤; ellßn +% (C] _

C2)2withthe constraint

aß=—l— (c—c)2+i. (2.6.11)8 * z 4

The same discussion concerning the nature of the singularities of this solution follows automat-

ically, except for the fact that the hyperbolic constraint (2.6.11) can lie in the second or the fourth
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quadrants of the aß plane for (c, — 6,)*/2 > x*, and in the first or third quadrants for

(6, —q)*/2< x* . This also explains the difference in the a and ß limits of the integration in

equation (2.6.10).

The dissipative wave equation can be reduced to the telegraph equation by removing the de-

pendence of equation (2.6.7) on the transverse coordinates x and y. The telegraph equation, which

can be written as

I: -2 2 2 -16 ö,—öz+(c,+c,)6 ö,+c,c,]$(z,1)=0, (2.6.12)

models the transmission of electromagnetic signals through wire cables. Using an exponential

transfoxmation of the form ·

1 A
$(2,:) = exp - (6, + 6,) 6:] $(2,:) , (2.6.13)

reduces the telegraph equation to

[
C‘* af - 6} -ä (C, - C,)* 1 $(z, 1) - 0 . (2.6.14)

A celebrated solution due to L.ord Kelvin involves the choice 6, = 6,. This restriction reduces

equation (2.6.14) to a 1-D scalar wave equation which has the distortion-free solutions

$(2 — t) and $(2 + :) . ln an attempt to find solutions to equation (2.6.14) in the general case where

6, aß 6,, one runs into the same complications as those discussed earlier in connection to the Fourier

representation of the l-D Klein—Gordon equation, or the 3-D scalar wave equation. An alternative

is to use the bidirectional representation

^ 1 °° 1
0 dl

"’“‘ 1111**6 -1 * 2618 ¤ß+8 (81-81) (··5)
1 N) 1-1 -1 °

"°°
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with the constraint

a ß = —
ä (cl -

c2)2 . (2.6.16)

(Only the second or the fourth quadrants of the aß plane need be used in this case since a and ß

must have different signs.) The Fourier synthesis correspondirig to (2.6.15) can be obtained by using

the transformation (2.2.23). This leads to

+oo +oo 2
$(2, r) :-5% dw dkz A„(w,kz)

2‘”*·‘ 2**)* 65%--kf +%(c, - 22)*] ,(2.6.17)
—oo -oo C

with the constraint

wz 2 l 2j—kz =-? (cl -62) . (2.6.18)
6

Again, exact solutions to the telegraph can be easily derived by using spectra analogous to those

used in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.

As a demonstration, we consider the following choice of spectra to provide new solutions to

the Klein-Gordon equation. Corresponding solutions to the 3-D dissipative wave equation or the

telegraph equation can be easily derived, nevertheless, these will no be given explicitly.

Analogous to the PWM one can choose the spectrum

Co(<¤- ß „ »<) = ö(ß — ß')
¢_°“‘

(2-6-19)

which yields the solution

=__;_ ·—ß’(¤z+p2)/(¤ +1C) 1ß'•1 —#2(¤ +1C)/4ß'
‘1’(p, C, 6

'
1 6 6 1 . (2.6.20)
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This solution was first dexived by Ziolkowski [9], it is nondipersive for all times and it behaves ex-

actly like Brittingham’s FWM.

The spectrum

c0(«, ß, K) = e"°"'¤
+"“=>

(2.6.21)
4ß

produces the solution

_ 1 [ / . _ . 2 1
‘l’(p,

C, ry) — 4„(a]
+ ic)

KO lr (al + lC)(¢1«z ny) + p . (2.6.22)

For al > p > > l, dz < < l and ala, ~ 14*, the solution given in equation (2.6.22) behaves like a lo-

calized pulse. Such a pulse does not decay as it propagates along the negative z-direction as long

as 2] z] < a,. With the indicated choice of parameters the pulse has a compact support that falls

off to exponentially small values deterrnined by the large argument behavior of the modified Bessel

function Ko. It should be noted, however, that all these solutions have centers that move at the

speed of light c. This is not a very appealing property, because one expects a pulse travelling in a

medium to move with a group velocity ul < c. This requirement will be addressed in Chapters 5 and

6.

2.7 SUMMAR Y AND CONCL USION

A novel bidirectional decomposition of solutions to partial differential equations into back-

ward and forward travelling plane waves was introduced in this chapter. The bidirectional decom-

position, which was developed within the framework of a more general embedding procedure,

allows the construction of general solutions by means of a superposition ofelementary bidirectional
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blocks. Such a novel superposition differs significantly from the more conventional ones, e.g., the

Fourier synthesis. In particular, it is characterized by algebraic singularities that can be much easier

to handle than the branch—cut singularities arising usually in the Fourier synthesis. In spite of these

differences, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the new synthesis and the Fourier

method and these two methods complement each other.

Several mathematical aspects of the new synthesis were addressed. lt was shown that the el-

ementary blocks entering into this superposition are composed of exponential and Bessel functions

which form complete sets of orthogonal functions. This led to an inversion formula, from which

different spectra can be calculated from the knowledge of exact solutions. Necessary and suflicient

conditions for the choiceof the spectra leading to convergent solutions were discussed.

The bidirectional decomposition was applied to the 3-D scalar wave equation, the 3-D

Klein-Gordon equation, the 3-D dissipative wave equation and the telegraph equation. For all these

equations, it was demonstrated that new, exact solutions can be easily obtained. lt was noted that

the new synthesis provides the most natural basis for the construction of the unusual Brittingham-

like solutions and that it can be used as a vehicle to find the Fourier spectral content of these sol-

utions in order to gain a better understanding of their properties.
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In this section we shall demonstrate the efficacy of the bidirectional method in geometries

involving boundaries. After a general discussion of an initial boundary value problem in Section

3.1, we shall examine the propagation of a localized pulse train in an infmite circular waveguide.

This will be followed with a detailed study of a semi-infinite waveguide excited by a localized initial

pulse whose shape is related directly to parameters similar to those arising in Zio1kowski’s EDEPT

solutions. The far fields outside the semi-infinite waveguide will be computed using Kirchhoffs

integral formula with a time-retarded Greer1’s function. The resulting approximate solutions are

causal, have finite energy and exhibit a slow energy decay behavior.

3.1 AN INITIAL BOUNDAR Y VALUE PROBLEM

One should not get the wrong impression that the bidirectional method introduced in the

previous chapter is meant to replace the Fourier synthesis; on the contrary, the bidirectional syn-
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thesis complements it. As it was shown in equation (2.2.17), a Fourier decomposition is simply a

special case of a general partitioning of the operator L. In many instances dealing with single fre-

quency phenomena, the Fourier synthesis is the most intuitive one; however, this does not rule out

all other representations, particularly when they can lead to new exact solutions. Consider, for in-

stance, ir1itia.l value problems. Even though the bidirectional representation is characterized by an

ixnplicit dependence on time through the variables C and v), an initial value problem can still be

handled successfully. As an example, consider the specific problem of pulse propagation through

an infrnitely long cylindrical waveguide. This problem is modelled by the 3-D scalar wave equation

1):0, (3.1.1)

with the initial conditions

O) = F(p, Z) , (3.1.2a)

u,(?°, 0) = G(p, 2) , (3.1.2b)

and the boundary condition

u(R, 2, t) = 0 , (3.1.2c)

where R is the radius of the cross section of the waveguide. The functions F(p, 2) and G(p, 2) are

assumed to be real. For this problem, it is advantageous to begin with the expression (2.3.1). A

typical solution can then be written as

__ __ 1uv. 1) E ~(p. c. 1) = Cow. ß) J„(·«p) e "” '“'”‘

e""'Applyingthe boundary condition (3.1.2c), one obtains J„(xR) = 0 . It immediately follows that

xR = x„,,, , where x„,„ are the zeros of the zeroth order Bessel function. Summing over all modes

and integrating over ß, the general waveguide solution can be given as
i
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ä - 2¤(p•C„ #1) =R¢ dßm=l

The initial condition (3.1.2a) is satisfied if

oc
°° *<0mP

-1(„’ /4ßRz -ß)zF(p- Z)
dßm=1

The spectrum c,,(x„„,, ß), which is, in general, a complex function of x„,„ and ß, can be deterrnined

by taking first the Fourier transform with respect to z and then the Hankel transform with respect

to p in equation (3.1.5). This gives

00 R2 +00 _ 2 2_ _

1<~6„.„ /6) = f dß f E [ ¤„<~6„.. ß> e "“··~""’“
" "·"0 2 —<¤> 2 (3.1.6)

+ ¤5<·<6„„

ß)wherec,;(x„,„, ß) is the Hermitian conjugate of c„(x„,„, ß) and f(x„,„, k,) is defined as

+00 R (3-1-7)
-00

Integrating the right-hand side of equation (3.1.6) over z, it follows that

rr 2 2 °° Käm/(KOm¤ kz) = °5 R [•]1(K0m)]
0

dß kz
318)( . .
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Performing, finally, the integration over ß, the following relation is obtained:

¢()(•< „ß ) *(
- ß ) 2 „/<

R

Here,

1 R 1 "ßI=?[—l<Z+J(k;+(%)2)] „ ß2=?[k,+\/(/<§+(%)2)].

Similarly, it turns out that the initial condition (3.1.2b) is satisfied if

* 28("Om• kz)
<o<·< „ß>ß1—c0(·< .ß)ß =——-———, (3.1.10)Om 1 Om 2

2where

+eo R
8(*<0„„• kg)

='l'
dz fo dp p J()( %&) G(p, 2) em':. (3.1.11)

"X

A combination of equations (3.1.9) and (3.1.10) results in the spectrum

1 2 "0m 2C()(1<»ßOm 1 ßl R Rg m z z R m z

The relation ß, E ß(k,) must be inverted in order to obtain k, E k„(ß). Equation (3.1.12) can be

written, then, as

1 2 Kom 2¢0(•< „ß)=—L——‘—</(Ko „k(ß))\//< (ß)+(—·) +g(¤<0 ·k(ß))),
°"' ß «· R2[J1<»<¤„„>]2 ’" ’ ’ R '“ ’
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and the solution to the original problem can be expressed as

um C, ,7)_
TI K

***-7* * °*** ______ (3.1.13)
KX 1% )* + g1~„,„„ kz(ß))> .

in terms of a superposition of the elementary blocks e·‘•¢e*P*. Obviously, the shape of the field

u(p, C, rr) depends on the choice of F(p, z) and G(p, z). If, for example, F(p, z) is chosen in the

following separable form

F(p, Z) = F1(1¤)Fz(Z) 1

and

G(1¤1 Z) = 0 1

equation (3.1.13) can be rewritten as

°° «= F1k1ß>> —_—*—
- =¤(p„C„ v1) =R@ dßZm=l

RR [‘]l(KOm)] 01:

Xo

where 1F}(k,) is the Fourier transform of F2(z) .
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3.2 THE INFINITE WA VEGUIDE

In this section we will consider the case of a pulsed initial condition. To be more specific, let

1

F2(z) = Ko[ Ä?} „ /a2 + Z2 , (3.2.Ib)

where K„ is the zero order modified Bessel function of the second kind. The initial conditions in this

case have the fomi

u(?, 0) = -4% Z2 (3.2.20)

u,(?, 0) = 0 . (3.2.2b)

The Fourier transform of the function F}(z), required in equation (3.1.14), is given in this case by

= V ki + )2
. (3.2.3)

M

\/kzTheexpression for the root ß,, viz.,

2 2 Käm<2ß+k,> =/<, +7;.

can be used to invert k, = k,(ß). This leads to the relations
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2
"0mk = ——* — ß , 3.2.4

(325)‘
' 122 45122

Equations (3.2.3) and (3.2.5) can be used in conjunction with (3.1.14) to obtain

Künp
oo

R1) =R¢ dß %' 2*4512*
{-ma 8-I

4512’
(em

n=1 R R [J1("0n)] O (3.2.6)
(ß + 2 145122) R R , ,j41-*(ß

+ Kom/4ßR ) 0
”

Integrating over p', equation (3.2.6) simpliiies to

2

°° dß _ EL · _ _ rc p¤(1>-C-R1) = Re e 45122 "’*"’ e (3-2-7)

The remaining integration over ß can be carried out using equation (3.478.4) in Gradshteyn and

Ryzhik [47]. The solution to the initial boundary value problem under consideration then assumes

the form

u(?, t) = Re{ 2% Kol: %'l „/(a + iC)(a — ir;) ] J0( %£—)} . (3.2.8)

This solution is of some interest because it is fairly localized at t= 0, where

147,0):;% J0(l°%‘l)1<„j%@„/«2+z2j, (3.2.9a)
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u,(?, 0) = 0 . (3.2.9b)

From the asymptotic expansion of Ku for large arguments [49], viz.,

KO(z) Q /% J'] 1- §L +JT+ , (3.2.10)
Z 2(8z)

it is seen that the initial pulse u(7, 0) given by (3.12a) dies off exponentially along the z-direction

as exp[ — x„,„„/az + z' /R] . As a consequence, the initial pulse is fairly localized for large 1:0,,,/R.

For small arguments, on the other hand, the modified Bessel function K„ has the following behavior

[49]:
A

K0(z) z — ln(z) . (3.2.11)

Therefore, at z = ct = 0, the initia.l pulse u(?, 0) becomes

K~0». 0. 0) = j; 10.]% a] J„<—‘g@>. (3-2-12)

ar1d for a very small, such that •c„„,a/R < < 1, it reduces to

1 K K Pu(p,0,0)Q -7;; 1¤[J§"la]J,,(%—).

This shows that the smaller the value of a is chosen, the larger the arnplitude of the initial pulse

becomes, and that parameters analogous to those arising in Ziolkowski’s EDEPT solutions can

now be related to some physical quantities.

It will be of interest, next, to look at the solution (3.2.8) at times t> O. In this case 16,,,,,/R is

large enough to keep the initial pulse localized, and a is very small so that x„,„a/R < < 1. Looking

at the center of the pulse z - ct = 0, it follows that
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u(p,z,z)=Rc{If

z > > a, and for small values of Ix„,,,,/·— i2az /R I, the center of the pulse exhibits the behavior

u(p,z,z)zRe{ —ä;- J0(%;i) 14%-./—i2azjI} ,

or

u(p, z, z) = -2% 1,;%) ln[ (3.2.13)

In this case the center of the pulse decays logarithmically as it propagates down the waveguide. The

same analysis applies to the pulse travelling in the negative z-direction; its center will decay ac-

cording to equation (3.2.13).

As the pulses travel further in the waveguide, and z is such that I %„/— i2az I becomes

large, the asymptotic expansion (3.2.10) can be used to show that the centers of the pulses will de-

cay exponentially as

K M

u(p,z,jz):Re —L J0(-ii-) ei'°i¢ie”%‘/;;(I_0
,

4* R 2160,,,;/ 2az

or

~ L *0mP / LR "0m Lu(p, z, i 2) ..
4n

J0(
R

)
zxomx/ZZ.

e R cos(
R

„/az + 8
).(3.2.l4)

The initial pulse (3.2.9) splits into two halves, with the centers of the individual pulses de-

caying logarithmically as long as x„,„,/2az /R < < l . For large z, the centers of the pulses start
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decaying exponentially as exp[ — vc„,„, / az /R] . It is easy to see how the initial pulse divides into two

pulses because at the points ct = z ä 6 with 6 > > a, approximate results can be written as

K M

u(p,z,zj;6): ReW R x/ 2„„,„./262

or

K M

(3.2.15a)4W R x/ 4„„„,./262

and

l K0mP vrR "0m vru( ,z,z— ): 3.2.lSb
" ° 44

°‘
R «/2„,,„.F

R“° 4) ‘ )

Similar expressions can be obtained for the pulse travelling in the negative z-direction. From these

results it can be seen that the front part of the pulse dies off exponentially away from the center,

while the right-going and left-going halves separate at a very slow rate. This follows from the ex-

pression (3.2.15b), where the pulse falls off as (z6)"/" behind its center.

At this point it should be mentioned that, in analogy to the free space solution (2.2.22), one

can write directly the corresponding superposition for the bounded problem under consideration

by replacing the integration over vr in (2.2.22) by a summation over the discrete values 16,,,,,; specif~

ically,

I
w

°° °° "0mp¤(p„C„ #1) =E—;;·
2 fo d<¤

0
dß Co(¤„ ßv ¤<6„„)J()(j·z—)

'" )
2 (3.2.16)

x FM ew') 6
aß4R
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A choice of spectrum analogous to that related to Ziolkowski’s 'splash pulse", narnely,

C„(¤. ß. »<„,„> =§— e"°‘+ß"'
(3.2.17)

leads to the solution

°° K K
u(?, 2) = Rc'; { é

/0(%?i) K0[ %./(a + iC) (a - ir;) il}, (3.2.18)

which is identical to the wavefunction (3.2.8), except for the summation over all modes as indicated

in equation (3.2.18).

As demonstrated earlier, the initial pulse corresponding to the solution (3.2.18) splits into two

halves travelling in opposite directions and they separate at a very slow rate. Such a solution is not

optimal for the transfer of energy in a waveguide. A small modification can produce a more efiicient

system for the transmission of localized pulses in waveguides. This can be achieved by using two

parameters a, and a, instead of the one parameter a . In this case the spectrum

c0(«, ß, „„,„) =% 6
<““· +""=1 (3.2.19)

gives the solution

oo
1 K p K

u(r, 2) = Re { E- /0%) K0[ %l./(al + iC)(a0 - iq) . (3.2.20)
m=l

Even though the wave function u(p, C, ry) is expressed as a summation over all modes, our subse-

quent discussion will be restricted to a single one.

The solution (3.2.20), for a characteristic modal number m, is of some interest because it can

model a fairly localized pulse propagating in a waveguide, where at 2= 0,
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u(?, 0) 1l,( B2'!) Re iz) ll (3.2.21a)

and

-· Rom ¢ '<omP . "0m . . ai + a2
u(r,0) =—— Jo(-—)Re {1K [—„/(a + lZ)(G2 -12)

il
-—————-——-—} .(3.2.2lb)‘

8**R R 1 R I ./(al +1z)(a, - iz)

The initial pulse can be extremely localized for large a,. This can be demonstrated by using the

asymptotic expansion of Kl, for large arguments [cf. equation (3.2.10)] in order to rewrite the initial

condition (3.2.2la) approximately as followsz
R

1 Rom/> 1zR - K (R Kom azz TT
u(p, 2,0) 2 — ./o(——) —- e °"·

cos(——— —— +—). (3.2.22)
41: R « / glcom /,,2, R 2 8

The initial pulse u(?, 0) falls off exponentially along the 2 direction as exp[ -— xll„,„/a,2/2 /R] . This

approximate form is valid away from the pulse’s center. To determine the shape of the initial pulse

around z = O, one can use the small argument approximation of the modified Bessel function Ko,

given in equation (3.2.11). At 2 = 0, the amplitude of the initial pulse ll(;, 0) has the value

l " P¤(1>„ 0, 0) G2 @1%) · (32-23)

If the product ala, is very small so that xll,„,/ala, /R < < l, equation (3.2.11) yields

1 K K p¤(p,0,0)= -2; a, (3.2.24)

This expression shows that small values of ,/ ala, correspond to large arnplitudes of the initial pulse.

Noting, also, that the oscillatory term cos[ lg- +
lcä-

./11,2/2] in equation (3.2.22) depends on a,,
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it is clear that the parameters a, and a, can now be related to physically meaningful quantities, such

as the width of the initial pulse and its amplitude. A similar discussion applies to the second initial

condition (3.2.2lb) but will not be carried out here.

The behavior of the pulse solution (3.2.20) is very sensitive to the values of the parameters

a, and a,. If these parameters are equal, the solution (3.2.20) models a pulse that splits into two

halves travelling in opposite directions. This situation is not optimal for the transmission ofenergy

in the waveguide. On the other hand, because of the asymmetric dependence on the values of

a, and a,, the pulse given in equation (3.2.20) can be made to travel mainly in one direction. Such

a claim can be verified by referring to equations (2.4.38) and (2.4.39) which give the positive-going

and the negative-going components of the splash pulse. The only difference entails the replacement

of the integration over 16 by a summation over 16,,,,, . The backward and forward spectra have the

following ratio:

F(kp Kom)
= e(«, - a,)k, lF( * kp Kom)

It is seen that for a, = a,, the positive a.r1d the negative components have the same strength. On the

other hand, for a, > l and a, < < l, F(k,, 16,,,„) > > F( — k,, 16,,,,,) and the pulse moves predorninantly

in the positive z-direction. Moreover, in contradistinction to the splash pulse (2.4.19), the solution

(3.2.20) is localised by the walls of the waveguide and one does not have to worry about its local-

ization in the transverse direction. Thus, launching a pulse that travels primarily in the positive z-

direction requires that a, > 1 and a, < < l, with the condition 16,,„,„/Za? / R < < 1. To see this,

one can look at the pulse centers at z = ct and z = — ct, where

and
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u(p,z,-z)=Re{ -21; JO(lc%{'ß)K0[£)kl,[aQ(al +i2z) . (3.2.26)

As long as 2z < < az, u(p, z, z) in equation (3.2.25) remains constant with

„(,„, Z, Z) 2% 1„( az ] . (3.2.27)

This expression is identical to the amplitude of the initial pulse. We conclude that the parameter

a, determines the range through which the pulse can travel before it starts decaying. Beyond this

range the pulse starts decaying logarithmically, viz., ·

u(p,z,z): % ln (3.2.28)

as long as x„,„,[2a,z [R < < 1. Thus, the pulse travelling in the positive z-direction stays almost

unchanged as long as 2z< < a2, decays logarithmically for x„,„„[2a,z [R < < l , beyond which it

dies off exponentially as exp [— x„,„„[2a,z [R]. As for the pulse travelling in the negative z-

direction, it can be easily seen that for a, < < l the expression (3.2.26) can be simplified as follows:

u(p, 2, - Z) = Re l- 1,1%) 1<,,[ . (3.2.29)
47: R R

But for a, > 10 the center of the pulse in (3.2.26) will decay exponentially as exp[ —- x„,„,[2a,z [R]

and the pulse will die off within a very short distance from the origin.

With an appropriate choice of the parameters a, and a, , one is capable of launching a pulse

in one direction down an infrnite cylinder. Another interesting aspect of this solution is its ability

to resist the dispersive effects of the waveguide. It has been demonstrated that the pulse can travel

with almost no decay in its center for a distance z (1,/2, beyond which the decay in the center of the

pulse is only logarithmic for az/2 < z < < [R3/2xä„,a, ] . For example, if one chooses a, = 10**3 m ,
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a, = 10* m and x„„,/R = 1000
m·‘,

then the pulse can travel down the waveguide a distance of ap-

proximately 500 m without any decay in the pulse center, and will spread very little for the fol-

lowing 5 x
l0‘

m . To see how little does it decay, consider the arnplitude of the center of the initial

pulse, which is proportional to K„[x„,,,„/hg /R] or, asymptotically, to — ln(10‘*) z 2 ln(l0). The

pulse center after travelling a distance of 50 km will have an amplitude proportional to ln(l0).

Thus, over a distance of 50 km , the pulse’s center decays only to half its original value.

One would hope that such pulses could still hold themselves together when launched in free

space from an open end of the waveguide, and that they could still exhibit a slow decay behavior.

In this case the pulses would be analogous to Ziolkowski’s EDEPTs and the open waveguide could

act as their source. This scheme will be pursued in the next section where it will be shown that a

semi-infinite waveguide can be used as a source for slowly decaying pulses.
l

3.3 THE SEM]-INFINITE WA VEGUIDE

A natural extension of the previous section is to consider the case of a semi-infinite

waveguide. The initial pulse is the same as that given by equation (3.2.21) and the waveguide is

open at the position 2 = L , where L is large enough so that the arnplitude of the tail of the initial

pulse is extremely small, and for all practical purposes can be taken equal to zero, while the

waveguide appears to be practically infinite. lt is assumed, furthexrnore, that the radius of the cyl-

inder is large compared to the wavelengths of the excited modes. In this case, upon reaching the

guide’s opening, the pulse is basically launched in the forward direction and the reflected field from

the edges of the cylinder can be neglected. This setup is shown in Figure 3.2.

Under the assumptions made above one can use Kirchhoffs diffraction forrnula to find an

expression for the far field in terms of the field illuminating the aperture or the cy1inder’s opening.

Kirchhoffs formula has the form [50]
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A I I 1 Ö A —lwr Ö —Iwr
‘I’(x ,y ,z',w)=-Z1-; Lda{ ·E—‘{’(x,y,z,w) —%——-·E(—‘%)‘i\'(x,y,z,w) , (3.3.1)

where (x', y', z') is the point of observation, the integration is carried over the area of the aperture,

and the normal to the aperture is in the z-direction. ‘l'(x,y, z, w) is the Fourier transform of

‘I’(x,y,z, t) with respect to time, and is defined as followsz

^ +°° —lwt‘I·'
(x,y, z, w) =f dt ‘P(x,y, z, z) e . (3.3.2)

The variable r appearing in (3.3.1) is the distance between the aperture and the observation point;

it is given explicitly as follows:

r= „ / p2
+

p'2
+ 2p p' cos(6 — Ü') + (Z' — L)2 . (3.3.3)

Only the amplitude of the pulse along the line of sight (p' = 0) will be considered ir1 the se-

quel. In this case, Kirchhof?s formula can be rcwritten as

A 1 2% R Ö A €—lwr
‘I’(0,0,Z',w)=·——‘·. dcßf dpp |i——‘I·'(x,y,z,w) -7--4*rr 0 0 öz

Ö _iwr A
(3.3.4)

with

2 2r=„/p +(z’—z) lz=L. (3.3.5)
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From Kirchhoffs integrals (3.3.1) and (3.3.4), together with the definition of the Fourier transfoxm

(3.3.2), it can be seen that the tirne-retarded Green’s function has been used. As a consequence, the

resulting pulse is causal and it propagates away from the aperture into free space.

As mentioned earlier, the initial pulse given in (3.2.21) will be used, with L large enough so

that the waveguide appears to be infinitely long. For all practical purposes, the basic solution de-

rived in Section 3.2 can be used to illuminate the open end of the waveguide. This solution is re-

written here for convenience, viz.,

W. ¤> = jr- 1.1% 1<„[ ij? Ja. + ima. — 3·.> ] - m-6)

This pulse is located initially at the origin, and with an appropriate choice of a, and a, it can be

made to travel in the positive z—direction. A11 the discussion pertaining to the initial conditions and

the conditions required for localization are the same as in Section 3.2.

Substituting (3.3.6) into equations (3.3.1) and (3.3.4), Kirchhoffs integral formula (3.3.4) as-

sumes the following form after an integration over d>:

f ( ) R -lwr K P‘l’(0.0.Z'.w)=·%· L dp. L? J„<—‘?>
3.3.

_ Mw) Va, (Z' —L) + Fw(Z' —L) e-1....
( 7)

8«= 0 " " .3 .3 ‘

Here, f{(w) and fQ(w) are defined as follows:

+°o —lw! K0m . -_/](w) =f dt e Koli —k—- „/(a, +1(z — ct))(a2 — 1(z + ct)) , (3.3.8)
-0,, z=L

+
j}(w)

=.]. md:
e°[°°' Ä- K0[ ./(al + i(z — ct))(a2 — i(z + cz))

il 1
. (3.3.9)

_°o öz R z=L
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For (z' — L) > > p, the quantity r can be approximated by

P2
f':(Z'—L)+ , (3.3.10)

and equation (3.3.7) can be rewritten as

A • R A@(0, 0, z', w) =
e"‘°*

-@ L+ L'} jl
dp p 1„( LM?) e""’*'°'*' , (3.3.11)

8r: z 8** Q2 z () R

where E = z' — L. An evaluation of the integral '

R K0mp —lwdppJ0(·T)c P (3.3.12)

is needed. This integral can be related to Lommel’s function of two variables. Making use of the

relations (3) and (4), p. 543 of Watson [51], it is easy to show that

^ _ 2 ^ 2x2 _ 2x2

. . )
M M (.3..

A A 2 A 2
z Z'<0m . „ Z*‘0m

At this stage, one can go back to equation (3.3.11), find ‘P(0, 0, z', w) , carry out the inverse

transform and find ‘Y(0, 0, z', 2) . The integrations become quite involved, however, and it will be

a very tedious task to find a closed form solution. To simplify the integrals involved in the Fourier

inversion, one can use the asymptotic expansion of U,(1u, Ä.) for large p, while v and 1. are kept

constant. The quantit zxf,,„/wR* entering into equation (3.3.13) must be large. A reasonable limitY

can be chosen as
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A 2
> 1000 . (3.3.14)

wR

One can use the asymptotic expansions given in equations (3) and (4) p. 550 ofWatson [51] to write

— 1 rn
U,(11, 0) = cos(%—%-) + 2 --%;/;-7; (3.3.15)

m=o V(v — 1- 2m) [7] m-V

and

„. Ji Ä._ß. oo _ »¤[.·L]2m—v+2
A

1/,01, 1) - cos[ 2 + zit 2 1+ Ä( 1) ,, J,_,_,,„(2) . (3.3.16)

Using these expansions in equation (3.3.13), it follows that

A __ , „
°° R2 _ 2I = är ¢ ""“ ’°’
Z ( — U"' — <é"·—>”"’”“‘ I.1-2,„<·<6.„> + ¤ (+1L)2~+2 J-2-2m("0m) -
m=0 Z"0m Z "0m

For small values of of wR2/2x,,,„ ( e.g., < 0.1), the first term in the above expression can be re-

tained, while the rest of the terms are neglected. Thus, I can be approximated by

2 2 A

1 = 1,(„,,„,) {E;
e"“*R Ii' + . (3.3.17)

z

This approximate result is valid for large 2 or, more generally, for large :2x„„,/wR' . This requirement

follows from the condition (3.3.14) as long as x„,„ < 30, i.e., for the lowest ten modes. As a result,

the approximate expression (3.3.17) is valid for the following values of 2:
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22 > 1000 ä .
"Om

Since w > 1:0,,,/R for the waveguide, the above inequality can be rewritten as

^ Rz > 1000 Kom . (3.3.18)

Substituting (3.3.17) into (3.3.11), the wave function
‘l’(0,

0, 2, w) along the line of sight can

be found to be equal to

1 12* 2 -‘i\’(0, 0, Q, w) = ß9¤L;—exp - ico (2 + ä) [j}(w) - iwß(w)], (3.3.19)
S1: Kom Z ZZ

where all terms proportional to 2*** have been neglected. This approximate result is quite accurate

for the range detemiined by (3.3.18). lt is not hard, now, to find the inverse Fourier transform of

the expression (3.3.19); it can be expressed as

J 1z*
‘I·'(0, 0, 2, 1) = [F2(t’) — ö,FI(t’) ]z=L , (3.3.20)

87l-’ Kom Z

where

i(z— c!’))(a·2 —i(z+,

"0m . , . ,
F,(t ) = K0[ ./(al + z(z — ct ))(a2 — z(z+ ct )) jl

and
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2
Cl' = ct22

Using the identity K„’(2) = — K,(z), the result (3.3.20) can be reduced to the following form:

U
U R‘I’(0,0,2,

1) = — K,[ %@./(a, +1(L — c1'))(a2 — i(L +c1’))TZ
Z

X az _ i(L + (,2 (3.3.21)
„/(al + i(L — c1’))(a2 — i(L + c1'))

*

At the center of the pulse (i.e., 2 — c1+ L = 0), the wave amplitude becomes ·

U R 2 2‘¥’(0, 0,2, (di(,2
_ ,(2L _ JQ) (3.3.22)

22
X .

. R* . R*. / (ai + ¢§)(<b — ¢(2L—?§*))

As discussed in Section 3.2, one can choose the condition x„,,,./(a, + iR*/Z2)a, /R< < 1 .

If, furthermore, a, > > L , an asymptotic expansion for small arguments yields K,(z) z 2** [49].

Under these restrictions, (3.3.22) becomes

— *1 <~,,„.> R* i‘{·'
0, 0, 2, 1) z —LL——— -——————- , (3.3.23)( 4* "0m (Za, 2 + iR2)

or, after rearranging the terms,

. J 2 -1.;
‘Y(0, 0, 2, 1) (3.3.24)” "°”· „/(Za, 2)* + R4
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with ¢> = tan·‘ + This result is interesting because, for a, < < 1, the real part of the sol-
1

ution given by (3.3.24) does not decay for 2a,2 < < R2 , and is given approximately by

A J1("0m)Re{‘I’(0,0, z, t)} ..
41mOm cos ¢ (3.3.25)

for

A R2
z < Za} . (3.3.26)

Combining equations (3.3.26) and (3.3.18), the range of validity of the approximate solution

(3.3.24) can be stated as followsz

1000-IL < 2 < Ä (3327)
"0m 2a} ° ·

.

Note that the lower bound in equation (3.3.27) may not be strong enough to ensure the validity

of the condition x„,„,[ (a, + iR‘[22) a, [ R < < l . This can occur when 2 is fairly small; in that case

we can set the limit

+ lg-) G, < 0 1R
‘

22
’

and for a, < < 1 the range given by equation (3.3.27) has to be modified to

2 2K0m
a2—--.02 < z < za} . (3.3.28)

The values of the different pararneters will determine the correct range. Choose, for example,

x„„,[R z O(l) , a, = 5m and a, < < 1 . This choice of parameters is typical for a waveguide a few

meters long, with an openning of radius equal to one meter and with mainly the first mode excited.
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In this case, 1000R/ vc„,„ = x§„,a,/ 0.02 2 1000 and both ranges are identical. On the other hand, if

higher modes are excited, the range (3.3.28) is valid, while the range (3.3.27) is correct if a waveguide

of a larger radius is used.

The solution given in (3.3.24) has the unusual feature of hiding the 2 parameter within the

(2a,E)z +
R‘

term since, for a small al, the effect of 2 does not appear until 2a,} takes over the
R‘

term. This feature is shared by the EDEPT solutions of Ziolkowski [9,16]. As mentioned earlier,

such solutions contain certain parameters that can be adjusted in order to slow down their decay.

( For the semi-infinite waveguide, the parameters a, and a, are related directly to physical quantities,

e.g., the amplitude of the initial pulse and its bandwidth.) Such behavior is not possible for the more

conventional solutions. A good example along this direction is the following solution to the inlinite

waveguide problem [52]

¤1¤(?, r) Mrz - zz ] u(ct - z) . (3.3.29)

It consists of a pulse travelling in the positive z-direction with amplitude J„( %&) at z = ct. An

analysis analogous to that followed earlier in this section results in equation (3.3.20) with

F,(r) = 6, Mrz - zz ¤(cr - 2))

and

„(6r — Z).

Using the identity J„’(z) = — J,(z) and carrying out the differentiations, one obtains
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1 R2
Zxom z R „/(ct' — L)(cz’ + L) (3.3.30)

+ 210[

L2lfthe peak of the pulse is taken at ct' = L, and one recalls that J,(z) behaves as z/2 for small argu-

ments, the above expression can be approximated around its peak as followsz

1 R2 2
@(0, 0, z, 0 =—l@— 2L + 2 6(0) . (3.3.31)

2KOm Z R

It is seen that the wave amplitude dies off as 2*, even for higher modes. The unusual behavior

_ observed earlier in connection with our original problem does not show up in this case. It should

be pointed out that the 6(0) term appears in (3.3.31) because of the discontinuity in the pulse am-

plitude at z = ct .

3.4 SUMMAR Y AND CONCLUSION

It was demonstrated in this chapter that Brittingham-like pulsed solutions can be realized

physically. Such pulses can be fairly localized in a waveguide and the parameters arising within the

context of their solution can be related to physically meaningful quantities. Travelling down the

waveguide, which is highly dispersive, these pulses have unusual decay patterns. Basically, the

waveguide can be divided into three regions, with the center of the pulses undergoing no decay in

the first, a logaxithmic decay in the second, and an exponential decay in the last portion. When

launched in free space, these pulses were shown to have finite energy, to be causal and to exhibit
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an unusual decay pattern. (A similar behavior was not exhibited by other, more conventional sol-

utions even if higher modes where used.)

Although the decay properties of the pulses studied here are similar to Wu’s electromagnetic

missiles [33], the approach adopted in our work is quite different, mainly because it is of the

Brittingham-Ziolkowski type. There are additional differences: (1) the missile solutions are restricted

to TEN modes only, whereas the solutions presented in this thesis can incorporate a larger number

of modes; (2) Wu analyzed the Poynting vector integrated over time and over the surface of a re-

ceiver located at variable distances, while in our analysis we dealt with peak field intensities along

the line of sight of the aperture; (3) our pulses are initiated in a Cauchy initial-value fashion, with

‘P(?, 0) and ‘I/,(?, 0) specified, while in Wu’s work the pulses are initiated with a rising edge pro-

portional to
t'/‘,

with 6 < l . The parameter 6 is related directly to the slowness of the energy decay

of the missiles. As a consequence, a pulse with a sharper rising edge will give a missile that decays

at a slower rate as the distance to the receiver increases; in contrast, our solutions pertain to

bounded distances depending primarily on the parameter a,. In spite of these differences, it seems

that the two approaches are pointing out to the same underlying physical reality that needs to be

investigated further.

The usual R" decay of a signal in the far field of an antenna calls upon defining some limit

that separates the far from the near field. A very popular candidate is the Fresnel limit which is

defined as 2D'/Ä, where D is a characteristic dimension of the aperture and Ä is a characteristic wave

length of the signal. Such a defmition has been developed primarily for monochromatic or modu-

lated signals with a very narrow bandwidth. In the case of tirne-limited pulses, a characteristic

wavelength Ä has no meaning since, by definition, such pulses have virtually an infinite bandwidth.

As a consequence, the notion of a Fresnel limit is very ambiguous, and a clear distinction between

a far and a near field is not possible. Because of such ambiguities one can only compare different

types of pulses with each other. Our work has shown that certain types of pulses can spread much

more slowly than others as they propagate in free space. These results point out to the fact that

techniques and ideas used to handle the transrnission of CW signals might not be adequate in cases

where tirne-limited pulses are involved, and call for the undertaking of a serious theoretical and
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experimental study of the propagation of pulses in free space. The hope is to establish that one can

physically generate certain time·1imited pulses which spread out at a much slower rate than CW

signals.
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Figure 3.2 The semi-infmite waveguide.
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4.0 THE FWM PULSE AND THE

WAVE-PARTICLE DUALITY OF LIGHT

In this chapter we would like to investigate the possibility of using Brittingham-like solutions

to represent light particles. lt is a well established fact that a finite energy pulse solution to a linear

partial differential equation has to spread out [6]. lf such a solution is used to model a particle, the

aforementioned limitation stresses the importance of the notion of the total energy content of a

particle over its localization. On the other hand, one can regard the nondispersive character of

particles (including light particles) as a more fundamental property. In this respect the total energy

content can be foresaken and a continuous, nonsingular, nondispersive bump solution can be used.

This field, which may not have a finite total energy content, consists of a central bump of a very

large amplitude in comparison to its tails. The tails can provide the total field with a nonlocal

A character that should be contrasted with the localization of the central bump. For such a field the

localized bump can be used to represent a particle, while the rest of the field will behave as a wave.

Since the field exists everywhere, it depends on the configuration of an experimental setup. This

endows individual microphysical processes with a nonlocal character, even if the size of the meas-

uring devices and the separation between them are much larger tha.r1 the extension of the central

bump, i.e., much larger than the particle under consideration. This kind of nonlocality is reflected
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in several quantum processes. Recent experiments [53-55] have confirmed this nonlocal character

of the microphysical world. The sirnplest and most famous experiment that demonstrates such a

nonlocal behavior is Young’s two slit interference experiment. This experiment has been considered

to be the most fundamental realization of quantum phenomena. According to Feynman [56] it is

". . . a phenomenon which is impossible, absolutebv impossible, to explain in any classical way, and

which has in it the heart of quantum mechanics. In reality it contains the onb mystery}

In Young’s two slit experiment single light particles or photons passing through a screen will

end up on a photographie plate behind the screen as dots on the fringes of an interference pattem.

At very low intensities, the photons go through the screen one at a time; as a result, there is no

interaction between them. Therefore, a single photon of dimensions much smaller than the width

of the slits must interfere with itself (i.e., must interact with both slits of the screen) to reproduce

the interference pattem. In this chapter it will be shown that the FWM solution can be used to

represent photons. It will be demonstrated that a single FWM pulse can interfere with itself. This

is not the case for other localized pulses, e.g., a transverse Gaussian pulse. As discussed earlier, the

central field can be chosen to represent the light particle which is incorporated in an extended wave

structure of a very low intensity; the wave and particle aspects are, thus, combined in a single

framework.

4.1 BACKGROUND MA TERIAL

In 1905, Einstein [57] proposed that energy in a light beam is carried out by localized wave

packets or photons. that hypothesis was introduced to explain the photoelectric effect. The idea that

light can have a corpuscular nature and that photons can carry momentum and can be scattered

off other massive particles like billiard balls, is in sharp contrast with Maxwel1’s electromagnetic

wave theory. Maxwell’s theory was very successful in accounting for all wave properties of light,

e.g. refraction, diffraction and interference phenomena. One of the first experiments to confirm the
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wave nature of light was Young’s two slit experiment. In such an experiment, light is shone on a

screen containing two narrow slits and it is observed on a photographie plate placed behind the

screen. Because of the path difference between light waves passing through either slit, waves arriving

at the photographie plate can either interfere constructively or destructively to form the interference

fringes. Maxwell’s theory, however, is incapable of explaining the photoelectric effect, whereby a

beam of light incident on some materials knocks off eleetrons with an energy that does not depend

on the intensity of the beam, but rather on its frequency. Higher intensities will only knock oü a

larger number of electrons. This unusual behavior led Einstein to introduce the concept of a light

corpuscle or ”photon" that carries an energy equal to hv, where h is Plar1ck’s constant and v is the

frequency of the light. This gave birth to the notion of a wave—particle duality. This concept was

further encouraged by another drarnatic development which took place in the early twenties. At that

time de Broglie [30] hypothesized that a massive particle has a wave character associated with it.

He proposed that such a particle wave has a wave length ,1 = h/p, where p is the momentum of the

particle. This idea was confirmed experimently by showing that a two slit interference pattern can

be obtained for a beam of electrons. This development broke completely the psychologieal barrier

separating partieles and waves, thus, fumly establishing their duality.

One attempt to explain how partieles can form an interference pattem was based on the idea

that a large number of partieles interact with each other in such a way that most of them end up

on the light fringes. This idea was proven incorrect in interference experiments with bearns of ex-

tremely low intensities, in which only one particle went through the screen at a.ny time. In that case

the particle interactions were absent; nevertheless, the partieles always ended up on one of the light

fringes. After a long period of time an interference pattem was forrned. Consequently, the inter-

ferenee was not caused by the interaction between the partieles, but rather by the interference of a

single particle (e.g., a photon) with itself through the presence of the two slit screen. The notion

of a photon interfering with itself seems quite preplexing because a particle is always associated, in

our minds, with a localized structure that has dimensions much smaller than the width of the slits,

or the separation between them. lf this was the case, a particle passing through one slit would in

no way feel the presence of the other opening.
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It is well known, on the other hand, that an interference pattem is forrned only if the field is

symmetrically distributed over the two slits. lf a particle is then represented by a structure that stays

localized for all poir1ts in space-tirne, it will never be symmetric with respect to the two slits. Con-

sequently, an interference pattem will not be formed by the scattering of a localized packet from the

two slit screen. This need for the field to be symmetrically distributed over both openings led to

the idea that the photon might split into two parts, each part going through a different slit. These

parts would interfere with each other, thus reproducing the interference pattem. However, photon

detectors placed behind the two slits indicated that the photon passes through only one of the slits.

These dichotornies led to a construction which is at the foundation of quantum mechanics.

The now accepted explanation of the two slit experiment is a probabilistic one where the photon

is represented by the superposition of two abstract wave functions, these the two eigenstates

associated with the passage of the particle through either one of the two slits. The total probabilistic

field is, thus symmetric over the two openings; and beyond the screen, the probability of detecting

the photons forms a probabilistic interference pattem. Then, according to the Copenhagen inter-

pretation [3] of the quantum theory: (l) a measurement carried out by the photographie plate will

collapse the wave function onto a dot on one of the light fringes where the probability of having a

photon is not zero, and (2) detectors placed behind the screen will collapse the wave function onto

one of its eigenstates, destroying the interference pattem and forcing the photon to appear as though

it had passed through one of the two slits.

Although Copenhagen interpretation is capable of explaining the results of Young’s exper-

irnent, it has led to several paradoxes, especially ir1 connection with causality and ir1 relation to the

mechanism of the collapse of the wave function. The orthodox interpretation of quantum me-

chanics asserts that this probabilistic explanation provides the most complete and the only possible

description of reality. This means that the statistical laws of quantum mechanics are incompatible

with the possibility of deeper laws goveming individual processes, irnplying, hence, that there is no
I

way to produce a nonstatistical model which can explain the phenomenon described above.

It is our aim in this chapter to point out that Brittinghanfs FWM solution [I] to Maxwell’s

equations can interfere with itself and, at the same time, can accommodate the wave and particle
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properties of light. The results of this chapter are derived from the scalar form of the FWM given

in equation (2.1.2), viz.,

¤r¤(?, z) (4.1.1)

Even though this model does not incorporate polarization effects directly, the following analysis can

be readily extended to the full electromagnetic situation. In equation (4.1.1), the parameter ß is

considered to be a characteristic wave number and a, is a constant. As demonstrated in Chapter 2,

this solution consists of a Gaussian envelope of a waist w = (a,/ß)*/1 moving in the positive z-

direction, modulated by a plane wave moving in the opposite direction. The envelope travels in free

space with the speed of light in a straight line, it does not disperse for all time, it is continuous and

it has a frnite energy density everywhere. The behavior of the FWM solution depends largely on

the quantity ßa, . It was shown in Section 2.4.1 that for ßa, > > 1 , ‘I'(F, t) degenerates into a

nonlocalized sinusoidal function travelling in the negative z-direction. On the other hand, for a, very

small, such that ßa, < < 1, the FWM solution behaves like a localized pulse moving in the positive

z-direction with speed c. In terms of the waist w= (a,/ß)*/* , the above condition reduces to

w< < 1/ß. For a photon of a wavelength J. = 21:/,8, this condition becomes w< < J. . Thus, for

‘l'(?, t) to represent a localized light pulse (a photon) its waist must be much smaller than the

characteristic wavelength of the wave structure associated with it. In what follows, it should be

understood that the condition ßa, < < 1 is imposed whenever we refer to the FWM solution as the

FWM ”pulse”.

There is a sharp contrast between this wave packet picture and other reperesentations of

photons as wave packets formed by a superposition of wavelets of various wavelengths. Usually the

constructed wave packets have dirnensions much larger than the wavelengths of the constituent

wavelets [58,59]. In such cases, one ends up with photons of extensions up to several meters along

the direction of propagation. This causes severe problems for the explanation of interactions of such

photons with other elementary particles of dirnensions of order 10*** m. Furthermore, the afore-

mentioned superpositions are usually carried over wave numbers; as a result, the constructed wave
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packets do not have any characterisitic wave numbers associated with them. In contrast, the FWM

solution ha.: the characteristic wave number ß.

The FWM pulse is only localized near its center (z — ct < a, and p < (4,/ß)!/2) where the field

has a very large amplitude proportional to l /a, that falls off exponentially in the transverse direction

and as l/(z- ct) in the direction of propagation. Far away from the center of the pulse, for

z — cz > > a,, the amplitude of the field dirninishes significantly. At the same time, the Gaussian

envelope stretches out in the transverse direction to a waist equal to (z — ct)/(ßa,)"' . This fanning

out of the amplitude to cover larger distances in the transverse direction as we move away from the

center allows the FWM to feel both slits in Young’s experiment. As such a pulse approaches the

two slits, the small amplitude precursor field will be symmetrically distributed over the two slits.

When the pulse passes through the screen, it will be guided by its diffracted precursor field to end

up on one of the light fringes. This picture of a photon is nonlocal and consists of a bump field

with a very large amplitude around its center. Its amplitude diminishes to very low values away

from the center in such a way that the energy densities are too small to be detected, i.e., the fields

in the tails are so small that their interactions with other particles (e.g., electrons) is unobservable.

The central field, thus, can represent a compact light particle or a photon which is incorporated in

an extended nonlocal wave structure. This conception of the photon is compatible with the wave

particle duality advocated by de Broglie [30] who hypothesized that particles have wave structures

associated with them ar1d that the particle and wave aspects of matter should exist simultaneously.

It also reflects Einstein’s position that particles are manifestations of a highly dense concentration

of some field, a "bunch" field, as he called it. This "bunch" field stays localized and does not spread

out in free motion. These ideas are in sharp contrast with Bohr’s "complementarity p1incip1e' which

perceives the wave and particle natures of microevents as two complementary characters that

manifest themselves in different situations. According to his interpretation, the wave and

corpuscular aspects cannot exist simultaneously.

As mentioned earlier, the FWM pulse is an exact solution to the wave and Maxwell’s

equations. Thus, its field is a classical entity and it is not just an abstract wave function that gives

only information about the probability of the outcome ofa measurement procedure. Consequently,
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we can trace a trajectory for the pulse, at least for its center, and we can restore the causality and

the continuity of the measurement process that was abandoned in the Copenhagen interpretation

of the quantum theory.

In the next sections we shall rederive the interference pattem for a plane wave using a spectral

procedure which is capable of accomodating pulses of complex spectral content (e.g., the PWM

pulse). Thefsame analysis will be repeated for a transverse Gaussian pulse of an extension much

smaller than the width of the slits. Since the field of such a pulse is not symmetrically distributed

over both slits, it will not produce an interference pattern. In contradistinction, it will be established

that a FWM pulse car1 interfere with itself through the mediation of the two slit screen. The energy

and momentum content of the particle-like central portion of the FWM pulse will be calculated

and the Lorentz invariance of the energy and momentum expressions be demonstrated.

Finally, possibilities of experimental verification will be discussed and a concise comparison be-

tween the consequences of our results and different interpretations of quantum mechanics will begiven. '
4.2 THE PLANE WA VE

In this section we will consider the case of a plane wave incident on a screen containing two

narrow slits. The screen is placed at z= 0 along the transverse y-axis and the two openings are

modelled by a pair of Gaussian slits of width 2b situated at y = _·+; d, viz.,

S(y) = [J
""’*2""2 + J

(*+**%*2]
. (4.2.1)

The photographie plate is placed at z = L. This 2·D setup is shown in Figure 4.1. The plane wave

incident on the screen can be represented by the 2-D function
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~v,„c(y, z, z) = vl, ;‘<"¤*+ "="°—"> . (4.2.2)

For a wave propagating ma.in1y in the z—direction, we have kl > > kl . An interference pattern can

be derived directly by making use of ‘Pl„c(_y, z, t) given in equation (4.2.2). A more involved spectral

procedure is needed in order to accomodate the complex spectral content of the FWM, as will be

shown in Section 4.4. For such a purpose,
‘l’l„c(y,

z, t) can be expressed in terms of the following

synthesis:

+oo +oo oo .
¤i¤l,„(y, Z, z) tl dky rl dkz

li
dw <x>l„c(ky, kz, w)

e"“V+ "·') e"”’
(Zw) —«> —«· <> - (4.2.3)

X 6[Q, — c(k; + k§)"’].

The plane wave given in equation (4.2.2) results from the spectrum

<I>lllc(ky, kz, w) = (21:)2 WO 6(kz — kl) ö(ky — kl) . (4.2.4)

The spectral components of the field beyond the screen can be obtained by convolving the

spectrum given ir1 equation (4.2.4) with the spatial spectral content of the screen transfer function

obtained by the Fourier transforrnation of S(y), viz.,

(4.2.5)

Carrying out the indicated operation, it follows that

I +00 I I 1
„

d
_ _ 2 2

(D0,_ll(ky, kz, w) dk y (21z)2 Wo 6(kz - kl) 6(ky .. k y
_l_

e lk',d]e

bTheintegration over k', gives the spectrum
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‘1’¤¤=(1S·· kv 4*) ‘Vo <*(1<z * ki) (426)

which upon substitution into a synthesis similar to (4.2.3), results in the following wave function:

¤r¤ ,,,0) Z r) =Ä— V°°dky fimdk fcodw Ä wo 6(k - k )[e'<"¤*1‘=1" +
¢*1"‘w*"=1"]

Q ! 1

(2102 —co —oo 2
0

Z 1

-
1

-
2 ..X e b (k, kg) /2eIn

the above superposition we have made use of the fact that the screen is placed at z = 0 and we

have assumed that the plane wave reaches the screen at time t= 0 . The integration over k, and w

yields

—lk z oo,) kw kw]
-9o

lt should be noted that the irrtegrand is a Gaussiarr centered around ky = k, with a bandwidth of

order
b*‘,

multiplied by oscillatory terms. For /4 > > (/61 + b*1) , the argument i(kf + kj)1/1c! can be

approxirnated by i(k, + (/Q/2k,))ct . For a wave predominantly moving in the z-direction we have

k, < < k,, and the earlier condition becomes k, > > b*1. ln a typical two slit light interference ex-

periment the width of the slits 2b and the separation between them 2d can have the values 10** m

and 10** rn, respectively. For the wavelength J. z 21:/k,, the above approximation is valid when

J. < < 6 x 10** m, which is quite satisfactory if we recall that for visible light ,1 = 4 — 8 x 10*1 m .

In what follows, we will choose k, to be equal to 101 m*1. Incorporating the indicated approxi-

mation, the integral in equation (4.2.7) reduces to

—lk +°° *1k,Y 1(kr + (ki/2ki))“ 1(k, ·· kz)d —1(k, — k1)d — b2(l¢, ···
kg)2l2

‘l'o„((y, z, t) - dk), e e [e + e ] e .
—°°
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The integration over k, yields

_ 2 2
(Fewo), ZI I) e ((*;/2 [8-12,4 e- (y—d+wz1«,)z/24 + elkzd (428)

Q TT

where A = bz — ic://c,. Since we have assumed that the plane wave goes through the screen at time

t= 0, it will reach the photographie plate at z = ct,_ = L. For k, extremely small (i.e. k, z 0), the

field ‘I'„„,(_y, L, t,_) at the photographie plate becomes

‘~I/ _ _ 2 2_ _ 2 · 2__
(z

I/2 lie
0* db /2(b IL/1q)+ e (y+d) /2(b IL/kp] I

2[¤(b — IL//<1)]

If Lz/kf > >
b‘,

which is the case for bz 10** m , k, z 107 m*‘
and L = 0.2 m, the square of the

amplitude of the field at the photographie plate can be approximated by

\{/2k _ 2 2 2 2 2
I(P,,„,(y, L, zl)Iz=%L 4 "¤° (Y +" VL cos2(k,dy/L). (4.2.9)

The energy density of this field is proportional to I‘I'„„,Iz and will vary as exp(—kfbzyz/Lz)

cosz(k,dy/L) . This gives the all familiar interference pattem of width

LAy ..
bk]

, (4.2.10)

with the distance separating the fringes equal to

_ 1rLöy - dk]
. (4.2.11)
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We are, therefore, capable of reproducing the usual interference pattern using a k-space formulation

that makes use of the spectral content of the incident signal, together with that of the screen con-

taining the two slits. Although this procedure is trivial in the case of the plane wave, it is extremely

valuable when we have to deal with pulses of more complex spectral content like the transverse

Gaussian pulse and the PWM pulse. The latter two will be dealt with in the next two sections.

4.3 THE TRANSVERSE GA USSIAN PULSE

The procedure developed ir1 the previous section will be applied to a transverse Gaussian

pulse that can be obtained from a slight modification of the plane wave spectrum given in equation

(4.2.4), viz.,

2 2 . _

<D,nc(k,,, kz, w) = (2„)2/2 E Wo 6(kz - k,) J
‘ //9 "=> /2 e'/"¤ "=)y¤ . (4.3.1)

ln the limit 6 -> oo this spectrum reduces to that of a plane wave. The parameter yo detexmines the

center of the pulse, while 6 determines its width. This can be shown by substituting the spectrum

given in (4.3.1) into equation (4.2.3) to get

+ + 2°°dkz /2 e/(k,-/¢;))‘¤
(21t) -00 -00 O

x e—i(k>*y+ U) eh"' 6[m - c(k,? +
k3)l/2] .

The integrations over w and k, yield

.—
27T -90
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If we assume that the pulse reaches the screen at t= 0, the integration in equation (4.3.2) can be

carried out explicitly to give the field

_· __ _ 2 2
~1¤„,8(y, 0, 0) = Wo 6 223* 6 (Y *4 /2‘

, (4.3.3)

which is a Gaussian pulse of width ~ 26 when it is going through the screen. It should be pointed

out that the width of such a pulse is not constant but it spreads out with time. By specifying that

the pulse reaches the screen at t= 0, we have chosen its width to equal 26 < < 2b as it passes

through the screen. To find <I>8„,(k,, k,, w) beyond the screen we have to convolve the spectrum

(4.3.1) with 5(ky) given in equation (4.2.5); specifically,

1 +00 , _ 2 _ _ 2 _ _

<!>6„„(/<,„ k,. w) dk , (266)2/2 64/0 6(k8— 16,) 6
‘ (26 /26 /*9 /2 6'</S /*6 /*6%

*00

X 1 [eiIc’,d + e-iIc'yd] e-16216;/2 _
./5

Upon integration we get

\/ins? ._ .z_ _ z2__2zz

¢out(ky, kp w) [8w (4 y¤)(/<, kg)/(b +6 ) 8 (4 1*0)/20 +¤)
(b + 6 ) (4.3.4)

+
e-z62(4+y„)(16, - kl)/(bz + 62)

8- (4+ 62)] e-

62)Thewave function beyond the screen can be obtained by substituting equation (4.3.4) into

a superposition similar to that given in equation (4.2.3). After carrying out the integrations over k,

and w, it follows that

-'k

woutkyr 8, ,) =Ä;
"’¤ 2 8- 6262(/6, 62)

+ _oo (4.3-5)
X [8r62(4- y„)(6, - ki)/(bz + 62) 8- (4- )„)212(62 + 62)

+ 8-¤62(4+ y„)(/6, — kz)/(bz + 62) 8- (4+ )„)2/2(62 + 62)] _
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As mentioned earlier, we are interested in pulses with extensions much smaller than the width of

the slits (i.e., 6 < < b); thus,
6“

can be neglected compared to b* and equation (4.3.5) can be re-

written in the form

1 _ _ 1 1 _ 1 18 (d y°) lb + I2 8 (d+y°) lb (4.3.6a)

where

27T •-gg

8- 8«k} +
k?>"’¤¤

_ (4.3.6c)
-(( 27T —x

There is no need to evaluate these integrals, because of their resemblence to those given in equation

(4.3.2) representing the incident pulse. A comparison of these integrals shows that I, and I, repre-

sent Gaussiar1 pulses of waists equal to 26 at t= 0. At the later time ct,_ = L, when the pulse reaches

the photographie plate, I, and I, still represent Gaussian pulses, but with waists slightly larger than

26, and their centers slightly shifted to y,, i (6*/b’)d. These pulses are multiplied by the two factors

exp[ —- (d — y,,)*/2b“] and exp[ - (d + y,,)*/2bZ] which determine the slit through which the incident

pulse will pass. This depends on the center of the pulse y,,. If d — b < y,, < d + b, the pulse will go

through the upper slit, and when - d — b < y,, < —- d + b, the pulse will go through the lower one.

Outside these ranges the amplitude of the pulse is multiplied by exponentially small factors that can

be taken equal to zero. At the photograhic plate, the pulse will interact with the emulsion producing

a dot lying in front of either opening A or B and no diffraction pattem will be produced. This is

the case because the field of the transverse Gaussian pulse is spatially limited for all space-time
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points. Despite the fact that such a pulse has tails that extend to infinity in the transverse direction,

its field is never symmetric with respect to the two slits unless it spreads out so much that its lo-

calized character disappears. As long as its waist is much smaller than 2b, a transverse Gaussian

pulse going through one of the slits will never feel the existence of the other one. Consequently, a

beam of such pulses will never produce a diffraction pattern.

4.4 THE FWM PULSE

The procedure used in the previous section was a two dirnensional one. Therefore, the 3-D

FWM pulse given in equation (4.1.1) can not be used. The Fourier spectrum of the 3~D FWM

solution was derived in Section 2.4.1. A slight modification of that procedure gives the spectrum

of the 2-D FWM pulse; specifically,

#A(ß) _ 1 2 112
<1>,„,(k,, k,. w) = 6[(k; +

k§)‘/2
- k, — zß]

e”‘»y¤
g F("» +'*·> + "·]“¤/2

. (4.4.1)
(ky + k,)

Substituting this spectnrm into equation (4.2.3) gives the 2-D FWM

ryincw, Z, ,) =
e—ß(Y—>'¤)2/(¤1+*(Z—¢!))e!ß(Z+¢r) ’ (4-4.2)

4Ewß (41 + KZ — MD]

where y„ is the center of the incident pulse. Following the same procedure as before, the spectrum

of the pulse beyond the screen is obtained by convolving the spectrum of the incident pulse with

the transverse spectral distribution of the two slits (ky). This is carried out explicitly to give
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_1 +°° , 1 —b*( -16)*2 111( -16) -14 -
(D0\Ji(k}'7 kv w)

_

E1? f_°° dky y I

«¤w<·§ +131**2 -11.- 21] 61%1-¤<·~¢+·<¥>"‘+·«-¤«·/1. ° °
(k', + kz)

The field ‘I',,„,(y, z, t) can be obtained by substituting the spectrum (4.4.3) into a synthesis similar

to that given in equation (4.2.3), for which the center of the pulse reaches the screen at t= 0. After

carrying out the integration over k, and w, it follows that

„I,°m(y’ Z, I) = A2(ß) V°°dky '|'+°°dk,y e- z1*(11,-16,)*12 [eId(l<,—k',) 4 €—1d(1¢,—k',>]
l6¤ 1/Eß —«» —«» (4.4.4)

X ,,-11,.1 erw., e- 141***4 _

The waist of the pulse is taken to be much smaller than the width of the slits; i.e.,

w= (a,/ß)*/*<<2b . Using the same parameters as in the case of the plane wave, we have

2b=
10*‘

m, 2d=
l0*‘

m and ß = 107 m** . The parameter a, can be chosen to be equal to
l0**‘ m** . In this case, the pulse width w equals 10*** m , which is much smaller than 2b. Intro-

ducing the new variables

11 — 16 --*-7*Ä 11 — 4 4 s1*** 'v_2b2+w2 V"' *"*

reduces equation (4.4.4) into a double integral: one has a large bandwidth determined by the ex-

ponential exp( — 1-*w*/4) and the other has a much smaller bandwidth of order b**, viz.,

(yomoly 4 ezaal
161-: ./2ß -„ -611 (4, ,6)

X 8-:16-y„) 1* -211- 1*)* +16p*1*]"*«;4ß I
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In this expression we have neglected wz in comparison to bz. For the chosen value of 2b = 10** m,

the integration over 6 has an effective range of 4 x 10* m*1, so that 6 < < ß = 101 for all values of

6 contributing to the integral. Using this property together with a binomial expansion of the square

root, we can approximate the argument of the last exponential in equation (4.4.6) by

[(4ßz - .1* - 261 - .2)* + 16ß’.2]"z Ä = [1 + .*/48*]1-4ß 2ß2(l + .z/4ßz)z
(4 4 7)

.1z(1 — 3.z;4ßz) l l
*1***TäT ßcz ·4ß (1+ T /4ß )

where terms of order
6*/ß‘

and 16z/ß' have been neglected, while those of order 61/ßz and az/ßz

have been retained because, for z = ct , they are of the same order of magnitude as the 61- and 6z

terms in the exponent exp[ - i(6z + 261 + 1z)z/4ß] . It should be noted that the binomial expan-

sion can be used because the last two terms in (4.4.7) are smaller than unity for all values of 6 and

1 contributing to the integrations, as long as, 6/ß < < 1. If the photographie plate is placed at

z = L, we seek to find the shape of the FWM pulse upon its arrival at z = ct,_ = L . Substituting the

approximate expansion (4.4.7) into equation (4.4.6) gives

I2 L oo‘1’.,„„(y, L, 1,) dr 1- .—
··’^/2 .-·-<»-1«»> .1«<»» —2¤=<=>>

16- 4/Eß —<><> —¤¤ (4.4.8)
X [e1(.1wz/21:*). 8-1.1.1 + e—z(.1wz/211’)1 elda]

where A = bz + i(L/ß)(l — rz/4ßz)/(1 + 1z/4ßz) and A(1) = (1/2ß)/(1 + rz/4ßz). Carrying out the in-

tegration over 6 reduces equation (4.4.8) to

A *2ßL +¤o _ 2 2 _ _ _ _ 2Wougy, L, [D = (ß);/2
f df I e . w 14 e :.11 (11 1.,+21.111-)> 124

16¤ ß —«» JK (4.4.9)
+ e- (11+ y., —2LA(1))';2A] ,
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where the exponential terms exp[ i i(dwz/2bz)-1-] have been neglected because (dwz/2bz)1 < 10** for

all values of 1 contributing to the integration. Although the remaining integration is quite difficult

to evaluate, general features of the solution can be obtained. First, it should be noted that the

integrand has a large bandwidth (w** 2 10** m**) determined by the term exp( — wz1z/4). The rest

of the terms contribute to a depression in the amplitude of the integrand that decays to zero at

1 = 2ß. The center of the depression at 2ß is much smaller than w** ; as a consequence, most of the

contributions to the integral come from the high frequency components, while the low frequency

component contributions are relatively small and are only significant at the tails. We seek to esti—

mate the order of the error introduced when the low frequency components are neglected and only

the high frequency portion is retained. In this case A 2 A' = bz - i(L/ß) and ”A(1) 2 2ß/1 So that

equation (4.4.9) becomes

WGULU, 8- raw)/4 8-my-y„)[8- (d-yo +~u.ß1=>“124'
161 ß —¤¤ «/ÄT (4.4.10)

+ 8- <d+ 1*0-4Lß/1)*/ZA'] _

After norrnalizing the bandwidth to unity by using the change of variables q = 1w/2, the integration

given in (4.4.10) will have the following form:

8- q' 8-120-y„)q1w[8-1d-y,,+2Lßw/q>’/2A'
81 ßw «/T -44 (4.4.11)

+ 8- (d+ yo -2Lßw/q)*/2A']
·

For q< ßw 2 10*, the integrand is exponentially small and can be taken equal to zero. As q be-

comes larger than ßw , the amplitude of the integrand rises to a maximum value of one for

q > 4ßzbw 2 4 x 10*z . The amplitude stays at this value until it decays to zero for q > 4 . Incor-

porating these approximations, we rewrite (4.4.11) as
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„L, L L _ A(ß>e”"L 1L) —
gnmßw L/KT [ „„,(y, L, IL) — 6‘Yo,,,(y, L, 1L_)] , (4.4.12a)

where

- + . ,
xyowly, e- 72 e—*2(>‘—y11)<1/W

lie-
(7- c-

(7+-*00

L, 1L) z 10'2 . (4.4.126)

The integration given in equation (4.4.12b) has a magnitude of order 1. Neglecting, therefore, the

quantity 2Lßw/q compared to d j yo introduces an error of the order 10** of the peak amplitude

of the pulse around its center, and will contribute significantly only to its tails. Adopting this ap-

proximation, the integration over q can be easily carried out to give

A(ß)eI2ßL _(y_y )¤L„1
€—<d’

+}*11)/201-*L/ß)
‘l’„111(y»L»*0Eb — ¤L/ß] (4.4.13)

X [em/(4* -14/ß) +
,,—4y„1<b‘ —¢L1ß>] _

The main results of this chapter follow from this equation. As noted earlier, what we really

measure is the field’s energy density which is proportional to the square of the amplitude of the

pulse I‘Y,,„,I*. Far from the two slit screen, where L*//2* > >
b‘,

the scattered energy density is ap-

proximately proportional to

A2(ß) _ _ 2 2 _ 2 2 2 22(Y Yo) [W e
Ö161:L w

The field at the screen (at t= :,_) consists of a Gaussian pulse of width w centered around y =y„

multiplied by the interference term cos*(dy„ß/L) exp( — b*ß*y§/L*). When the center of the pulse
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does not coincide with a zero of the of the interference pattem, the energy of the central portion

will be delivered to an atom (or an electron in an atom) of the photosensitive material of the plate,

thus inducing a reaction that will appear as a dot on the plate. Since the field is much weaker at its

tails, the energy there will be too small to be detected. When the center of the pulse ends up on a

zero of the interference pattem, the amplitude of the pulse will be multiplied by zero and no atoms

of the emulsion will be excited, resulting in dark fringes. In contrast, detecting the pulse just after

it passes through the screen, where
b‘

> > L2/ß', the field given in equation (4.4.13) reduces to

IWOUIUI L, [I) I
2(81rßwb)

This expression is identieal to the product of the FWM pulse at z= ct= L by the slit function

S(y). This indicates that the pulse will only be detected if it passes through one of the two slits.

Hence, detectors placed behind the screen will only detect the photons passing through either slit

A or slit B.

For a large number of photons 11ittir1g the photographie plate simultaneously, tails that have

been neglected in the case of a single photon might add up and disrupt the interference pattern. This

is not the case, however, because not all the photons will have the same center yo. To account for

this initial distribution effect, we have to integrate the 2-D FWM given in (4.4.2) over all possible

values of yo. We assume that the centers of the photons have a Gaussian distribution of width

E > d, viz.,

(4.4.15)

Integrating the 2-D FWM over all possible values ofyo then gives
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e_ygf221

Afß)—«»@2 4L«ß <«. + iz — ¤·>>1"*
,ß(z+m (4.4.16)

= ._;. ..._£‘.@;l_. e—.v2[<ß/Z22)/(ß+ <«, +«z-«>>/2251
[ß +

(a,Forall possible values of 2- cz (e.g., I2- ctl < 1 m), the wave number ß is much larger than

(a, + i(z - 6:))/22*. This gives a y dependence of the form exp[ — y*/22*]. This indicates that the

field is symmetrically distributed over the two slits; and as a result, a regular diffraction pattem will

be produced. Note that this analysis is permitted solely because the FWMs are solutions to a linear

partial differential equation for which a superposition of the FWMs is still a solution.

4.5 THE ENERGY AND MOMENTUM OF THE

FWM PULSE

It was argued in the previous section that a photon can be represented by a bump field like

the FWM solution. The quantum mechanical interference effects arose as manifestations of the

nonlocal character of the tails of the FWM pulse. However, the total energy content of such a

nonlocal pulse is infinite, even though its energy density is finite. As a consequence, one wonders

if in this a picture, it is possible to derive the usual energy momentum relationships, i.e., E = hw

and p = hß. We claim that this is possible, primarily because we expect that the interactions of the

FWM pulse with the fields representing other particles are most pronounced when the overlap be-

tween their fields is maximal; i.e., when the bumps of the two fields overlap. We are, therefore,

mainly interested in the energy content of the central bump. The interactions with the tails are too

tiny to be detected in individual processes. Nevertheless, the shape of these tails is determined from

i
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the boundary conditions of the experimental setup and clearly (from the two slit analysis) plays a

major role in the resulting physics. The effects of the tails should be felt in experiments involving

very high intensities, or as we saw above, in interference experiments where the boundary condi-

tions can produce certain nulls i11 the total field. When the bump of the field passes through those

nulls, it disappears and the dark fringes of the diffraction patterns are produced.

It is well known that plane waves are approximations to spherical or cylindrical waves having

wavefronts of very small curvatures. Along the same vein, we can regard the FWM pulse as an

idealisation of a more complex physical structure of a finite total energy. One possibility is that the

FWM pulse is an approximation to a solution of Maxwell’s equations in curved spacetime. These

equations are nonlinear and the corresponding nonlinear FWM pulse might have a finite total en-

ergy. ln the limit of a flat spacetime, the nonlinear FWM pulse is expected toireduce to the linear

FWM pulse used in this work. Such ideas are open to speculations and they are not the main

purpose of this investigation. Since we are only capable of observing the high energy density of the

central bump field, we usually acknowledge it as a light particle or a photon. We assert, then, that

in all known interactions, the energy and the momentum associated with a light particle will be a

reflection of the energy and momentum content of the central portion of the FWM pulse. It is our

goal in this section to find such an estimate of the energy and momentum content of the central

FWM bump.

Since the FWM pulse is a classical wave function, the energy and momentum densities [60]

can be calculated using the forrnulas

H(?, 0 = 62 ö,‘l'(?, 0 ö,‘I'*(?, 0 + vs/(?, 0 . V‘I’·(?,
0 , (4.6.110

FG, 0 = - 62 [6,~v(?, 0 0 0 0] . (4.6.110

Photons are created in interactions involving other particles. The fields representing these

particles should also be nonlocal with an extended bump structure analogous to that of the FWM

pulse. This is the case because a pure extended wave structure cannot be excited by an extremely

localized point-like particle. As mentioned earlier, the interactions of such bump fields are more
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pronounced when their large amplitude central portions overlap. We can assume that such overlaps

take place within a certain volume. The expressions for the energy and momentum densities can

be integrated over such a volume, thus, giving an estimate of the energy and the momentum of a

photon represented by the FWM pulse. These ideas are rather tentative and far from being fmal,

basically because the theory introduced here is for a free particle and the corresponding interaction

schemes are not yet fully developed. Even though we are aware of the shortcomings of such crude

estirnates, we are willing, nevertheless, to evaluate them in order to point out some physically in-

teresting prospects for using such pulses as models of photons.

Starting with the energy content, the 3-D FWM pulse given in equation (4.1.1) can be sub-

stituted into equation (4.5. la) and the indicated operations carried out to obtain

H- _2A2(ß) 2 24 24 222 2 22 222 24(n1)—··—3t;[(G1 +ß G1 +ß C +2ß C G1 +C )+2(ß G1—ßG1+ßC)p +ß p]
j (al +C ) (4.5.2a)

X e·—2ß¤i'1/<Gf+C°) _

where C = z — ct. Similarly, the z-component of the momentum density is given by

—· —2A2(ß) 24 24 222 2 2 2 24P(r„1)=———— (ßC +ß G +2ß C G —C -G )+2ßGp —ß p]’
c(a? +12);*

[ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘
(4.5.2b)

XNotethat H(?, t) and P,(7, 1) are independent of rp = z + ct. The energy density H(?, t) can be in-

tegrated over an ellipsoid with a transverse radius equal to R and a major axis equal to I to give

the energy of the light particle buried in the extended field structure of the FWM pulse. Specifically,

+1 112<1—c’11’>"“ ..
Ey = 2+1

jl
dcf dp p H(r , z) . (4.5.3)

-1 0
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Substituting the energy density (4.5.2a) into equation (4.5.3), integrating over p and introducing the

new variable X = C/I, we obtain

A2(ß) 1 __ _ 1 2 2 2 2
Ey =1+

1}.
dx (1+ 2/361]+ zßzaf) — 1

”’“·X‘
X XR ” XX 1+ 2ß11,(1 — Ä;)

ßal Ü [

11* 1 RW ¤?
+ 2ß2a2(l ———) + 2ßa l- (1+ 3—-)l I2 l (xg I2

(X + ai/(2) R2 ai ai
+2ßa — —l——— (ßa ——(l+—)—2—) .X I2 (X2 + (12/I2)2 X I2 I2 I2

A similar calculation using the momentum density given in equation (4.5.2a) yields .

A2(ß) I 1 _ _ 2 2 2 2 2
(1_ zßzag) _ Z 2ß¤1<¤ 1 >R (F11 +¤1//’> l_ ZM %_

1
R4 R2/I2 G2 a2

1
R2 (I + a?/I2) R2 a? a?

+2ßa —- -l-— (ßa —— (1+-)—2—) .X I2 (X2 + a2/I2)2 X I2 I2 I2

Since the x and y·components of the momentum density are odd functions ofx and y, respectively,

the integration over an ellipsoid as indicated in equation (4.5.3), gives

px = 0 , py = 0 . (4.5.5a)

Therefore,

E =px 8, (4.6.611)

It should be noted that the energy and the momentum expressions given in equations (4.5.4a)

and (4.5.4b), respectively, do not obey the momentum-energy relationship lp! = E /c. However,
7
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under the conditions that ßa, < < 1, af/I2< < 1 and I2 R, the energy of the particle will have the

following form:

„A2(ß) I _ 2 2 2 2 2 R2 [2Ew? Il dx I—¢ "’“‘”
""

*“"" I+2/I4
0 (2 + ar II I

(4.5.6a)
R2 (I + af//2) R2 af af

+2ßa ——?(ßa —— (l+—-)—-2—-) .I (2 I (2 (2 (2

Sirnilarly the expression for the momentum reduces to

¤A2<ß> 1 I
1-8ßai

0 (X + G1 II )
(4.5.6b)

RE (1 + «?1/2) RI a? af
+2ßa — —-—-% (ßa ? (1+-)-2-) .I (2 (X2 I (2 (2 (2

The energy-momentum relationship Ipl = E,/c is, then, satisfied. It should be pointed out that the

conditions ßa, < < l and af/I2< < l follow from the need to have a, very small in order to guar-

antee that the FWM solution behaves like a localized pulse moving in the positive z-direction.

To evaluate the integration in equations (4.5.6a) and (4.5.6b), we can use the change of vari-

ables X = (al/I) tan 0; specifically,

Ey =Ü 1[1 - -|·0cd0 3} e‘2‘ßR2I“·I°°‘z" [ Seczü + 2% R2ß“I
° ß ß (4.5.7)

+ ZETR2 (XRZ — 2) cos20H,

where 0, = arctan (I/a,). Under the condition that af/I2< < 1, the angle 0, will be approximately

equal to rz/2. This leads to a singularity in the integration over sec20. Rewriting equation (4.5.7) as
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2 0
Ey

If
—·

jl
cdß seczß cosza) Sggzß

ßal I O Ü

0G

- L
d0 2% 122 (1 + (% 122 - 2) cos29)e“2(ßR1/“¤)°°‘20] ,

isolates the singularity in the first integral which can then be evaluated explicitly. The integrands in

the last two integrations are regular over the range 9 = 0 to 1:/2. Carrying out the first integration

and using 9, z 1:/2, the expression of the energy reduces to

A
2

E, = 0 , ~ (4.5.8a)
ßax

where

0 2% 122
° ß 2 2 (4.5.8b)
X (1 + (%122 — 2) cos20)

e‘2“"‘ /“¤>°°‘ 2] .

In the expression for the energy given in equation (4.5.8) R represents the radius of the par-

ticle interacting with the photon; the radius of the photon is of order r, = 2(a,//>’)‘/2. It is expected

that the corpuscular character of the photon rnanifests itself when its transverse extension is of the

same order of magnitude as that of the particle. In this case, we are primarily interested in evaluating

the integral (4.5.8b) for values of ß > 4a,/R2 for which the waist of the photon is smaller than the

radius of the particle. For this range of values, a numerical evaluation of D indicates that

_ / ß R2
D - 1.88 4 al

, (4.5.9)

and the energy of the photon can be rewritten as followsz
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_ 0.94«A2(ß)
Ey --;/2afyz R. (4.5.10)

To make the subsequent discussion more precise we can assume that the photon interacts

with an electron of radius R = r,. Choosing

3/2 5/22 _ ß ai hc
A (ß) - 094"rc

, (4.5.11)

yields

Ey = h w , (4.5.12a)

where w = ßc. A similar analysis gives the photon momentum; namely,

p= hß . (4.5.12b)

At this point we would like to find an estimate for al. This can be achieved by considering

the photon-electron scattering cross sections. The total scattering cross section for low frequency

photons (e.g., X-rays) scattered by free electrons is given by the following formula [61]:

81r 62 2aT=—:T . (4.5.13)
mec

This expression is known as the Thomson cross section. It indicates that the incident photons with

ry > > r, see the electrons as localized ball-like structures whose transverse radius equals

ez -15r'8==2.8 X 10 m . (4.5.14)
mg c
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This quantity is known as the classical electron radius. As the energy of the incident photon in-

creases, the Thomson cross section is modified into [61]

2giga for 1«„>>mc’ (4515)4 hu) T , e , • •

In this case r, S r, and the corpuscular character of the photons becomes more pronounced. Sub-

stituting equation (4.5.13) into the total cross section given in equation (4.5.15) yields

_ 8T! 2 f6--3- rm , or }.,>>1, (4.5.16a)

where

Ä8

fen- = 0.866 a (4.5.16b)

To arrive at these expressions, the relationship r, = 61, has been used, where a = 1/137 is the fine

structure constant and 1, is the e1ectron’s Compton wavelength divided by 21:. The total cross sec-

tion (4.5.16) indicates that the photon incident on the electron will only see a circular area of radius

1*,,,, which decreases as ß"/Z as the frequency increases. This idea is consistent with the picture that

for hw > > m,c*, the radius of the photon r, becomes smaller than r,. As the frequency increases

further the radius of the photon decreases as ß"/'. Recalling that the radius of the FWM pulse is

of order 2(a,//3)*/2, an estimate for the parameter a, can be derived by equating r, = r,„, viz.,

=0.866 , /—· .ß
°‘

ß

This gives

al = 0.1875 az ic , (4.5.17)
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which for an electron is equal to ~ 1.523 x
l0"‘

m. Using this value for al, the amplitude factor

A(ß) can then be given explicitly as

A(ß) = 0.0714a2 aj/" 83/" 1*/* c‘/2
. (4.5.18)

From equations (4.5.17) and (4.5.18) it can be seen that the parameters a, and A(ß) are de-

pendent oni1, (or m,). Such a dependence indicates that photons released in an interaction over a

characteristic length dependent on 1, (or m,) carry this information along. For example,

E, = 0.5 Mev photons released in an electron-positron annihilation will have a, dependent on 1, (or

m,). If the electron and the positron each acquire a kinetic energy ~ 0.5 Mev before they collide,

then their total energy ~ 1.0 Mev, and 1, (or m,) in expressions (4.5.17) and (4.5.18) will be replaced

by 1,/2 (or 2m,). Substituting these values in the energy expression

E 0.94nA2(ß)
v = 1 2 5 2 re

ß / “1/

gives

E, = h (2/3) c ,

which has an effective wave number /9,,, = 2ß. lt should be noted that r, in the energy expression

remains unaltered because this is the radius of the detector’s electrons and should not be confused

with the interaction length of the electron-positron pair. This analysis reflects the fact that photons

emitted from interactions taking place over shorter distances acquire higher energies. At the same

time, such photons are detected through their interaction with particles having mc' ~ hw or

r, ~ r,. For r, < < r,, the photons lose their corpuscular character and their wave properties be·

come more prominent.

In the case of atomic photons (i.e., photons emitted i.n the transition ofatomic electrons from

one state to another), the ideas discussed earlier are still valid. It should be noted, however, that the

energy eigenvalues in the case of the hydrogen atom are [62]
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2e 1

E·· = *6: ii ·

where r„ is the Bohr radius. At the same time the average value of the radial extent of the wave

functions representing the eigenstates of the atom is given by [62]

< 7;- > = -%
_

n fl VB

The size of the wave function representing the different states of the atom increases as the states’

energies increase; i.e., E„ oc < l/r„ >. Since the energy difference E„, — E,,z equals hßc, we expect the

inverse of the radius of the emitted photon 1/r, to be proportional to (< l/r,,,> — <1/r,,2>) .

Consequently, the inverse of the photon’s radius should be proportional to ß. Recalling that the

radius of the PWM pulse is equal to 2(a,/ß)‘/7, it follows that 0, has to behave as 0,,/ß, where 0,, is

a constant. The energy of the photon given in equation (4.5.10) can, thus, be modified into

2 ßz
E, = 0.941: A (ß) rg , (4.5.19)aol

where R in equation (4.5.10) is replaced by r,. To fmd an estimate for the value of 0,,, we assume

that the size of the photons should be of order r),. Por a photon of energy 10 ev, the wave number

ß, = 5 x 107 m" ;hence,

2
—‘/Ä

= 1,, (4.5.20)
ß

gives a value of 0,, = (ß„r,)7/4 of order 10*‘. Morcover, the amplitude factor A(ß) has the following

form:

-6 6/2
2 _(10A(ß)- 0,947,,8 ie hc . (4.5.21)
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The mental picture associated with atomic interactions is that of a photon represented by a

FWM pulse incident on an atom represented by the wavefunctions of the different eigenstates of

its bound electrons. It is known that the wave function of the atom’s ground state has the smallest

possible size. The incident photon must have enough energy to induce the transition between the

discrete eigenstates of the atom. At the same time the size of the photon should be comparable to

that of the eigenstate of the atom. This gives a maximal overlap between the two wavefunctions

and an interaction can take place. When the photon interacts with the atom it will be absorbed,

thus, enlarging the atom’s wavefunction into a ”fatter" excited state. If the energy of the photon is

too large, its size is much smaller than that of the atomic eigenstates. The overlap between the wave

function of the photon and that of the atom will then be minimal and the photon will be too thin

to excite it, despite its large energy content. In such cases the photon penetrates the atom and can

knock out electrons from the inner orbitals. Higher energy photons can even reach the vicinity of

the nucleus where they interact with its strong field producing electron-positron pairs, or they can

even penetrate the nucleus itself and interact with its nucleons.

The parameters a, and A(ß) given in equations (4.5.17) and (4.5.18) are quite different from

those derived for the lower energy atomic photons. Both results, nevertheless, can be combined to

give in the case of electrons

a,
=i‘;;+

1.523 X 10-16, (4.5.22)

where the first term contributes to lower energies, while the second term dominates for higher en-

ergy ranges. A similar expression can be derived for the amplitude factor A(ß) by combining

equations (4.5.18) and (4.5.21)

A(ß) = + 1.88 X 1045 ß’/"] 6*/2 6*/2 . (4.5.23)
ß
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The low and high energy contributions become comparable for ß ~
10‘°

m". This corresponds to

energies of order .01 m„c’. For hw > .01
m„c‘

the Compton effect starts to take over from the pho-

toelectric effect. The latter is the dominant inelastic scattering mechanism for hw S .01 m„c‘ . The

Compton effect continues to be the main scattexing mechanism as long as hw S 2 m„c*, when pair

production sets in.

4.6 THE LORENTZ TRANSFORMA TION OF THE

FWM PULSE .

ln this section we establish the fact that even though the FWM pulse is not Lorentz invariant,

its energy undergoes the conventional red shift if the photon is interacting with a particle moving

away from it.

Assuming that the particle is in a primed frame of reference moving away from the incident

photon along the z-direction, the Lorentz transformation relations are [60]

l= (l' + vz'/c2)y , (4.6.la)

z= (z' + vt')y , (4.6.lb)

x = x' , (4.6. lc)

y = y' , (4.6. IQ

where y = [1 — vz/6*]**/*. In order that

ßlz — cr) = ß'(z’ — cr') „
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the wave number ß should transform as followsz

ß = y(1 + u/c)ß' . (4.6.18)

The low energy amplitude factor

5/4_ ao / hcAw) - ßl/2 0.94nR (462)

will transform as

s/4
T

, _ ao hc““ß 1* ?,,.¤iz,,¤/4 «/ -7R "‘·°·’>

where Y = (1 -+- v/c)/(1 — o/c). The FWM pulse will then transform as

L<«¤„1ß'Y"*> + iY”l/2C']

an expression that can be rewritten as

‘I·'(p', z', z') = e—ß'YP'2/[(¤¤Y/ß'Y)+!C'] el/!'Yn' _ (465)Y4]2 [(¤oY/ß'Y) + iC']

By compadng the transformed FWM pulse given in equation (4.6.4) with that given in

equation (4.1.1), we see that they have the same form. Nevertheless, 0,, is replaced by 0,,Y, the

characteristic wave number ß becomes ß'Y and the arnplitude factor A(ß) is replaced by A(ß')Y‘/*.

Using the transformed FWM pulse given in equation (4.6.5), we can repeat exactly the same energy

and momentum calculations canied out in the previous section to arrive at an equation analogous

to (4.5.19); namely,
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E' =0941rA2(ß')Y R (466)

It should be noted that we have arrived at this result from the fact that R is perpendicular to the

direction of motion of the electron and it does not change under a Lorentz transforrnation. Using

the transforrned amplitude factor given in equation (4.6.3) we obtain the new energy

E', = hß’c . (4.6.7)

This expression shows that the energy of the photon will be red shifted as predicted by the theory

of special relativity. This result should be contrasted with the fact that the FWM pulse itself is not

Lorentz invariant.

4.7 SUMMAR Y AND CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we have established that a certain class of solutions to the wave equation can

be used to represent light particles. One particular solution, the FWM, is capable of explaining the

results of Young’s two slit experiment. We have demonstrated that such a solution, with an ap-

propriate choice of parameters, behaves like a bump field with a very large amplitude around its

center. Its field falls rapidly to extremely low values at the tails. The FWM pulse is nondispersive

for all time, it is nonsingular and it travels with the speed of light in straight lines. Besides all these

interesting features, it has an unusual behavior that away from its center its field fans out in the

transverse direction to cover very large distances in comparison to the waist of the pulse’s central

region. It is this property that allows a single FWM pulse to interfere with itself in a two slit

diffraction experiment. As the FWM pulse approaches the screen containing the two slits, its very

low amplitude precursor field will be symmetrically distributed over the two slits, thus, it will be
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capable of forming an interference pattem. Because ofits low intensity, the precursor field does not

excite the atoms of the photosensitive emulsion. However, the precursor field guides the central

portion of the pulse through the screen until it ends up on one of the light fringes of the interference

pattern. Because of its large energy content, the central portion of the pulse can excite an atom of

the emulsion, thus inducing a reaction that will appear as a dot on the photosensitive material. This

behavior is in sharp contrast with other localized pulses, e.g., the transverse Gaussian pulse. The

fields of such pulses remain localized in the transverse direction for all times and they are never

symmetrically distributed over the two slits. Consequently, they cannot produce an interference

pattem.

The idea of the precursor field guiding the central particle-like bump to its final location on

a diffraction pattern resembles to a great extent similar notions in other theories attempting to ex-

plain the results of Young’s experiment. One of these is Bohm’s [27,28] (or de Broglie’s [30]) notion

of a "quantum potential” which is derived from the amplitude of the wave function. Such a poten-

tial guides the particle through the screen to its fmal distination on the photosensitive plate. The

"quantum potential” is a sourceless entity that is determined primarily by the configuration of the

experimental setup [63-65]. Moreover, the manner in which the 'quantum potential” directs the

particle does not depend on its strength but rather on its shape. The force it exerts on the particle

does not decrease as the magnitude of the wave function decreases to very small values. This

property makes such a formulation inherently nonlocal. These ideas have a very close resemblance

to the notion of a weak precursor field of a FWM pulse guiding the central particle-like bump to

its final destination. It should be pointed out that the FWM pulse is a nonlocal entity that covers

a large portion of space. This means that the global shape of the field is determined by the boundary

conditions setup by the experimental configuration under consideration. Hence, the behavior of the

particle-like bump field depends to a great extent on the totality of the experimental setup, even

though its dimension is much smaller than the size of the devices used and the distances between

them.

The other theory that we would like to discuss is Cramer’s 'transactional interpretation' of

quantum mechanics [29]. Following Wheeler and Feynman’s time symrnetric emitter-absorber
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theory [66-68], Cramer hypothesized that a transaction involving an exchange of advanced and re-

tarded waves can describe quantum events. In this theory an emitter sends out an 'otfer wave"
‘l'

in both time directions. An observer responds to the incident wave by sending an advanced 'con-

firmation wave' echo
‘I"

to the emitter. The echo amplitude at the emitter’s position has a value

equal to |¤1¤1= which is the same as the probability of the Copenhagen interpretation. This process

continues to completion by the cancellation of the advanced components outside the range of the

interaction and by the satisfaction of the quantum boundary conditions at the emitter and absorber

loci. In Young’s two slit experiment the advanced waves originating from the screen travel towards

the source and guide the retarded particle wave to the correct location on the diffraction pattem.

This picture should be contrasted with the fact that the FWM solution contains the modulation

term exp[iß(z + ct)] that travels in a direction opposite to that of the pulse’s envelope. This factor

becomes more prominent as we move away from the center of the pulse. Certain portions of the

tails behave, then, like advanced waves. In any case, beside having very low intensities to be de-

tected, such dependence on (2+ ct) disappears completely from the energy and the momentum

density expressions [ef. equations (4.5.2)].

The "transactional interpretation" is explicitly nonlocal, a property it shares with all other

interpretations of the quantum theory. Such nonlocality can be accomodated by the classical FWM

solution, where the nonlocal character, arising from the unusual behavior of its tails, is an

indigenous property of an exact solution to the wave equation. There is no need for a collapse of

the wave function, for an atemporal transaction, or a "quantum potential". Even though the

process dealt with in this paper is nonlocal, it is causal in the sense that the central particle-like

portion of the field can be traced starting with its initial position and going through the screen until

it ends up on the photographie plate. Similar structures for massive particles will be considered in

the next chapter. The nonlocality of such structures might enable us to resolve the EPR paradox

[69]. Recent two photon correlation experiments [53-55] have confirmed the quantitative pred-

ictions of quantum mechanics. Such predictions are inconsistent with the EPR locality premise and

they allude to the nonlocal character of the microphysical world. As a consequence, we believe that
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any attempt to find a deeper objective reality, underlying the quanturn theory, must resort to the

use of nonlocal structures.

Under the conditions ßa, < < l and af/I*< < 1, the FWM energy and momentum relation-

ships satisfy the known massless particle relations E = hw and p = hß. It has been pointed out that

these conditions are consistent with the need to have al very small, so that the FWM solution be-

haves as a localized pulse. The energy and the momentum content of the FWM central bump

suggests that the parameter a, should be related to the length of interaction involved in ernitting

or absorbing the light particle represented by the FWM pulse. Motivated by the formula for the

total cross section scattering of electromagnetic waves off electrons, we found an estimate for the

parameter a, and the amplitude factor A(ß). More precise evaluation of these parameters, together

with a verification of the results of this work, can bc obtained from experiments involving high in-

tensity light bearns. This is the case because the parameter al and the wave number ß are related

directly to the spatial volume occupied by a photon.

The notion of a photon occupying a specific volume is a classical concept that follows directly

from the model advocated by this work. The volume of a photon represented by the FWM pulse

decreases as the frequency increases. Subsequently, photons in a laser beam of a very high intensity

will start to crowd together and at some point they will begin to overlap in such a way that having

more than one photon occupying the same spot will be very probable. If such a beam interacts with

matter, then the probability of having several photons contributing sirnultaneously to an interaction

becomes reasonably high. This is a simple, alternative classical interpretation of multiphoton

processes. The strong irradiation photoelectric effect [70] is an example of a multiphoton process.

With the advent of high intensity laser beams, it has been observed that matter can be ionized re-

gardless of the frequency of the photons. This phenomenon has been attributed to the sirnultaneous

absorption of several photons. For lower intensity beams, 'multiphoton ionization" could be ex-

plained by perturbation theory. The kinetic energy of the released electrons is only a fraction of the

energy of the photons. With a large increase of the beam’s intensity, the atoms absorb more

photons than necessary and "above threshold ionization" (ATI) is observed. The excess energy is

transfered to the released electrons as kinetic energy, with the peaks of the electron energy distrib-
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utions separated by integral multiples of the value of the photons’ energy. 'Above threshold

ionization' could still be explained by perturbation theory until 1983 when nonperturbative effects

were first observed [71]. These effects lead to the disappearance of the lowest peaks in the electron

energy spectra. Several approaches to explain such a phenomenon have been suggested; however,

the problem has not been resolved and is still open to debate. One interesting prospect is to provide

an explanation for these ATI effects based on the classical model of the photon presented in this

chapter. An encouraging experimental result is that, for the same intensities, the suppressed peaks
U

start to reappear if higher frequencies are used. This could be easily explained by our model, since

the volume of the photons decreases with the increase of frequency. A detailed study of the appli-

cability of our model to the results of high intensity photoelectric effect experiments is currently

under investigation.
U

Finally it should be emphasized that unlike various interpretations of the quantum theory and

. their attempts to explain the results of Young’s two slit experiment, our approach is radically dif-

ferent. It is not just a new interpretation but an entirely new path that ought to be investigated.

The wave function used here is a classical entity that travels in physical space, ir1 sharp contrast

with the quantum mechanical wave function that exists only in an abstract space. The fact that we

are dealing with a new structure and we are not introducing yet another interpretation of the

quantum theory suggests that it might be possible to check the validity of our claims. Specifically,

our model predicts high energy deviations in the expressions for the energy and momenta of

photons. These possible deviations were alluded to in connection with the energy and momentum

integrals given in equations (4.5.4a) and (4.5.4b). In those two expressions, we have neglected terms

of order ßa, in comparison to those of order one. Even though a, seems to depend on the energies

involved, it might be possible that for extremely large frequencies, the quantity ßa, could be com-

parable to unity. In this case, the energy values of the photons will deviate considerably from the

regular kv value. A possible means for investigating such deviations can be carried out in connection

with ultra-energetic cosmic garnma rays [72-74]. Such photons have energies of order 10 Tev (cor-

responding to ß = l02° m") and an anomalously large photon-hadron cross section. It is presumed

that these photons generate far more muons in the upper atmosphere than the standard
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electromagnetic shower theory leads us to expect. Experiments involving very high energy cosmic

gamma rays are, nevertheless, very hard to perform and the possibility of using them to probe the

structure of photons seems quite remote at this time.
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Figure 4.1 Young's two s1it experiment.
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5.0 NONDISPERSIVE WAVE PACKET

SOLUTIONS TO THE KLEIN-GORDON

EQUATION ·

In Chapter 2 we derived exact BIilll.I1gl’13IIl·II.l(C solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation.

Because of the specific type of operator decomposition that we used there, the centers of such sol-

utions move with the speed of light c. This property makes them unattractive in modelling of

massive particles, since one expects that such particles should move with a velocity u < c. In this

chapter, we shall attempt to derive wave packet solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation that move

with a velocity u smaller than the speed of light. These nondispersive solutions can be used as de

Broglie wave packets representing localized massive scalar particles. The resemblance of such sol-

utions to previously reported nondispersive wave packets will be discussed and certain subtle as-

pects of the latter, especially those arising in connection to the correct choice of dispersion

relationships and the definition of group velocity, will be clarified. The results obtained for the

Klein-Gordon equation will also used to provide nondispersive solutions to the Dirac equation

which models spin I/2 massive fermions.
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5.1 NONDISPERSIVE WA VE PACKETS

The popular use of plane waves to represent moving particles defies our intuitive notion of

particles as localized solutions to field equations. Other, localized solutions, e.g., Gaussian pulses,

tend to spread out as they propagate in free space. In contradistinction, the FWM solutions have

the attractive property of staying localized for all time. As a consequence, it was argued in the pre-

ceding chapter that they are more suitable for representing light particles (photons). The impor-

tance of this property is quite clear in view of the fact that particle localization is the only

phenomenon that links us to the rnicrophysical world. For example, a track left by a particle in a

cloud chamber or a dot left by a photon on a photographie plate are just manifestations of the lo-

calization of particles, a concept that has been undermined in the orthodox interpretation of

quantum mechanics.

These ideas concerning particle localization are not completely new; they reflect a position

that was advocated by Einstein [77] and de Broglie [30,78,79], among others. In their view, a particle

is perceived as a high concentration of a field govemed by a partial differential equation, e.g.,

Maxwell's equations, the Klein-Gordon equation, etc. This highly concentrated field, or "bunch

field", must remain localized and must not spread out as the particle travels in space-time. In this

picture, the "bunch field" is incorporated ir1 an extended wave field, thus combining the wave and

the corpuscular aspects of matter. As in the case of massless particles, this interpretation of the

wave-particle duality should be contrasted with Bohr’s complementarity principle, whereby a par-

ticle manifests itself either in the form of a wave or in the form of a corpuscle, with both characters

never being observed simultaneously.

If the idea of the "bunch field" is adopted, a representation of a particle in the form of a wave

packet is one possibility. Until recently, however, it was believed that linear field equations can not

support continuous nonsingular wave packets that do not spread in free motion. (This is not the

case for the massless FWMs and the massive nondispersive wave packets derived by MacKirmon

[75,76]. The other possibility is to use a "singularity solution" for representing the physical reality
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of a localized particle. Such a singular solution to a linear field equation is an approxirnation to a

more general solution of a corresponding nonlinear equation. The nonlinearity has a larger effect

near the vicinity of the singularity, where it keeps the field amplitude large but finite. One of the first

attempts to incorporate such ideas was de Br0glie's in connection with his theory of the "double

solution" [30]. Other attempts include Madelung’s hydrodynamical model [30] and de Broglie's

'pilot wave" theory [30], both of which inspired Bohm [27,28,80,8l] to develop the idea of the

quantum potential and to use it to give a causal interpretation of quantum mechanics. A common

feature of these theories is that the particle kinematics can be derived from the information incor-

porated in the phase of a quantum mechanical wave function
‘l’

=
I‘I'I e‘°

, where both
I‘I'I

and

¢> are real and the velocity of the particle can be given as

11:% v4„, (5.1.1)

‘
a relationship known as the ”guidance formula” [30]. More recent developments, along the same

lines, include the introduction of solitons into field theories [82], through the study of fields mod-

elled by nonlinear equations, e.g., the cubic Schrodinger equation, the cubic Klein-Gordon

equation, the sine-Gordon equation, etc. A rather broad class of such equations has been proposed

for modelling localized particles. It is not very clear, however, whether a unique set of equations

could be agreed upon to represent massive particles.

It is our purpose in this chapter to investigate the possibility of using Brittingham-like linear

structures to represent massive particles. There are two options that we would like to examine. The

first one is to think of these nondispersive wavepackets as classical billiard-like solutions. In this

case the velocity of the particle is the same as the velocity of the wavepacket's envelope. The other

choice is to follow de Broglie and consider such solutions as quantum mechanical objects whose

kinematics can be derived from their phases as in equation (5.1.1). Since the original FWMs are

solutions to the scalar wave equation or Maxwell’s equations, they represent massless particles and

their envelopes travel in free space with the speed of light. In the case of a massive particle, one

should find for the Klein-Gordon equation or the Dirac equation solutions analogous to the

FWMs, but with their envelopes travelling at some group velocity ux smaller than the speed of light
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c. A previous attempt [83] was made to find localized solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation.

These solutions were approximate, with an envelope moving at a group velocity u, very close to the

speed of light c, or exact ones with an envelope travelling at the speed of light, a feature that makes

them physically unattractive. A Brittingham-like solution to the massive Dirac equations has never

been published before. However, Brittingham~1ike solutions to the massless Dirac equation and the

spinor wave equation have been derived by Hillion [12,13]. Again, all these solutions have dealt

with massless fields and, consequently, they have envelopes that move in straight lines with the

speed of light. Our aim in the following sections is to obtain Brittingham~like solutions to massive

fields, in particular the massive scalar field modelled by the Klein-Gordon equation and the massive

spinor field modelled by the Dirac equation. The bidirectional representation introduced in Chapter

2 will be applied to the Klein-Gordon equation and solutions analogous to the FWMs, but moving

with a group velocity ul, will be derived. It will be shown that a special case of such solutions is

the nondispersive wavepacket derived by MacKinnon [75,76].

5.2 THE KLEIN-GORDON EQUA TION

In this section, we shall apply the bidirectional representation to the 3-D Klein-Gordon

equation given by

af WG, z) - cz vz ~x¤(7,1)+ ul cz ~v(?,1)= 0 , (5.2.1)

where it = moc/ft, m„ being the rest mass and ft is Planck’s constant divided by 21:. A comparison

of this equation with (2.2.la) shows that

fu — sv) E - cz vz + „z cz . (5.2.2)
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In Chapter 2 the operator Ö( — i V) was split as follows:

A A A

Q(—iV)=A(—iöl)+B(—iVT,-iöl); (5.2.3)

^ • 2 2A( — 1öl) = — c öl , (5.2.4a)

ä( — 1vT, - 16,) = — C2 ,22 C2 . (5.2.4b)

This decomposition led to the characteristic variables

C=z—c! , r;=z-1-ct, (5.2.5)

and, upon superposition, to a wave packet with an envelope moving with the speed of light, exactly

as in the case of massless particles.

In the following, we propose to split the operator S2( - i V) in a more physical way so that

we ca.n obtain envelopes that move with a group velocity smaller than c; specifically,

A A A

Q(-—iV)=A(—iö_,)+B(—iVT,—iöz)2 (5.2.6)

Ä( — 16,) = - C2 62 + ,22 C2 , (5.2.7a)

^ . . 2 2B( — IVT, — 1 öl) = — c VT. (5.2.7b)

This choice of the operators Ä and lä gives rise to the characteristic variables

_ c= C- C1 @ (C2 + ,22)*/2 , (5.2.8a)
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0 = z+ cz (,82 + #2)**2 , (5.2.8b)

and the constraint relationship

I<(#, ß, 2) = 22 — [#2 + 2Gß + 2sgn(#) (#2 + #2)*/2 sgr1(ß)(ß2 + #2)*/2 ] = 0 . (5.2.9)

Following the recipe given in Chapter 2, a general solution to equation (5.2.1) can be written

as follows:

—1P(?, 8) 81; 8**2* 22
I 8188 dß c(#, ß, 7;) 6[1<(#, ß, §)]

(2¤) 12* 12* 12* (5.2.10)

X
<ß2 + 112)**2/ß) _

Analogously to the FWMs, we choose the spectrum entering into (5.2.10) as

ce. ß. $0 = ö(«. ¥> 6<ß — ß8.> . (52-10

It follows, then, that

__ __
. 2 2 1/2W. 0 = G<p. z. 0 ¢‘ß°(z+“°”g”(ß°* “’P +*‘ > ’”·=*

. (6.2.121

where

__ _ -··
—· __ __ __ _. _ 2 2 1/2

#(8, 8, 8) 8 PP P ( 818 C(<1,K) 861120., 11,,, .8)] 8 ·P<= P“P”<P> <P +P> /P> . (6.2.13)
(ZP!) 122 12*

We can find explicit PWM-like solutions to equation (5.2.1) by choosing a spectrum

C-(a, 2) and carrying out the integrations in equation (5.2.13). This is a very tedious task, however,

especially when dealing with a complicated constraint relationship such as the one given in equation
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(5.2.9). Alternatively, we can find the diiferential equation goveming G(}$, z, 1) by substituting

(5.2.12) into the 3-D Klein·Gordon equation. If this procedure is implemented, we obtain

*2ßo(öz — UQIÖ1) GG, Z» ¢) + (@1- C—2ö?) GG. Z1 ¢) + V1G(F„z„ 1) = 0 Y (5-2-14)

where 1:: is a group velocity given by

C ß0vg =
.¤g¤<ßo)(ßo + u )

It should be noted that os can be derived by differentiating the angular frequency characterizing the

1eft—going plane wave with respect to the wave number ß„.

Motivated by the ansatz leading to the FWMs in the case of the scalar wave equation and

by the existence of the convection term (öz — 11;*6,) G(ß, z, 1) in equation (5.2.14), we seek solutions

of the form

GG}, z, 1) E G(f>°, 1) ; (5.2.1611)

1 = ·y(z — vgl) , (5.2.16b)

Y = (1 -
„§;c’)"'“

. (5.2.16c)

Equation (5.2.14) becomes, then, a hyperbolized Schrodinger-like equation, viz.,

14,80 yöf G(f>°, 1) + Ö3 G(Ä, 1) + viG(Ä, 1) = 0 . (5.2.17)

It is now clear that ul is the group velocity associated with a classical billiard-like particle repres-

ented by the envelope of G(ß, 1). In our previous work [83], we obtained solutions to (5.2.17) for

y > > 1, or, equivalently, for uxzc . To obtain an exact solution to equation (5.2.17), we express

G(ß, 1) in the form
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G(E, 1) = g(}?, 1) e"2ß°" . (5.2.18)

A substitution of (5.2.18) into (5.2.17) results in the Helmholtz equation

V3g<1?. 1) + @3 go?. 1) + 403 13 .16.1) =0The

steps leading to (5.2.19) are interesting by themselves since they reduce the 3-D Klein-

Gordon equation, which is hyperbolic, to a 3-D Helmholtz equation, which is elliptic. More im-

portantly, however, a solution to equation (5.2.19) represents an envelope that travels with a

velocity 1): and retains its shape for all time. As a consequence, a large class of exact nondispersive

solutions to the 3-D Klein-Gordon equation can be derived from exact solutions to the Helmhotz

equation. One possible solution can be expressed in terms of the spherical Bessel functions, viz.,

.16.1) =i1(2ßo) R) /’{”(1/R) ¢¤S(m¢) 1

where R = „/p' + 12 , j, is the spherical Bessel function of order Iand P;" is the associated Legendre

function. Now, exact solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation can be written as follows:

¤1/,„,(?, 1) =j)(2ß0y R) P{”(-1-/R) cos(m¢) 11‘“ß¤” 11*/*0*1 . (5.2.20)

For azirnuthally symmetric solutions (m = O), the zeroth order mode is given by

mt?. 1) =1„<2ß„)R)Its

amplitude decreases as p" in the transverse direction and as 1-** in the direction of propagation.

This is a property shared by all even modes ( I = even integer .) On the other hand, odd modes are

more localized in the transverse direction. To see this, consider the first order mode, viz.,

‘Yo1(?1¢)=!1(2ß¤)· R) Q @”°ß°”¢'ß°" - (5-222)
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Por large arguments, j,(z) = sin(z — 11/2)/ z ; consequently, ‘I'„,(F, I) decays as p-! in the transverse

direction, but still decays as 1** in the z-direction. These decay properties indicate that the solutions

given in equation (5.2.20) have infinite total energy content, a feature they share with plane wave

solutions and Brittingham’s FWMs. In analogy to the PWMs, localized slowly decaying solutions

to the Klein-Gordon equation, with a finite energy content, can be synthesized as a superposition

of the wave packets given in equation (5.2.20).

As long as ‘~I’(?, I) is treated as a classical field, the kinematics of a particle represented by it

can be derived from the energy and the momentum densities of a Klein-Gordon field [60], viz.,

116,:): 6* 6,~1¤(?, I) 6,~1¤‘(?, I) + v‘v(?, I) . v~v'(?, I) + lf WG, I) ~v‘(?, 1) ,

FG, 1) = - 6* [6,*1/5, I) v¤I¤'(?·“, I) z)] .

As mentioned earlier, solutions of infinite energy content, such as those given in equation (5.2.20),

can be superimposed to obtain finite energy ones. In this case, the integration of H(?, I) and

I) over all space will give the energy and the momentum of the particle represented by such

solutions. Another possibility is to search for nondispersive bump solutions of finite energy den-

sities. Por a solution of this kind the central portion of the field has a larger energy content and

small oscillations compared to the tails. The relatively large oscillations of the tails cancel out on

the average when such a field interacts with a large scale measuring instrument. Space will appear

to be empty except for the large amplitude, oscillation·free central portion. In this case the energy

and the momentum of the particle can be calculated by integrating the energy and momentum

densities over the central part of the field. A crude example of what we mean is the integration of

the one-dimensional function sin(x)/x over all values of x from - oo to + oo. This will give a value

of 7I which is approximately equal to the area under the first lobe of the function between its first

two zeroes. In an interaction of such a field with another bump field (e.g., the PWM pulse), the

interaction will be very large when the central parts of both fields overlap; at the same time the tails

will be averaged out. In such a case the large amplitude central portions of the fields are the only
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parts which really contribute to the interaction ar1d can be measured. An interaction theory is

needed to provide a more rigorous and complete discussion of this possibility; the developement

of such a theory is out of the scope of this work.

Solutions describing nondispersive wave packets are not restricted to the form given in

equation (5.2.20); as mentioned earlier, any solution to equation (5.2.17) will give a wavepacket that

will keep its form as it travels in free space. A special case of these solutions has been derived by

MacKinnon [75,76], who demonstrated that a de Broglie wavepacket can be formed by assuming

that the phase of a particle’s intemal vibration is independent of the choice of a reference frame.

MacKinnon’s solution is almost identical to the
‘I’„,,

mode, especially when the terms in the expo-

nent are rearranged so that

M?. 0 =1.,<2ß„) R)
e"”··'”"+ ”?"”> "‘ ‘°”'"·>"

- (5.2.20

Because of the close resemblance of the two solutions, it is of interest to compare more closely the

methods leading to them. This comparison will be carried out in the next section, where the dif-

ference between the interpretations of the solution in (5.2.20) as a classical wave function and as a

quantum mechanical wavepacket will be investigated. A discussion will also be provided of the

dispersion relationships involved and their effect on the kinematics of a free particle represented by

a wave packet such as the one in equation (5.2.23).

Before we proceed to the next section, it is worthwhile to point out that the de Broglie re-

lationship between the group velocity ul of the envelope and the-phase velocity v„,, of the associated

plane wave (i.e., uphul =
c‘

) is embodied automatically in equation (5.2.23) by simply imposing the

requirement that ‘I'(F, t) should be a nonsingular continuous wavepacket that does not disperse with

time. It is quite interesting that the localization requirement alone can lead to such a relationship,

without any reference to an "intemal c1ock" of the particle, or the need for the assumption that the

phase of the internal clock of the particle be equal to the phase of the associated wave, two concepts

utilized by de Broglie to derive the relationship u„,,v‘ =
c“

in his attempt to maintain the invariance

of the relationship mcz = hv for all frames of reference. The particle-wave velocity equation
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•>„,,o| = c' has been considered [84] to be a generalization of the more limited velocity relation

ul = up,] = cz , which is true for massles particles only. Moreover, it has been argued by MacGregor

[84] that the relationship v„,,v, = cz should be taken as a basic postulate of special relativity, replacing

the popular postulate that the speed of light in free space has the value c in all inertial frames.

5.3 NONDISPERSIVE WA VE PACKETS AND

DISPERSION RELA TIONSHIPS

The similarity between MacKinnon’s solution and the
‘P„„

mode is very clear when we recall

that j„(x) = sin(x)/ x. In order to cxamine these two results more carefully, we first write

MacKinnon’s 3-D wave packet [76] as

.. ' kR
,)kR

where

k = [,1 , (5.3.2)

R y2 (Z — vl)2 . (5.3.3)

The parameter k„ was defined by MacKinnon in the case of the 1-D solution [75] as

ko =y„
% . (5.3.4)

In the 3-D case, it is only correct up to a numerical factor of „/E , as will be shown later. The fre-

quency w(/cu) entering into equation (5.3.1) was defined as
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w(kl) - w(kll) = u (kl — kll) , (5.3.5)

with the provision that

6)% w(kll) = v and 6;, w(kll) = 0 , (5.3.6)

These conditions were claimed by MacKinnon to be necessary for the wave packet to retain its form

for all time. The velocity v of the particle is derived from the derivative of w(kl,) with respect to kl,.

However, the explicit dependence of w(kll) on kl, is not very obvious, and the adequacy of the defi-

nition given by (5.3.5) is questionable. _

Our aim in this section is to clarify these issues through a detailed analysis of the properties

of the solutions given in equations (5.2.23) and (5.3.1). The main difference between the two sol-

utions is that ‘I’„„ has been treated, until now, as a classical nondispersive wavepacket with an en-

velope that moves with a velocity ul defined in equation (5.2.15). This is not, however, a unique

velocity as will be shown in this section. The wave function
‘I'„,

on the other hand, is considered

to be a quantum mechanical entity moving with a velocity u derived from a dispersion relationship

as in equation (5.3.6). In order to compare the two wave functions, we will consider
‘l'„l,,

for the

rest of this section, to be a quantum mechanical wave packet. In this case, the group velocity ul

might not be consistent with the fact that the kinematics of a particle should be derived from its

phase factor. To check such an inconsistency we can refer to the particle’s energy and momentum

relationships. As stated earlier, the energy and the momentum can be calculated by taking the de-

rivatives of the phase of ‘~I'l,,l with respect to time and space, respectively, viz.,

E=hÖl¢ , p=—hVd>. (5.3.7)

Using ‘P„l,(F, t) in equation (5.2.23) together with definition of ol given by equation (5.2.15), we

obtain the following expressions for the energy and the z-component of the momentum:
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2 [1 + 62/8]E=——L—— Ülo -—Q , (5.3.8a)
[1- »§/91*/2 [1- »§/81

ug [1+ og/cz]
p =l————— mo -———— . (5.3.8b)’

[1 — 6;/83*/* [1 — 6;/C2]

Tl'1CSC ZIB l!1COI'I'CCl. expressions unless WC U5€ BJI 8.pp3.I'CI'll. rest H13.SS

[1 + ug/cz]

° [1 — nä/cz]

which is identical to the "appa.rent mass" introduced by de Broglie [30] in order to guarantee the

consistency of the equations of motion of particles represented by such wave packets. The "ap-

parent mass" is defined as

MO = , /m§ + ömä , (5.3.l0a)

2ömä = Q —Q (N6} - V2) lvl . (5.3.10b)
c l‘Yl

The redefinition of the mass Mo, as given in (5.3.9), produces the expected energy and mo-

mentum relations. The results are physically unattractive, however, because of the dependence of

Mo on ul. On the other hand, MacKinnon [76] has indicated that his solution can not suffer from

such a problem because, for l‘l'I = sin(pR)/;2R , it follows that ömo = ph/c and the apparent mass

reduces to

Mo =„/Emo. (5.3.ll)

To overcome the difficulty associated with the solution ‘Y,,„(F, t) obtained by utilizing the

bidirectional representation, we can start with the ansatz
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_, __
1

vg , 1) = cg., z, 1) 6’ß¤('+‘° '°)‘*
, (5.3.12)

where, now, the particle vclocity, designated by v, is left undefined. Substitution of (5.3.12) into

equation (5.2.1) gives a generalization of the partial differential equation (5.2.14), viz.,

i2ßo(öz - 6*6,) cgi, z, 1) + (6} — 6*6}) cgi, z, 1) + V}cgi, Z, z) (5 3 I3)
+ (03.** (¤*1·»*> — 0*) G6. z. 0 = 0 .

where

0 = (1 — »*/¢*>"’* . ‘

Motivated by the convection term on the left hand side of equation (5.3.13), we can choose

1): 1-) 1 = y(z — ut) , (5.3.14)

which reduces (5.3.13) into a Helmholtz equation; specifically,

V326. T) + @3 26. T) + x3 26. T) = 0 z (5-3-150)

2 2
,1* = 4;;},)* + fg S; - ,1* . (5.3.15b)

Y U

A solution to the Klein-Gordon equation can be written now as followsz

XR

It should be noted that X is identical to MacKirmon’s k. The value of 0 = v(ß,,) can be deduced

from the algebraic relationship (5.3.15b). Instead, we introduce the change of variables
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ko = ß,,y2 (1 + oz/cz) , (5.3.17)

which yields, upon substitution into equation (5.3.15b), the following expression for the velocity:

. (5.3.18)
«/ ko + x + u

In the case of MacKinnon’s wave packet, o was treated as a parameter independent of le,. However,

such an assumption does not make sense because the relationship p, = hle, for the momentum im-

plies that p, depends on k,,, a.nd one expects the velocity to change as the momentum varies.

The definition of k,, given in (5.3.17) changes the wave packet into the form

.. ° R,,XR

where

C2
«>(k0) = -6- ko . (5.3.20)

An explicit dispersion relationship for w(k„) can be found by combining equations (5.3.18) and

(5.3.20); specifically,

C„(1e,) = i C „ HC,} + X2 + ,12 . (5.3.21)

The positive and negative signs correspond to positive and negative energies, respectively. It is

tempting to think of X and k„ as transverse and longitudinal wavenumbers, respectively. This is not

the case, however, and for the wave packet to represent a quantum mechanical particle moving in

free space, we need to introduce the notion of an apparent mass Mo, as defined in equation (5.3.10).
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It is straightforward to show that M., = (X2 + ;i')‘/2h/c, and usir1g equation (5.3.21) we arrive at the

farniliar energy momentum relationship

E = i C . /p’ + Mäcz , (5.3.22)

where we have made use of the relationships p = hk., and E = hw(k„) .

If we choose X = gi, the velocity relationship reduces to

u (6.3.23)
«/ ko + Zß

which resembles the group velocity of a l-D wave packet with an "apparent mass' Mu = ./2- ph/c.

Furthermore, using equation (5.3.23), an expression for ku can be easily dexived, viz.,

ko =„/5 W % , (5.3.24)

which is the correct definition of k„ for the 3-D wave packet.

lt should be pointed out that the velocity expression given in equation (5.3.18) satisfies neither

(5.3.5) nor the second provision in equation (5.3.6), i.e., the conditions claimed by MacKinnon as

necessary for the construction of nondispersive wave packets. The similarity between the defi-

nitions of v and ux should, also, be noted. Beside the apparent mass factor of ./2, the main differ-

ence between the expresions (5.2.15) and (5.3.23) is that ß„ is replaced by iq,. The velocity v, on the

other hand, leads to the correct kinematics only because the momentum and energy operators are

specified as in equation (5.3.7). If these operators are defined differently, we need a velocity different

from o to get the correct kinematics.
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5.4 A UNIDIRECTIONAL SUPERPOSITION

Before we deal with the Dirac equation we would like to comment on the bidirectional deri-

vation of the wave packet solutions given in equations (5.2.20) and (5.3.19). Even though the

bidirectional representation provided a systematic way to arrive at such solutions, the same results

could be denved in a slightly different fashion. In particular, one can see that the final results are

not bidirectional but rather unidirectional, in the sense that the envelopes and the phase modulation

move in the same direction but at different speeds.

In retrospect, one could have started with the ansatz .

¤1·(?, z) = c(;;, z, 1)
e"°‘¤I""2I°·)

(5.4.1)

instead of equation (5.2.12). Substituting this new ansatz into the K1ein·Gordon equation (5.2.1)

gives

- i2a0(öz + .,;*6,) o(;§, z, z) + (ai - Jzaf) 6(;;, z, r) + V} GQ}, z, 1) - ,12 G(;, z, 1)
(5 4 2)

+ «§(c’»;‘ — 1) G(;§,z, z) =

0,whereul has been left undefined, as in Section 5.3. Again, motivated by the convection term in

equation (5.4.2), we assume that

GG, Z, I) = G(F» v(Z — vgI)) -

This assumption reduces equation (5.4.2) to the Helmholtz equation

Vi GG?. 1*) + Ö3 GG;. 1*) + x2 0 » (5-4-3)
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where 1 = y(2— ug) and X obeys the same dispersion relationship as that given in Section 5.3;

namely,

X2
+

#2
+ ag = aäcz/0; . (5.4.4)

This dispersion relationship leads a definition of the group velocity, viz.,

,,g = i
_

„ / ag +
#2

+
X2

which is identical to that given in equation (5.3.18). A

In the ansatz given in equation (5.4.1), we have used the specific 'characteristic" variable

C2
C= Z —

T); Z , (5.4.50)

and it has been shown that its natural companion is

q = 2 — vgt . (5.4.5b)

This choice of "characteristics" changes the constraint relationship to

1<(«, ß, T6) = [K2 +
„’

+ ßzrz — ßrz (810;)] = 0 , (5.4.6)

and a unidireclional superpoxition can be used to synthesize azimuthally symmetric solutions, viz.,

_ 1 00 +00 +00 _iaC lßn‘·I’(p, L', rp) — WT dx da dß rc .]0(xp) c é C(at, ß, rc)
(Zw) 0 -¤¤ —¤«» (5.4.7)

>< ö[¤<2 + #2 + ß2v‘2 — ¤¤2v_2 (C2/v§)] -
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If we choose the spectrum as

C(¤, ß, K) = Ü(ß„ K) 6(<¤ — ao) , (5-4.8)

equation (5.4.7) reduces to

—laoC oo +00 __

~¤·0»„c.K> =% [ dx [ dß KJ„<Kp>
K"’”

cw. K>
O -00

Using the dispersion relationship given in equation (5.4.4) and rearranging the argument of the delta

function, we obtain
4

—Ia0C 00 +00 __—v0». c. K> = L-; [ dx [ dß K 1o<Kp> elßn cw. K> 6tK* — 08 — ß2v”2)] - 6-4-10)
(Z1!) 0 -00

Assuming that Ißl < xy, the integration over x can be carried out; as a result,

—Ia0C +xy 1dß-181*
—xv

The following choice for the spectrum

C(ß»P<) (2%) „ lßl<xy, (54.12)
= 0 . lßl > xv

will produce the wave packet solution given in equation (5.3.19).

Other solutions can be derived by choosing different spectra. For example, we can assume

that x < x and carry out the integration over ß first. Under this assumption we obtain
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—!¤¤C 1 -‘Y(1>, C, #1) 12 — K2 ]C(„/12 — K2 , K) - (5-4-13)
E 1 x — K

We can choose the following spectrum:

6 ,, -Lt ,,( "‘)”
K1 ' <"<x· (5.4.14)

= O , K > X .

The integration over K can be carried out by utilizing formula (6.737.3) in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik

[47]. This results in the wave function
l

wp. c. 72*12 + 111] , (5-4-151

1t is seen that choosing a natural combination of 'characteristic' variables facilitates the

evaluation of the superposition integrals and provides a great flexibility in deriving wave packet

solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation.

The "double Besse1" solution given in equation (5.4.15) is more localized in the transverse

direction than MacKinnon’s wave packet. At the plane 71 = 0, we have

~v<p.c,o>=% ,**1*Jä<x,»12>,For

large arguments, the Bessel function can be approximated by [49]

1(x)~ „/i c¤s(x-1) (5417)

When this property is used in conjunction with (5.4.16), it is seen that the "double Bessel" falls off

as p" on the plane rp = 0; on the other hand, MacKinnon’s wave packet decays as p"/Z.
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We shall consider, next, the behavior of the solution given in (5.4.15) for X4 > > p. The large

argument approximation given in (5.4.19) yields

‘Y(p„C„
n)(5.4.18)

Xvw}It

is clear that apart from the oscillatory terms in equation (5.4.18), the magnitude of ‘I’(p, C, 4) is

independent of 4. The amplitude of the packet solution (5.4.15) thus stays constant and does not

fall off along the direction of propagation as long as 1 < < X[(p“ +
y'4')"“ — wr:]/Z Using a biI10mi3-I

expansion for X4 > > p, this condition can be approxirnated by 1 < < Xp'/4y4. Hence, as long as

y4 the solution does not fall off in the z-direction. As 4 increases, such that

y4 > Xp'/4, the Bessel function J„[X{(p“ + y*4*)‘/*— yu}/2] approaches 1, while the other Bessel

function in (5.4.15) falls off as (y4)·‘/' . The ”double Bessel" solution is thus less localized along the

direction of propagation than MacKinnon’s packet that falls off as (y4)". At the same time, the

”double Bessel" wave packet is more localized in the transverse direction, where its amplitude de-

creases as p‘* instead of the p" characterizing MacKinnon's solution.

It is of interest to point out that the solution given in equation (5.4.15) provides us with new

solutions to the Helmholtz equation

V2 ‘I’H(P„
2) +

X2 ‘1’H(p,z)
= 0 . (5.4.19)

In particular, an exact solution to equation (5.4.16) can be written as follows:

‘I’H(p, 2) = %
JOI lg {„/ p2

+
22 — 2}] J0[ J5 {„/p2 +

22
+ 2}]. (5.4.20)

This ”double Bessel" solution has an infrnite energy content, and it represents a standing wave.
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5.5 THE DIRAC EQUA TION

The exposition given in Chapter 2 might give one the impression that the bidirectional rep-

resentation is only applicable to second-order equations which are quadratic in the time derivative.

This is not the case, since it can be applied to the Schrodinger equation as well as the Dirac

equation. In this section the de Broglie wave packet derived in the case of a scalar Klein·Gordon

field will be used to find nondispersive wave packets for the vector fields representing massive spin

1/2 fermions. Such particles are naturally represented by the Dirac equation. It is well known,

however, that fermions can be represented rather satisfactorily by a spinorial form of the Klein-

Gordon equation [85].

We begin with the second order equation

(ic'} 6,+ $.7) (ic"l 6, — $.7) I/>(?, I) =
p2 I/>(?, I) , (5.5.1)

where $ are Pauli matrices, viz.,

0 1 0 -i 1 0
ax = , ay = , cz = , (5.5.2)

1 0 i 0 0 -1

and q$(F, I) is a two-component spinor. Making use of the properties of the Pauli matrices it can

be shown that equation (5.5.1) can be reduced to the two-component spinorial Klein-Gordon

equation

(c—26? - vz) I/G, I) + IF 4.5, I) = 0 . (5.5.3)

To find a nondispersive packet solution representing a massive spin 1/2 field, we can choose

a solution to equation (5.5.3) similar to that given in equation (5.3.19); narnely,
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- 4> _ W)
· (5-5-4)

This spinor üeld can be used to derive solutions to the Dirac equation

Ö ..(1,, 0 1 (556)
14

The defmitions of the gamma matrices entering into this equation are given in Ref. 85. ‘I'D(?, 1) is

a four-component spinor defined as followsz

R —- L ——

‘YD(?, 1)
I)

. (5.5.6)
¢> (#„!)··¢> (F.!)

The two-component spinors ¢>'-(F, 1) and ¢>R(?, 1) are related to ¢>(F, 1) given in equation (5.5.4) as

followsz

¢L(?, 1) = ¢>(?, 1) , (5.5.7a)

4>“(?, 1) = l (6*6 — 3.v) 4>(?, 1) . (5.5.7b)y I

Carrying out the operations indicated in (5.5.7b), we find that

$1

- $ -~1¤„(1, 1) = $2 1*<‘°‘
*‘¤Z>

, (5.5.8)
3

$4

where
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. . (Z- 0 . — ‘
$1 (1 (dw, xj1(xR) LELEQ ·(5~5·8(()

. . (x+ (y) . . (Z- v0 .$2 = (dw, xJ1(xR)_?— dw, ((1 ·· %)x11(xR)v2 Tg- — (1 — ig; +ä )111(xR) »($-5-8b)

. . (Z-vr) ko . . . (x—0·)
$3 = d„ {(0 + %>x11(xR)v2j-— (1 + % +7)J¤(xR) + (dw, x11(xR)TI? »(5~5-8¢)

V -44 1< ·< R1 R1 <558d>4 ¤X1X #R 1, cxJ1x V im

pcThefour independent solutions to the Dirac equation can be directly obtained from equation

(5.5.8) using the negative and positive energy values of w(k„), ir1 addition to choosing ¢~„ and ¢,, so

that two independent solutions for ¢>(?,t) can be obtained, e.g., ¢>„ = 0 , ¢~,, = 1 and 4:, = l ,

¢>„ = 0. These solutions seem to be quite complicated; nevertheless, they represent a field peaked

around the origin that travels in a straight line in free space and does not disperse for all time. De-

spite the complicated form of the solutions, still some physical results can be obtained. For exam-

ple, the four independent solutions given in equation (5.5.8) are not eigenspinors of the helicity

operator Z, defined as

Z - 0 az
. ( . . )2

°’ 0 s 59

Moreover, if we choose ¢>,, = 1 and ¢>,, = 0 , the solution given in (5.5.8) is still not an eigenstate.

We are mainly interested, however, in the large amplitude portion of the field around the center of

the pulse (x = 0 , y = 0, z = ot). In this portion, j,(xR) 2 0, while j„(xR) 2 l . Therefore, the com-'

ponents of the spinor given in equation (5.5.8) can be approximated around the center of the pulse

as
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„ _g_
"" 1 uc I4 1

$2 0 1

„.g$3.. 1+ gc + ll ,

$4 2 0 ,

and ‘P,,(F, t) becomes an eigenspinor of the helicity operator with an eigenvalue + 1. The same ar-

gument can be repeated for ¢>„ = 0 and ¢>, = 1 in order to obtain an eigenspinor with an eigenvalue

equal to -1. Similarly, we can get two independent eigenspinors for negative energies with

eigenvalues + 1 and -1.

The bidirectional representation has been used to derive localized, nondispersive solutions to

the Klein-Gordon equation by reducing it to a Helmholtz equation with its z coordinate replaced

by the translational variable 1 = y(z— ut). The ansatz leading to such a reduction allows one to

derive systematically a large class of nondispersive wavepackets, representing massive particles, by

making use of the known solutions to the Helmholtz equation. In seeldng solutions of this type the

particle-wave velocity relationship vphvl = cz follows automatically from the sole requirement of

particle localization. The importance of this result need not be emphasized. It is quite intriguing,

however, that in order to derive a nondispersive localized solution to the Klein-Gordon equation

we arrive at a relationship that guarantees the Lorentz invariance of the formula hv = mc' and which

can be used to generalize the postulates of spectial relativity [84].
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A special case of the solutions derived in connection with the Klein-Gordon equation was

MacKinnon’s nondispersive wave packet. A comparison of this packet to our results helped in

clarifying some of the subtleties in MacKinnon’s solution; his parameters k, k,, are now well defined

and an explicit form of the dispersion relationship w(k,,) has been derived. The derivative of w(k,,)

with respect to k„ gives an expression of the velocity which does not satisfy equation (5.3.5);

furthemore, w(k,,) is a nonlinear function of ku, thus violating MacKinnon’s condition

6},0 w(k,,) = 0. The dependence of the velocity on k„ is expected if one recalls the momentum re-

lationship p, = hk„; as the momentum of the particle increases, one expects the group velocity of

the wave packet representing the particle to increase also.

It has been shown that the ”apparent mass" introduced by de Broglie has to be used in order

to obtain the correct energy and momentum describing the motion of massive particles. For the

specific wave packet given in equation (5.3.16) the "apparent mass" has the value hc"(X} + p')‘/} .

Choosing X to be proportional to rr through a numerical factor independent of vl, it follows that

Mo is proportional to the rest mass mo. On the other hand, if X is chosen to depend on vl, the

"apparent mass" Mo depends on the velocity of the particle, a property which is not very attractive.

Although the bidirectional representation provided a systematic way to arrive at the Klein-

Gordon wave packets [cf. equation (5.3.19)], the same results can be obtained through a

unidirectional superposition. The latter representation uses the natural 'characteristic" variables of

the Klein-Gordon equation, namely, C = z- tc}/ux and ry = z — ext . The use of these 'character-

istic” variables leads to a class of new solutions which could be easily related to solutions of the

Helmholtz equation.

The results obtained for the case of the scalar massive Klein-Gordon fields were extended to

the spinor massive fields govemed by the Dirac equation giving de Broglie nondispersive wave

packets representing free massive fermions. This particular application demonstrates that

bidirectional solutions can also be derived for field equations characterized by first order time de-

rivatives. Similar solutions can be obtained for the Schrodinger equation and will be derived in the

next chapter because of their relevance to an interesting class of nondispersive solutions to the

Schrodinger equation introduced by Berry and Balazs [86].
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In summary, localized, nonsingular and nondispersive solutions have been derived to linear

equations goveming the motion of massive particles; specifically, the Klein-Gordon equation and

the Dirac equation. Unlike soliton solutions to nonlinear equations, these are solutions to linear

equations that can explain the localization properties of particles, at least in free motion. If
‘Y(?,

t)

is treated as a quantum mechanical wave packet, the kinematics of a particle represented by such

a field are derived from its phase. On the other hand, if we consider ‘Y(F, 1) to be a classical field,

the kinematics are derived from the energy and momentum densities. A linear superposition can

be used to construct finite energy, slowly spreading wave packets. As a consequence, an integration

over all space of the field’s energy and momentum densities will give the particle’s energy and mo-

mentum. Another possibility is to derive nonsingular bump field solutions (not neccessarily of finite

total energy content) of a large amplitude at the center and much smaller amplitudes but highly

oscillatory tails. During an interaction these tails are averaged out and only the central portion of

the field can be felt. The kinematics of a particle are, thus, related to the momentum and energy

content of the central field.
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6.0 NONDISPERSIVE WAVE PACKET

SOLUTIONS TO THE SCHRODINGER

EQUATION »

In this chapter we would like to demonstrate that the bidirectional representation can be used

to derive exact, nonspreading, bump-like solutions to the Schrodinger equation. This equation is

characterized by a single time derivative, in contradistinction to the quadratic time derivatives

characterizing the scalar wave and Klein-Gordon equations. Maxwell’s and Dirac’s equations

contain only first order derivatives in time, however, bump solutions for such equations were de-

rived by making use of bidirectional solutions to the scalar wave and Klein-Gordon equations. In

the nonrelativistic limit, the Klein·Gordon equation reduces to the Schrodinger equation. The latter

is inherently linear with respect to time derivatives. It is of interest to see if bidirectional solutions

can be derived for such a structure.

An interesting nonspreading solution to the l-D force free Schrodinger equation was derived

by Berry and Balazs [86]. Inspite of the absence of forces, the wave packet reported by Berry and

Balazs moves with a uniform acceleration. It was argued by the authors that the "Airy packet" re-

presents an ensemble of an infinite number of particles. That interpretation was inspired, basically,
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by an analogy with semiclassical ray theory. They demonstrated that the particles’ trajectories on

a spacetime diagram form a caustic which corresponds to the classical boundary describing the

motion of the largest amplitude of the wave function. Berry and Balazs demonstrated, also, that the

tendency of the wave packet to accelerate is counterbalanced by the action of a constant force. This

result stimulated another interpretation due to Greenberger [87] who demonstrated that such a

solution can represent a free falling particle in a gravitational field.

1t is our intent in this section to extend the ideas of Berry, Balazs and Greenberger to the 3-D

Schrodinger equation. This work will lead us also to a class of unusual solutions to the 3-D scalar

wave equation.

6.1 NONDISPERSIVE WA VE PACKETS OF

UNIFORM VELOCITY

The force·free 3-D Schrodinger equation

ihö ‘l/(F !)+iö2‘I/(7 t)+£-V2‘1/(7: t)=0 (611)
' ' 2m Z ’

2m T ’ ° °

is usually used to represent nonrelativistic massive particles. The wave function *1’(?, t) is consid-

ered to be an abstract quantity that does not have any direct physical signiiicance. Only I*I/(F, t) I'

is interpreted as the probability of iinding the particle at a certain point F and time t. At the time

of the inception of equation (6.1.1), Schrodinger attempted to attach real physical signiiicance to

the wave function *1/. Speciiically, he tried to use it as a representation of the distribution of the

partic1e’s charge. That attempt was met with severe opposition, mainly because of the dispersive

character of any finite energy solutions to equation (6.1.1). Nevertheless, Schrodinger, together
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with Einstein and de Broglie, remained skceptical of the probabilistic interpretation of the quantum

theory.

Following ideas that are essentially the same as those advocated in the preceding chapters,

we shall attempt to derive exact bump solutions to the Schrodinger equation (6.1.1). We begin by

taking the Fourier transform with respect to the transverse component [cf. equation (2.2.6)]. This

operation reduces equation (6.1.1) to

ihö JG; 21)+i öz
ZG:. z t)+i x2 i/;(7€

z1)=0. (6.1.2)| 1 1 2m Z 1 1 2m 1 1

Motivated by the bidirectional solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation, we use the function

„ß,,(z, aß, a) = am"
e’“‘

, (6.1.3)

as a an clementary solution to equation (6.1.2). It should be noted that the arguments of the ex-

ponential functions entering into (6.1.3) have signs opposite to those used in previous chapters.

This particular use of signs is a consequence of the sign of the time derivative appearing in equation

(6.1.1). The choice made in equation (6.1.3) will yield only positive energy solutions, as expected

for a nonrelativistic particle. The characteristics given III equations (5.2.8a) and (5.2.8b) can be used

to derive the corresponding nonrelativisitic characteristic variables associated with the Schrodinger

equation. For the former we have

c = z- cz#(1+Fora<<11

we get

¤g¤<«> 21. 2§=z—ctü— än-——tsgr1(a)%; (6.1.4a)

similarly, for ß < < p,
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_ Jg¤(ß) ßzh mc2rp — z+ ct
ß 2m + !sgn(ß)

hß
. (6.1.4b)

In the last two expressions, the relation ;2 = mc/h has been used.

The elementary function given in equation (6.1.3) is a solution to the Schrodinger equation

if the constraint relationship

-·
mcz 2 2 2 2K(¤„ß„ ·<)=(¤g¤(<¤) +sg¤(ß))—T+-=g¤(¤)¤¤ +:g¤(ß)ß —(¤=—ß) — ¤ =0 (6-1-5)

is satisfied. lf we choose to work on the positive branch of a and ß, it fo1lows.that

—· mcz 2K(0¤,ß,l¢)=2T+20lß-le =0. (6.1.6)

A linear superposition of the type used in Chapter 5 leads to the general solution

__ e-ümcz r/h _-
- oo oo __ __

‘·Y(r, l)
=—ä‘

dl?
e—”°‘pj~

daf dß C(0l,ß, l0)6[K(a,ß, x)]
(zll) „= 0 0 (6-1-7)

X ezllg-l erh/2m) e-1ß(z+z ßh/2m)

It should be pointed out that the rest energy terms tsgn(a)mc'/ha and !sgn(ß)mc“/hß introduced

via the characteristic variables (6.1.4a) and (6.1.4b) contribute only to the oscillatory phase

exp( — i2mc' t/h) . Apart from a factor of 2, this term reminds us of the particle’s internal oscillation

associated with a de Broglie wave [30].

Choosing the spectrum entering into equation (6.1.7) as

ct-. ß. ¥> = äß. B 60- — al) . (6-1-8)

yields a wave function of the form
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_, __ _ _ 1elao(z Iauh/2m)e ImcI/I1where

—· °° — —· —~ -1 1+1;:1112111)G(p,Z, I)=iil‘ dI<·€ pf dß C(ß, 11) ö[K(a,ß0,11)]e ßl . (6.1.9b)
(211) R2 0

Further progress depends on the choice of the spectrurn Ü(ß, E). instead of following this path,

we shall adopt the procedure developed in Chapter 5 and substitute the expression (6.1.9a) directly

into equation (6.1.1) to obtain
Ü

mcz G(11° 2 I)+ihv (ö +v_lö)G(1>” 2 I)+i öz GG z I)+lli V2 G(1>° z I)=0 (6.1.10)
. I I g Z g [ I I Z I I T I I I

where the group velocity ut is chosen as

GO'!
vg=?· . (6.1.11)

Motivated by the convection term (6, + 11;*13,) G(1S, z, I), we assume that G(1S, z, I) depends on z and

I through the new variable 1 = 2 - nit; specifically,

¤1¤(?, 1) = 61;;, z (6.1.12)

In this case, equation (6.1.10) reduces to the Helmholtz equation

V%·G(;, 1) + af
G(1>‘,

1) + 211.2 GG, 1) = 0. (6.1.13)

By analogy to the solutions obtained for the Klein-Gordon equation, one can choose a solution to

equation (6.1.13) of the form
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G(F>°- r) =!1(«/E11 R) /’["(r/R) ¤<>S(m¢) „ (6-1-14)

where R =
[p“

+ 1·‘]‘(‘ and tt = mc/h . Invoking azimuthal symmetry we arrive, finally, at the fol-

lowing nondispersive wavepacket solution to the Schrodinger equation:

—v(?, z) =;„[,/?„(p2 + (z - pr/m)2)‘/2] el"'/* e"1”2'2'")'/" e"<'"‘°>"" . (6.1.15)

In equation (6.1.15) we have used the nonrelativistic definition of momentum; narnely,

p = mu,. It is of great interest to point out that if the wave function (6.1.15) is used as a classical

entity, the center of its envelope will move with a velocity equal to p/m. On the other hand, if it is

treated as a quantum mechanical object, its momentum can be obtained from the derivative of the

phase with respect to z. This operation will give a momentum equal to p, which is exactly equal

to the product of the mass m and the velocity ux of the classical envelope. It is seen, then, that the

kinematics of a free particle represented by the wavepacket (6.1.15) are the same, both in the clas-

sical or the quantum mechanical interpretation. As far as the energy is concemed, it can be seen that

the kinetic energy pz/2m is added to the rest energy mcz. It seems that the rest energy term is retained

just for convenience; nevertheless, if such a tcr.n had not been taken into consideration, equation

(6.1.13) would have degenerated into a Laplace equation and no localized solutions could have been

derived. Solutions to the Schrodinger equation are derived up to a phase factor dependent on t. This

corresponds to the choice of the reference zero energy. Choosing the nonrelativistic reference point

at mc! will not yield a packet solution. Allowing, on the other hand, the reference energy to be equal

to zero (i.e., the total energy is equal to the kinetic energy plus the rest energy) will produce a packet

solution to the Schrodinger equation. It is quite interesting to note, also, that the y factor appearing

naturally in the packet solution to the relativistic Klein-Gordon equation is absent from the corre-

sponding solution to the nonrelativistic Schrodinger equation. As a consequence, the central por-

tion of the Schrodinger wave packet does not undergo any length shrinking, as it is the case for the

Klein-Gordon wave packet; and all the relativistic effects disappear.
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6.2 NONDISPERSIVE ACCELERA TING WA VE

PACKETS

It was realized by Berry and Balazs [86] that the force-free 1-D Schrodinger equation

. hi 2ÜLÜI ¤/1(x,t)+
in-

Öx tß(x, Z) = O (6.2.1)

has a unique nonspreading packet solution expressed in terms of the Airy function [49], viz.,

"’("* ii = Ai (x (6.2.2)
6 / 4m

The square of the envelope lib P of this wave packet travels in free space without any spreading.

It is interesting, also, to note that it is moving with a velocity equal to B’t/2m' which increases

linearly with time. This means that the Airy packet (6.2.2) is moving with a uniform acceleration

even though the Schrodinger equation (6.2.1) is force-free. Berry and Balazs provided an explana-

tion of this unusual behavior by resorting to an integral representation of (6.2.2) which is composed

of a superposition of plane waves. Assigning a particle to each plane wave and using an analogy to

ray theory, they argued that the Airy packet corresponds to an ensemble of an iniinite number of

particles. The straight trajectories of these particles in a spacetime diagram are enveloped by a

parabolic caustic. The curvature of the caustic embodies the acceleration of the classically allowed

region, which corresponds to the point where x = B‘t'/4m'. Berry and Balazs illustrated, further-

more, that if the Airy packet is allowed to evolve not in free space, but in a linear potential

V — B3 6 2
si

l (x,t)-Zmx, (..)
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the resulting force will be just enough to overcome the packet’s natural tendency to accelerate and

will bring its center to rest.

An altemative interpretation was provided by Greenberger [87] who argued that the Airy

packet can be used to represent a free nonrelativistic particle falling in a constant gravitational field.

Using the generalized Galilean transformation

x' = x + §(1) and 1=
1’

, (6.2.4)

Greenberger was able to change the forced Schrodinger equation

. h2 2 Bax
"°‘Ö1X(x»')+ E; Ö3: X(x¤ I) 0vto

the force-free equation

. , h2 2 , _
zhö, ¤p(x , 1) + 5)-; öx. ¢(x , 1) - 0 . (6.2.6)

The new function •/1(x’, 1) being related to the wave function )((x, 1) through the transformation

' '2
Mx, I) = My, I) I KM/h>[§(0¤<’ [dt!(0/2]In

the last expression f(1) denotes the time derivative of the function C(1); the latter is govemed by

the equation of motion

42 3
m —%L = -L . (6.2.8)

d1 2"2

The wave function (/1(x’, 1) representing a free particle is just the Airy packet given in equation

(6.2.2); however, it has been transfonned from the initial uniformly gravitating frame of reference

x to a free falling frame denoted by x'. The equivalence principle states that all forces disappear in
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a free falling system. This explains how Berry and Balazs were able to derive an accelerating wave

packet solution to a force~free equation. It was, thus, concluded by Greenberger that the Airy

packet does not spread out because it is a stationary state in a uniform gravitational field.

6.3 3-D NONSPREADING WA VE PACKETS

The Airy packet given in equation (6.2.2) can be directly generalized to obtain nonspreading

3-D solutions. This car1 be carried out by making use of the integral representation of the Airy

packet [86], viz.,

(_
(6_3_l)

21:8 _oo

This result is based on a Fourier decomposition of the 1-D Schrodinger equation (6.2.1). For the

3-D case we have the integral representation

__ 2 + + + .- ·· -‘I’(r , t) = JW- jl wdkx
I

Mak, .|.
°°dkzF(k ) e""‘ ’ """'°‘/Z'") , (6.3.2)

(211*) B -00 -00 -00

where IkI= = kf + k} + k}. A choice for the spectrum equivalent to that given in equation (6.3.1),

namely,

FU?) =
e"‘2“‘=i +"; +"}”’”°

, (6.3.3)

yields the following accelerating 3-D wave packet:
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__ 2 2 2 2 2 2.51% (kg) Ai (kg Ai L kg
n 4m xt / 4m #/3 4m (6.3.4)

XAnothertype of solution to the 3-D Schrodinger equation can be derived directly from equation

(6.3.1); specifically

(PG-, I) = h2/321:B
_°°

Carrying out the integration over k, we get
4

WG-, I) _I_yft/3 4m2

The solutions given in equations (6.3.4) and (6.3.6) are characterized by an oscillatory behavior for

negative envelope arguments. They rise to their maxima at points very close to the zeros of the

envelope arguments and fall off exponentially to zero for positive arguments. For example, the

solution given in equation (6.3.4) has its greatest value at a point very close to

x = y = z = BW/4m*, while its field extends out behind it in a direction opposite to the direction

of propagation.

Our results in connection to the Schrodinger equation have motivated us to search for anal-

ogous solutions to the wave equation (2.2.1). The Brittingham ansatz [7}

‘¥’(;-, f) = G(p» C) 8//M (6·3·7)

reduces the 3-D scalar wave equation to the 2-D Schrodinger equation

i4ß öc G(p, C) + viG(p, C) = 0 , (6.3.8)
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where C = z - ct. For the 2-D Schrodinger equation one can derive an Airy packet solution anal-

ogous to that given in equation (6.3.4); specifically,

. . _ 2G(p. c) = A1 [2ß(x — 3ßCZ/4)] Ai [2196 — 66:*/4)]
e””’“‘+* ”" '”

. (6.6.9)

Using this result, in conjunction with the Brittingham asnatz (6.3.7), we arrive at the following Airy

packet solution to the 3-D scalar wave equation:

-§ _
2 . — 2vv . () = A6 [2ß(x — 6ßc 14)] A6 [266 — 3ßC2/4)]

¢””°"‘** ”‘ "’
6"" . (6.6.10)

This wave packet moves with speed c in the z·direction and remains invariant under translations

along this axis.

6.4 SUMMAR Y AND CONCLUSION

An interesting set of nondispersive wave packet solutions to the Schrodinger equation were

derived in this chapter. This was facilitated by an appropriate choice of characteristic variables. The

wave packet given in equation (6.1.12) was found to possess an interesting property; namely, that

the group velocity associated with its envelope is equal to that obtained from the derivative of its

phase with respect to z. This means that for a free particle represented by such a wave packet, the

classical envelope will have the same kinematics as those obtained from the action of the quantum

energy and momentum operators acting on the phase of the wave function.

Motivated by the work of Berry and Balazs [86] and Greenberger [87], we investigated a class

of nonspreading solutions to the 3-D Schrodinger equation involving accelerating Airy envelopes.

They are characterized by an asymmetric structure, in contrast to spherically symmetric packets

moving with constant velocities. The field of a characteristic Airy packet extends in an oscillatory
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fashion behind its peak amplitude, while it quickly disappears in front of the packet's center. It

seems that a particle modelled by such a packet leaves a wake of its field behind as it accelerates in

a certain direction. On the other hand, a wave packet moving with a constant velocity has a field

which is symmetrically distributed in all directions.

Our work on Airy type solutions to the Schrodinger equation led us to analogous solutions

to the 3-D scalar wave equation.
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7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this work we have investigated the different aspects of an interesting class of solutions to

linear partial differential equations, namely, nondispersive wave packets. Such solutions have been

considered to be uninteresting by a large section of the current literature, mainly because of their

infinite energy content. We, nevertheless, think that this property is not a drawback per se . On the

contrary, there seems to be some kind of a trade off between the nondispersive character of wave

packet solutions and the finiteness of their energy content. For an example, a photon travelling for

millions of years between a distant galaxy and our own does seem to have a finite energy content

and at the same time is not expected to spread out. Such a photon is govemed basically by linear

equations and nonlinear effects can only come into the picture through the curvature of space~time.

Nevertheless, in the limit of flat space-time (i.e., far away from ar1y significant masses) light is

mainly govemed by linear equations. It would be a great relief if the solutions of the nonlinear

equations could go in the limit of flat space-time into regular, well behaved, nondispersive solutions

to the corresponding linear ones. lt has always been assumed that localized, nondispersive, solutions

to nonlinear equations (e.g., solitons) will degenerate into singular solutions if the nonlinearity is

neglected (e.g., de Broglie’s [30] ”double solution" theory). It is our opinion that nonsingular,

nondispersive packet solutions can provide a more reasonable altemative, even if their total energies

are infinite.
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The use of nondispersive wave packets in modelling particles (e.g., photons) emphasizes the

importance of their localization over the finiteness of their total energy content. In this work, it has

been demonstrated that if the localization of particles is given more priority, one ca.n circumvent

the infinite energy problems by utilizing the energy content of the central portions of the wave

packets. Such packets are bump~like fields and with an appropriate choice of parameters, they can

have very large amplitudes around their centers compared to their tails. Thus, one can assume that

the energies usually observed in experiments result mainly from interactions of these bumps. A

photon model based on Brittir1gham’s FWMs provided a good example of the procedure for esti-

mating the energy content of the bump field when it interacts with other particles. lt was shown

that such an energy content depends on the length of interaction, in such a way that photons

emitted in interactions taking place over shorter lengths acquire higher energiesi The mental picture,

thus associated with our photon, is that of a localized bump that does not spread out as it travels

ir1 free space with the speed of light. The energy density of this bump is much larger than that of

the tails. An estimate of the energy and momentum content of the bump can be related to the all

familiar formula E, = pc = hw. Our localized packet representation of the photon is closer to what

Einstein had originally advocated [77]. The proposed model has a clear mental picture associated

with it, in contrast to a plane wave representation for which it is not known exactly where the

photon is coming from, where it is going or where it is. Even in quantum field theory, where

photons are represented by propagators, the position of a photon has lost any meaning since 7 and

t are treated as parameters that are integrated out in the final results. These ideas echo the same

difficulties that have been extensively dealt with in the literature. The body of this work is known

as the photon localization problem [88-91].

The use of the bump field of the PWM to represent a light particle was motivated primarily

by the fact that the PWM pulse is capable of explaining the results of Young’s two slit interference

experiment. This experiment is considered to lie close to the heart of the quantum theory and it

has been argued that no classical model could explain the interference results for individual events.

In this work, it has been shown that the PWM pulse can interfere with itself, so that the bump field

will impart its energy to one of the light fringes of the resulting diffraction pattem. This occurs be-
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cause the FWM field is not a local structure but exists everywhere, with the shape of the total field

deterrnined by the boundary conditions setup by the configuration of the experiment. In interfer·

ence experirnents, the total field forms null regions, wherein the field is extremely small. lf the center

of the bump of the field ends up on one of these nulls, its arnplitude becomes so small that it cannot

be detected. This nonlocal character of the totality of the field of the FWM might provide a way

of resolving the EPR paradox within the premise of a nonlocal classical theory. lt is of great interest

to investigate the possibility of using the vector form of the FWMs to explain the results of the two

photon correlation experiments. Another interesting aspect of our model is that a photon is a

classical entity that occupies a certain volume in space. This property might enable us to explain

the unusual results of high intensity photoelectric effect experiments. This is another direction that

should be investigated in the future, together with the possible occurence of deviations from the

usual energy-momentum relationships in the case of ultra-energetic photons.

ln order to understand the unusual structure associated with the FWM, we have developed

a new superposition technique, namely, the bidirectional representation. This representation makes

use of a superposition of products of two plane waves, one moving in the positive z-direction and

the other travelling in the negative z-direction. This reflects the fact that the "natural" characteristic

variables associated with packet solutions to the scalar wave equation are C = z — ct and

D1 = z + ct. A nondispersive solution will thus be comprised of a nondispersive envelope that is a

function of C only, multiplied by a modulation depending on :1.

A naive extention of the bidirectional representation to other classes of equations, e.g., the

Klein-Gordon and the dissipative wave equations, leads to new exact packet solutions that have

centers moving with the speed of light. This behavior is unattractive, however, because one expects

that a packet solution to the Klein-Gordon equation should propagate with a speed ul < c. Using

a new decomposition of the operator of the Klein-Gordon equation we arrived in a systematic way

at the result that the natural characteristics associated with a nondispersive packet solution are

( = y(z — us:) and :1 = z — tc!/ul, with the relativistic quantity y appearing naturally. Working with

the new characteristic variables facilitates the derivation of a class of nondispersive packet solutions

to the Klein-Gordon equation. These solutions have envelopes that move with a speed ul multi-
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plied by a modulation that moves with a phase velocity equal to cz/vl. It should be pointed out that

in this case the envelope and the modulation are moving in the same direction, while in the case

of the FWM the envelope moves in a direction opposite to that of the modulation. As a conse-

quence, we cannot reduce the Klein-Gordon wave packets to packet solutions to the scalar wave

equation in the limit vl —» c. The wave packet solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation derived in

this work are generalizations to MacKinnon’s wave packet. A comparison between these two

classes of solutions has cleared up some of the subtle issues concerning dispersionrelationships and

defrnitions of the group velocities. ln this work we have investigated the possibility of using a

Klein-Gordon wave packet as a classical entity with a center moving with a velocity equal to ux.

On the other hand, we have treated this wave function as a quantum mechanical de Broglie wave

packet. In the latter case, the kinematics of the particle can be derived from the action of the energy

and momentum operators on the phase of the wave function. The Klein~Gordon wave packet has,

also, been used to derive exact packet soultions to the Dirac equation. Similarly, wave packet sol-

utions to the Schrodinger equation have been derived and it has been shown that the momentum

and energy operators acting on the phase of these wave functions give momenta and energies equal

to mus and mc' + mu}/2 , respectively. lt is of interest in this case to note that the velocity of a free

particle derived using a quantum procedure is identical with the velocity of the center of the packet’s

envelope. Wave packet solutions moving with constant velocities have been compared to an unu-

sual class of accelerating Airy packet solutions to the Schrodinger equation. The latter have led to

a new set of exact packet solutions to the 3-D scalar wave equation.

The bidirectional representation has, also, been used to provide a natural basis to the syn-

thesis of all known Brittingham-like solutions. The relation between the Fourier synthesis and the

bidirectional superposition has been utilized to study the Fourier structure of these unusual sol-

utions. This demonstrated the fact that very simple spectra used in the case of the bidirectional

representation lead to new solutions for which the corresponding Fourier spectra are very hard to

guess. The sufiicient and necessary conditions that should be imposed on the bidirectional spectra

in order to ensure square integrability have been derived. Because of the general form of the

bidirectional representation, it has been shown that it can be used to derive new solutions that can
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not be easily obtained otherwise. Some of these new solutions [cf. equations (2.5.5) and (2.5.9)] are

direct generalizations of B1ittingharn’s FWM. This emphasizes the fact that the FWM bump sol-

ution used in Chapter 4 to represent light particles is not unique but belongs to a large class of

solutions. This means that the photon model we have presented is just a tentative one that can

capture some of the general features of a bump field representation of light particles. This work

calls upon a more thorough theoretical investigation accompanied, if possible, by experimental

verification to be undertaken.

The efficacy of the bidirectional representation has been demonstrated in connection to

problems with boundaries. It has been shown that a localized pulse can be launched in an infinite,

acoustic waveguide. Such a pulse behaves differently as it propagates through three distinct sections

of the waveguide. In the first one, the center of the pulse does not decay at all, in the second region

the center decays logarithmically, while in the third portion it decays exponentially. As a natural

extension, the case of a semi-infinite waveguide excited by a similar pulse has been studied. Upon

reaching the open end of the waveguide, such a pulse is launched into free space. The far field

outside the waveguide was computed using a time·retarded Green’s function. The results obtained

demonstrated that the decay behavior of tirne-limited pulses of large bandwidths can vary from one

pulse to another. For CW signals of very narrow bandwidths, one can easily distinguish between a

far and a near field. In the case of time·limited pulses, however, the distinction between the far and

near field becomes too fuzzy. Such pulses have eventually to decay to zero; nevertheless, some

pulses can decay at a slower rate than others.

In Summary, we hope that the vitality of nondispersive wave packet solutions has been re-

stored by this work. We have demonstrated that such solutions can be utilized in a large number

of diverse problems and that their infinite energy content is not an insurmountable obstacle, as it

is usually perceived. We have, also, illustrated that using such wave packets as basic entities instead

of thinking in terms of their plane wave decomposition, can lead to a significantly different per-

spective, especially when applied to the realm of localized objects or tirne~limited pulses. Finally,.

we wish that this thesis could stirnulate more work that would restore the long due respect to the

linear nondispersive wave packets.
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